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ABSTRACT

This ethnographic study explored everyday lived experiences of a group of Latina

women in school and in the community in an Adult Basic Education (ABE) setting. I

examined the functions of discourse in ABE in literacy events (Heath, 1983). In this way,

I gained insights into literacy practices through ethnography of communication (Heath,

1983; Hymes, 1972, 1977; Philips, 1993; Saville-Troike, 2003). Narratives provided

insights about what was communicated in everyday interactions.

In a “teaching to the test” ideological environment, the Latina participants in this

study shared knowledge and experiences and created a unique sociocultural (Vygotsky,

1978) context for learning. Over time, a community of practice (Wenger, 1998)

developed through mutual engagement, joint effort, and shared repertoire which included

in and out of school literacies. Salient was the collaborative effort among a local

community center, community college, and school district which strived to meet the

needs of Latina/o students and their families. These multiple communities of practice

provided a support network integral to sustaining a community of learners.

The backdrop of this study, an American-Mexican Southwest border region, was the

cultural context in which American education and Latinas’ Sonora Mexican world views

met. This hybrid space or borderlands Anzaldua (1987) described as a place where two

cultures merged to form a third culture. In practice, this hybrid space was explored in

discursive practices which provided an alternative space, a third space (Moje,

Cicechanowski, Kramer, Ellis, Carrillo, & Collazo, 2004) in which identities were
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negotiated. Participants negotiated to find balance, a synergy between change and

maintenance, which was ongoing as they struggled to maintain a traditional world view

while accommodating new ideas.

Integral to ongoing identity construction were the relationships with language,

learning, and conversation. A story emerged from daily acts and events that reflected

negotiated individual and social identities in the practice of literacy, teaching, and

learning. This study demonstrates the insights ethnographic investigations can bring to

understanding the functions of discourse in the construction of identity and socialization

into learning.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

In order to explicate the structure of the social world, however, it is necessary to

direct attention to those experiences in which another man’s consciousness

becomes accessible, for they are the foundation of the constructs by which his

motives and actions are interpreted. It is precisely these experiences which, for

different reasons, continue to be taken for granted in everyday life. (Schutz, 1964,

p. 22)

Background of the Study

I conducted a two-year ethnographic study in Cameron (all names in this study are

pseudonyms), a large southwest urban border community. During the first months of this

study, I was a volunteer tutor in an Adult Basic Education (ABE) program. Several

months later, I was asked by the volunteer coordinator to change locations and roles. I

accepted the role of volunteer reading instructor in the ABE program at Valencia. It was

at Valencia that my inquiry into adult literacy learning took shape.

The students at Valencia were women of Mexican-origin. These Latina women sought

new ways to access the English- dominant culture in order to secure upward economic

mobility while maintaining traditional home and community practices. They were all

pursuing GED certification through the local community college at Valencia. As a

volunteer instructor, I was invited to assist their teacher by working with small groups in

her classroom to improve the students’ literacy skills and as well as their test scores. I
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became intrigued with participants’ daily interactions in literacy events (Heath, 1983) and

developed the focus of this ethnographic study. Through examining the functions of

discourse in the literacy events of an Adult Basic Education (ABE) program, I explored

two related questions: (1) how do discursive practices construct identities in literacy

events; (2) how do these practices contribute to engagement in the practice of literacy,

teaching, and learning?

My interest in understanding adult literacy learning in theory and practice never

subsided. In fact, it grew. What changed was my perspective. The ethnographer’s

perspective or presuppositions, culture, and identity is “the initial framework against

which similarities and differences in the studied group are assessed” (Agar, 1996, p. 93).

The framework is also an extension of the ethnographer’s approach with which s/he

articulates similarities and differences. What develops is the dialectical and reciprocal

relationship between ethnographer and participants that evolves over time.

The difficulty in recognizing where ethnographer and participants came together

became apparent through discussion. Initially, I believed my interest in this study was

related to my own immigrant heritage. My mother’s family entered the United States

through Ellis Island, one of many border crossings they faced. The family struggled in

those early years with language, working-class status, and the ethnic issues many Jewish

families endured.

Stories my grandmother told of Poland and those early years in the United States

remained vivid. Stories included her literacy history. During the early 1900s in Poland,

Jews were not permitted to be educated, that is, learn to read and write. My great
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grandfather, a Rabbi, woke his 10 children from their sleep in the middle of the night to

teach them to read and write by candle light. He wanted his children to be literate and

took it upon himself to be sure that they were. My grandmother was fluent in six

languages.

My mother told stories of her childhood in U.S. urban immigrant neighborhoods. One

story she shared concerned her language socialization. As a child of 10 years old, she

walked along the streets of Paterson, New Jersey with my grandmother conversing in

Yiddish. My mother remembered turning to my grandmother to say, “We’re in America

now; it’s time to speak English.” My mother spoke English in school, but the family

spoke Yiddish at home. This communicative exchange signified the assimilation of

American ideology, primarily through language, which established roots for future

generations. English dominated language use in my grandparents’ and then my parents’

home while Yiddish eventually disappeared, as did much of the Jewish culture.

Culture is more than race, ethnicity, or the place where one resides. Education,

socioeconomics, and gender contribute to the ethnographer’s culture. For example, my

father dropped out of school in the 10th grade and never graduated from high school. My

mother did complete high school and soon married. I was born 16 months later; my

mother was 19 years old at the time. My father did not experience upward economic

mobility or stability until much later in life. However, both parents continually

emphasized the importance of education and going to college. They wanted my brothers

and me to have an easier life, a better life, one that was not working class.
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As I reflected on why I continued this study, I realized that what was relevant and

integral to the rationale of this study were the enduring struggles these Latina students

and I had in common as women from immigrant and working-class origins. Many women

in this study, including myself, were single mothers raising children alone with little or

no support. Our struggle to better our lives and our children’s future through education

was a common thread. Conversation wove that thread, providing a trajectory for sharing

meaningful stories, bits of life across space and time or lived experiences.

More broadly, our similarities were connected to what Holland and Lave (2001) have

termed “history in person” (p. 5) or “constellation of relations between subjects’ intimate

self-making and their participation in contentious local practice” (p. 5). Salient is that

identity construction is historical; it evolves and continues moment by moment, day by

day. The study’s rationale was then intertwined in the women’s ability to persevere and

to look at structure as process rather than obstacle. In this way, agency became a process

to achieve the personhood we each desired.

In essence, this is a story about adult literacy learning as women created a community

of practice (Wenger, 1998). Teaching to the test was merely one aspect of the kinds of

literacy, teaching, and learning that were observed. Most attention in ABE settings has

focused on the conditions under which students learn and professional development for

teachers. In addition, most states have indicators of program quality in their monitoring

and evaluation plans, but no evidence-based research has been carried out to demonstrate

the role and impact on specific program standards in programs such as adult English as a
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Second Language (ESL) education (Center for Adult English Language Acquisition

[CAELA], 2005).

More importantly, Demetrion (2005) discussed the need to hear students’ voices in

adult literacy and their views concerning the implementation of new frameworks and

value. This ethnographic study was such an attempt. I sought to provide a comprehensive

account of literacy learning in adult basic education that would include students’ voices

and their views on literacy learning.

During this time, I observed that adults brought a wealth of knowledge and resources

to the classroom that seemed to go unnoticed or untapped. Through participation in

weekly activities, it became apparent to me that there was a disjuncture in theory and

practice. In part, these gaps reflected scant research in adult literacy learning. Salient to

me was the fact that foundations of ABE were primarily derived from what Demetrion

(2005) termed a “grade school analogy” (p.10) or K- 12 school contexts (Gadsden, 2002;

Partnership for Reading, 2005; Sticht, 2002).

Second, I noticed that ABE curriculum primarily drew from traditional concepts of

literacy. It was evident that students worked independently, having little interaction with

teacher or peers. Practices reflected autonomous models of literacy that presupposed

reading, writing, and learning as primarily cognitive rather than social and cultural in

nature (Bernstein, 1975; Gee, 1996; Halliday, 1978; Heath, 1983; Hymes, 1977; Street,

1984). Traditional models are often defined through standardization. Standardized or

skills-based practices fail to recognize multiple worldviews. Students’ social and

individual identities are then positioned or socially formed through standardized language
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and knowledge, which in this case was English (Bourdieu & Passeron, 2000; Fairclough,

1995; Foucault, 1972; Giroux, 2001).

What develops are ways to quantify knowledge in content standards to maintain the

status quo (Foucault, 1972; Street, 1995). What occurs is a system of conventions guided

by hegemonic practices. Hegemony, as Gramsci (1971) noted is the imposition of the

status quo in which practices are not physically coerced but rather enacted through

voluntary participation. In practice, hegemony is socialization. It is enacted through the

ways in which it creates and sustains demand for ABE programs (Dementrion, 2005;

Orem, 2000; Sticht, 2002; Street, 1984).

In essence, ABE is organized through standards (Adult Education Content Standard

Warehouse, 2004; Merriam & Caffarella, 1999; Stein, 2001). This organizational

structure mediates educational experiences through curriculum, pedagogy, and practices

to achieve educational outcomes. Standards define what is needed and those practices

necessary to produce desired results. In this way, local programs or micro-level

discourses become associated with macro-level discourses or global issues.

Through standardization, education becomes intertwined in the global economy.

Marketplace demands determine the kinds of skills needed in the workplace, which

influence educational practices at local schools (Demetrion, 2005; Fairclough, 1992,

2001; Stein, 2001; Sticht, 2002; Street, 1984, 1995). Globalization in practice means

more than economics. According to Fairclough (2001),

It entails “action at a distance” it means that social processes and social relations

are stretched out across huge distances both in terms of mileage and in terms of
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social and cultural differences. Representation of these processes and relations in

discourse therefore become increasingly important in maintaining some sort of

order within this complexity. (pp. 204- 205)

In practice, this translates into kinds of pedagogy and kinds of knowledge students

need. Pedagogy becomes a tool for teaching to the test. Learning means passing the test.

Seemingly disconnected practices are instituted by units of measure, value attributed to

those units, and the product or desired outcome (Foucault, 1970). Therefore, skills-based

practices, productivity, and accountability are assessed by students’ success or lack

thereof. In this way, education becomes commodified as it adapts to market demands

(Bourdieu & Passeron, 2000; Fairclough, 1992; Merriam & Caffarella, 1999; Street,

1995).

Emphasis on skills-based text and practices were not arbitrary in ABE. Rather, they

were linked to macro-level situations occurring in the complexity of economics,

language, and power. These implicit yet prevailing structures constitute, at least to some

degree, globalization. Unfortunately, relationships at the micro-level or local situations

are difficult to link to macro-level discourses.

At this study’s inception, the relationships I described concerning micro-level and

macro-level discourses were opaque or appeared unrelated. On closer examination, they

were integral to the discourse of ABE. Over time, systematic data collection and analysis

revealed these relationships, which are discussed in the coming chapters. I drew from a

variety of ethnographic, sociolinguistic, and discourse analysis methods to describe

participants’ experiences through acts and events in classroom interactions. These
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methodologies were integral to theoretical frames that contributed to my understanding

the functions of discourse in the construction of identity and socialization into learning.

Next, I explore several theoretical frames integral to the study beginning with Schutz

(1962, 1964) and social theory.

Theoretical Perspectives

The concept of common sense is integral to any discussion concerning education.

Common-sense notions are another way to describe, for example, typical, habitual,

category, or characterization. What each has in common is a systematic way to organize

information. Over time, through everyday experiences, these cognitive processes become

automatic or naturalized (Schultz, 1962, 1964). Patterns of rules and expectations,

implicit and explicit, are realized in the ways in which we act and behave in the world.

Experience is organized within these structures which then become internalized.

Organizing experience is key to understanding what goes on around us. Typification,

as Schultz (1964) pointed out, separates what is relevant from what is not. These

organizational structures are integral to students’ sociocultural history (Fairclough, 1995;

Gee, 1999; Gumperz, 1982, Gumprez & Cook-Gumperz, 1982; Hymes, 1977; Vygotsky,

1978) or heritage knowledge as well as school curricula. Structures guide behavior and

develop schema. Schema is an interpretive tool or frame used to construct meaning in the

flow of lived experience (Bateson, 1972; Goffman, 1974; Tannen & Wallat, 1993).

The concept of framing derived from Bateson’s (1972) anthropological work on play

and fantasy. Frame, a cognitive tool, is used to organize meaning relationships or sets of
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messages within situated interaction. Framing defines what goes on within the frame,

what is excluded, or what is and is not relevant (Schutz, 1964). The frame contextualizes

or puts into place what Goffman (1974) described as” context” or “definitions of a

situation” (p. 10). It is from this concept of time and place that Goffman developed ways

to contextualize or situate meanings, which he called “framework.”

The flow of experience is situated in time and space, which then defines context

without limiting its multidimensional value. When Goffman discussed context, he said, “I

am not addressing the structure of social life but the structure of experience individuals

have at any moment of their social lives” (p. 13).Therefore, as Goodwin and Duranti

(1992) explained, context is simply a behavioral environment.

Frames then are not tools to make generalizations. Rather, they function to describe

actions and events spaceotemporally or at particular points in time and space. Context is

constructed moment by moment (Erickson, 2006; Goffman, 1959, 1974) or face-to-face

interactions (Goffman, 1959, 1963a, 1967, 1974; Schutz, 1962). Interactions mediate

direct experience as speakers and listeners convey, respond, and exchange information. In

these communicative spaces, participants construct behavioral expectations as they

develop in interaction intertwining linguistic and extralinguistic or verbal and nonverbal

bits of communication (Saville-Troike, 2003).

In these ways, language as context was integral to my role as participant observer.

Conversation provided access to students’ everyday experiences in school and in the

community. Narratives situated experiences and connected relationships through oral and

sometimes written exchanges. Communication was then constructed through what
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Gumperz (1982, 1992) termed contextualization cues or inferential meanings.

Differences in cross-cultural cuing systems in reading, writing, mathematics, and

conversation revealed the complexity of discursive practices in literacy events. These

events around written text Heath (1982) described as “occasions in which written

language is integral to the nature of participants’ interactions and their interpretative

processes and strategies” (p. 50). More simply, the written word initiates the context for

talk but often takes an alternative route through conversation. In this way, Heath (1983)

pointed out, participants “produce more speaking than reading, more group than

individual effort” (p. 200).

In the process of interpretation of the written word, contextualization means what

Bakhtin (1986) called “partners in dialogue” (p. 72). From this perspective, speakers’ and

listeners’ contextualization cues guide conversation as interlocutors express a particular

position within situated events, which may then elicit audience response. Similarly,

mathematics word and numerical text fall into this literacy venue. Realizing

communication around mathematical text as a literacy event is integral to understanding

sociocultural (Vygotsky, 1978) differences in interpretive mathematical analyses.

Interactions in this domain (Fishman, 1972) shared by Latina students often differed from

ABE discourse. These contextual or content-based differences were often the site of

miscommunication as is the case in many cross-cultural settings (Gumperz, 1982;

Gumperz & Cook-Gumperz, 1982).

In essence, differences in communicative structures often derived from converging

macro structures and micro structures. What this meant was the negotiation of
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conflicting sites of interest. What remained implicit was situated in communication or

what Schegloff (1992) explained first as the macro, which constituted the external or

distal. This included social properties such as gender, power, ethnic, socioeconomic,

national, federal, and/or cultural. Second, the micro or proximal was the discourse or

genre enacted during interaction through participants’ sequencing of talk within events

such as storytelling, problem solving, or initiating a topic of conversation. Integral to

these converging sites were discourses as they related to the practice of teaching and

literacy learning in ABE.

I now turn to the discussion of discourse which is most narrowly defined as spoken or

written language (Fairclough, 1992). More broadly, it is actual experience, which

Foucault (1970) said “provides a means of communication between space of the body

and the time of culture” (p. 321). In this study, discourse was viewed as practice or, more

specifically, discourse as social practice (Fairclough, 1992; Foucault, 1972; Gee, 1996;

Street, 1984). In ethnographic and sociolinguistic terms, this means the chain of acts and

events under which situated language use occurs (Hymes, 1972b, 1977).

My initial involvement in adult literacy learning was an introduction to discourse as

social practice (Fairclough, 1992; Foucault, 1972; Gee, 1996, 1999). The prevailing

method of teaching was worksheet skills-based activities. Computer stations, too, were

sites of skills-based practices. In this way, literacy and learning were limited to

acquisition of particular skills through a particular method. In my role as tutor, I was

constrained by this curriculum closely administered by the teacher. I was given

instruction on which student to tutor and the approach to use. I quickly became frustrated
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as I recognized that schooled literacy was narrowly defined and restricted to teaching to

the test.

What I came to realize was disjuncture in theory with the practices I observed.

Knowledge and the acquisition of that knowledge were instituted in socialization. When

access to knowledge is delineated, then meaning or opportunities to construct meaning is

limited. Social practice was realized in the discourse or what was said, how it was said,

and what people did in the process. Discourse defined and redefined what students did as

they participated in literacy activities (Fairclough, 1992; Gee, 1996, 1999; Street, 1984).

Even though my involvement at this first site ended with a transition to a new ABE

setting at Valencia, it provided insights to the process by which students were socialized

into schooled literacies. The flexibility I was given at Valencia provided the conditions

under which an ethnographic study of adult literacy learning was possible. The role of

teacher rather than tutor was an invitation to draw from Lave and Wenger (1991) and the

concept of situated learning. In this frame, a teacher is a community member, one who

guides not leads. Apprenticeship ways of knowing are integral to ways of learning. In this

way, students’ language and Sonoran culture were integral to the discourse as social

practice.

Finally, I drew from personal and professional resources that contrasted with ABE

skills-based practices. I found that my role was no longer an extension of someone else’s

ideal of teaching to the test. Rather, this new role invited creativity, something

desperately needed to provide non-traditional, language-minority students or English-

language learners with opportunities for academic success. I embraced the challenge.
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In the chapter that follows, I discuss and describe the variety of ethnographic,

sociolinguistic, and discourse analysis methods used in data collection. The context,

which I have described briefly as a behavioral environment, is brought into view as I

provide descriptive images of participants, location, ABE, and the greater community. I

discuss ethnography of communication (Heath, 1983; Hymes, 1972b, 1977; Philips,

1993; Saville-Troike, 2003), discourse community (Gee, 1996; Saville-Troike, 2003) and

Valencia ABE as it emerged into a community of practice (Wenger, 1998).

I then explore discourse analysis from multiple perspectives (Cazden, 2001;

Coulthard, 1977; Fairclough, 1992; Foucault, 1970, 1972; Gee, 1996, 1999; Goffman,

1974; Gumperz, 1982, Mills, 2003; Tannen, 1989, 1994, 2005) and critical discourse

analysis methods from primary sources (Fairclough, 1995, 2001; Foucault, 1972, 1990;

Mills, 2004).

In Chapter 3, I discuss the theme of “Teaching to the Test.” I present conversations

that describe complex social and cultural issues around teaching to the test. These

discursive events, written and spoken, frame ABE functions or curriculum skills-based

structures and practices, language uses, and meanings in literacy events (Heath, 1983). In

essence, teaching to the test functioned as a socialization process enacted through

pedagogy. Pedagogy framed students’ learning experiences in the classroom through

discursive practices in literacy events.

In the practice of teaching and literacy learning, social and cultural interactions

articulated a complex scope of situated meanings. Students’ sociocultural (Fairclough,

1995; Fishman, 1972; Gee, 1996; Gumperz, 1982A, Gumperz & Cook-Gumperz, 1982;
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Hymes, 1977; Street, 1984) and historical (Vygotsky, 1978) perspectives provided

insights to communicative competence or ability to communicate effectively in the social

setting (Hymes, 1972b, 1977). Complexity of students’ educational purposes overlapped

with the desire for English communicative competence. Over time, relationships revealed

Latinas’ cultural norms reflecting group or family objectives integral to participation and

acquiring competence in English linguistic and social language uses.

In Chapter 4, I explore oral and written narratives outside teaching to the test. Situated

talk in events was negotiated in the very processes of teaching and learning. Meanings in

literacy events were constructed in practices that both constrained talk and challenged

convention. Conversations during face-to-face interactions negotiated identities and

strengthened relationships that developed in community and school. By integrating

students’ funds of knowledge (Gonzalez & Moll, 1995; Velez-Ibanez & Greenberg,

1992), power relationships were negotiated.

In this way, a trajectory formed creating a third space (Moje et al., 2004). A support

system emerged among the local school district, community center, and Valencia ABE,

sustaining a community of learners. Participation in communities of practice across

contexts created situations in which experiences were expressed, explored, and often

intertwined in discourses.

Conversation and journal writing negotiated worksheet structures. Social practices and

social structures were mediated, forming a necessary feeling of belonging. Women’s

interpersonal relationships became integral to a sense of community in which knowledge

production was not merely for one but for all members. In this way, relationships through
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mutual engagement and joint production in literacy learning sustained participation by

confronting points of power. This chapter describes agency over structure as women

worked together toward reinventing social and individual identities. Finally, these

themes, teaching to the test and negotiating relationships, power, and learning, are

revisited in the final chapter, the conclusion of the study.
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CHAPTER 2

METHODOLOGY

This chapter explores ethnographic, sociolinguistic, and discourse analysis methods

used with data collection. I describe the context of the study including setting,

participants, local community, and the role of ethnography of communication (Heath,

1983; Hymes, 1972b, 1977; Philips, 1993; Saville-Troike, 2003). I then explore discourse

analysis (Cazden, 2001; Fairclough, 1992; Foucault, 1970, 1972; Gee, 1996, 1999;

Goffman, 1974; Gumperz, 1982; Mills, 2003, 2004; Tannen, 1989, 1994, 2005) and

critical discourse analysis methods (Fairclough, 1995, 2001; Foucault, 1972, 1990; Mills,

2004). I will begin with my invitation to Valencia.

My early involvement at Valencia began with a phone call from the ABE Volunteer

Program Coordinator. He asked that I change locations and provide small group reading

instruction at Valencia. The Valencia ABE teacher, Sue, requested supplemental reading

instruction for students whose test scores continued to decline over time. Sue hoped that

students’ test scores would improve with additional reading instruction. It was then that I

exchanged tutoring for teaching and changed locations.

I first visited Valencia on January 29, 2005 to meet students and teacher. As I

approached the white trailer with blue trim, I noticed an old faded sign that read Family

Education Center posted on the front of the building. The trailer was situated adjacent to

Valencia Community Center and across the parking lot from Sunshine Elementary

School. Vehicles were parked on the street in front of the old building. The elementary
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school’s playground was the trailer’s backyard. The front yard, enclosed by a chain-

linked fence, guarded the expansive mesquite tree amid a dirt lawn. A blue chipped

wooden ramp led to the door outside the schoolroom.

Somehow, as I walked up the ramp to the door, my reluctance to change programs

subsided. My new situation seemed more like an opportunity, and all doubt faded as I

entered the schoolroom. I was greeted warmly by teacher and students alike. I began to

see change as challenge and soon envisioned the opportunity to test theory into practice.

In the first ABE situation, I was limited to the skills-based curriculum closely

administered by the teacher. At Valencia, I had been given license to work with students

in groups, which I interpreted to be literature circles or literacy situations for readers to

develop individually and in groups (Daniels, 1994). Unknowingly, this was the start of a

cooperative educational initiative, one that would continue for two years.

The chain of events leading up to this long-term partnership grew weekly as I became

an active member in the community. My sustained involvement gave credence to my

commitment. In fact, my weekly attendance was more reliable than that of students. I was

there each week, two days per week and three hours per day during that first semester.

Over time, my participation varied from one to two days per week but remained constant

during the school year (see Appendices A-D).

The desire to do an ethnographic study derived from my sustained involvement in the

community. Concurrently, I developed a growing interest in ethnography of

communication (Heath, 1983; Hymes, 1972b, 1977; Philips, 1993; Saville-Troike, 2003)

through my role as participant observer. As I learned about the community and its culture
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in weekly interactions, I eventually earned the position of insider or community member.

This emic perspective evolved as my membership in the community strengthened. Trust

grew with reliability and demonstrated knowledge. Respect developed with the

recognition that commitment from all sides was earnest and mutual.

The role of the researcher as insider, one who is a part of the community, or outsider,

one who wishes to gain access to the community, is always tentative. In other words, the

role of participant observer is always an outsider, at least to some degree. Similarly,

Linda Smith (1999) pointed out,

Insider research has to be as ethical and respectful, as reflexive

and critical, as outsider research. It also needs to be humble.

It needs to be humble because the researcher belongs to the

community as a member with a different set of role and relationships, status and

position. (p. 139)

What Smith suggested is sound advice. The ecology of the community demands a

balance, and the researcher must be sensitive to her/his ever-changing status. An insider

today may well be an outsider tomorrow. This delicate space, a place where instability is

ever looming, is the same space where role relationships are strengthened.

When interpreting interaction in any situation one must first consider the context.

Contexts, Agar (1996) said, are constructed from emergent moments, bits and pieces of

time, small actions, and exchanges of information. Emergent moments comprise the

context as does the physical setting. Contexts are in constant negotiation, multifaceted,
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and not easily defined, yet necessary to delineate to some degree. I will begin by

describing the urban center of Cameron where Valencia is geographically located.

Cameron: The Community

Cameron is situated in a southwest border region of the United States. This

community of 1,000,000 residents constituted a large Mexican-American and Mexican

origin population. The border, both conceptual and physical, divided Mexico and the

United States 60 miles south of Cameron. Due to its close proximity to the border,

Cameron had become, in many respects, a synthesis of these two cultural worlds. Some

refer to this hybrid space as the borderlands (Alvarez, 1995; Anzaldua, 1987; Gonzalez,

2005).

Anzaldua (1987) described the borderlands as “a third country-a border culture” (p.

25). Struggles in everyday life become integral as people navigate two cultural worlds.

The design of the border culture keeps many on the edge and off balance yet ever

determined to find balance. Balance for many persons of Mexican origin, and specifically

for the women in this study, meant achieving economic stability. The challenge was to

gain access to situations in which balance could be achieved.

Within daily struggles and search for stability was hope. Hope overcomes mental and

physical duress. Pride subsides and determination to persevere and succeed dominates.

Language was the medium through which balance was to be achieved. Language was the

link to opportunity and, simultaneously, the gap that prevented access. Consequently,
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language became a site of struggle, one of many embedded borderlands issues necessary

for women to overcome to find economic stability.

Over time, Latinas in this study realized membership in the greater Spanish speech

community (Hymes, 1972b, 1977; Fishman, 1972) was no longer alone sufficient.

Women sought access to Cameron’s predominantly English-speaking culture. Children

and grandchildren attended local schools. Women were the link, the cultural brokers

(Gonzales Valezquez, 1995), who by default bridged language barriers. Women sought

new ways to access the English-dominant culture to secure upward economic mobility

while maintaining traditional home and community practices.

Access was not simple. On one hand, Latinas wanted better-paying jobs. Women

desired socioeconomic opportunities that would eventually lead to middle-class status.

They enrolled in Adult Basic Education (ABE) to work toward earning a General

Educational Development (GED) certification. Most students had earned a high school

diploma in Mexico, but the document was not legitimate in the United States. Therefore,

the Latinas women in this study opted to obtain GED certification through the local

community college at Valencia.

The Speech Community

Instruction in Adult Basic Education at Valencia was English only. All texts/lessons

were written or spoken in English. The teacher was a monolingual English speaker. She

did not speak, read, or write in another language. On the other hand, most students’ first

language was Spanish. Only one student was not a Spanish speaker. The women
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primarily spoke Spanish out of school. Most, with varying proficiency, could read, write,

and/or speak both languages.

The meeting place was the school room. This hybrid space where two cultures met

intertwined languages and discourse fields to form a speech community (Hymes, 1972b,

1977). Essentially, Latinas brought knowledge of two languages, English and Spanish,

which were often switched on demand as interaction elicited one language and then the

other. Discursive fields, sites of naturally occurring talk, overlapped with uses of

language and knowledge drawing from the community and school.

A speech community was defined by Hymes (1977) “as a community sharing

knowledge of rules for the conduct and interpretation of speech. Such sharing comprises

knowledge of at least one form of speech, and knowledge also of its pattern of use. Both

conditions are necessary” (p. 51). Salient was the social quality of the ABE community.

Learning English was integral to participation in ABE. However, for most women, the

speech community was a social entity that thrived in daily face-to-face interactions

(Goffman, 1959). Over time, Valencia emerged into a discourse community, which

Saville-Troike (2003) called “a flexible grouping of individuals who share rules for

‘discursive practice’” (p. 17) or constituted what Gee (1996) termed an “identity kit”

integral to social and individual identities, which in this case was Valencia ABE.

The focus on discursive practices derived from Foucault (1972) and evolved into what

Fairclough (1992) described as discourse in social practice. Discourse as social practice

implies first, that language is a part of society and not an unrelated external element.

Second, language is a social process. Third, language is a socially conditioned process
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constituted by the very linguistic and non-linguistic components of a community of

practice.

Community of practice (CoP) differs from the sociolinguistic concept of speech

community in the emphasis on practice. The heterogeneity of community membership,

participation in a set of shared norms, and interest in the natural constraints on language

variation still prevail (Labov, 1972). What changes is the focus on interaction around a

common enterprise or mutual engagement and the ways of doing, talking, ideologies, and

power relations as they emerge in the course of activity (Bucholtz, 1999b; Eckert &

McConnell-Ginet, 1999; Holmes & Meyerhoff, 1999). Furthermore, members negotiate

identities, their place in the world, by negotiating their participation in the multiplicity of

communities of practice.

Valencia Community College

What initially brought the speech community together was purpose. Three years

earlier, the school district, community college, and community center collaborated to

provide a GED program for Latino parents of children who attended neighborhood

schools. The school district offered the empty trailer as a schoolroom. The community

college provided the teacher, and the community center provided child care and other

support for parents. The program later expanded to include ABE, GED, ESL, and

community-based classes and workshops. Classes were scheduled four days per week,

Monday through Thursday, from 8:30 or 9:00 a.m. until 12:00 p.m.
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It should be mentioned that there was consistency at this site, unlike many ABE

settings. It was community-based which meant that student involvement in the program

extended beyond the classroom. Students volunteered in a variety of community projects

throughout the year. There was an active student council. Women could visit children in

childcare during class time. In the past, a homemade snack such as tamales, tacos, or

pastry was often sold during snack time for the amount of one dollar to raise money for

community activities. Though, the selling of food during break in the final year of the

study was curtailed by the new community director.

Integral to program expansion was funding. Valencia Community Center funding

resources were diversified. The community college and local school district, however,

were constrained. Historically, adult education programs received marginal funding. An

overwhelming 89% of teachers in adult education were part-time instructors, many of

whom depended on volunteers with little or no professional training themselves to

provide educational tutoring (McLendon, 2002). In fact, professional certification

requirements for teachers in Adult Education are vague in many states, without defined

criteria for teachers as educational professionals.

The local community college in this study advertised full-time benefited teaching

positions with a salary based on 37.5 hours per week. However, teachers actually worked

30-33 hours per week, and the annual salary was prorated accordingly. A bachelor’s

degree in a related field and a state community college teacher certification (or the ability

to obtain certification) were the criteria for employment. The teacher in this study was a
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part-time (less than 30 hours per week), non-benefited position, with a salary of less than

$24,000 per year.

Finally, according to Adult Education Content Standards Warehouse (2004), the

federal government allocated $2.1 million in 2003 for adult education programs in the

state of this study. The state allocated slightly less than $1 million dollars for nearly

11,000 students registered in adult education classes, spending a total of $278 per adult

education student annually. This amount per student contrasted sharply with over $5,000

spent annually on each student in K-12 schools.

Schoolroom

The homely interior remained riddled with a sense of neglect. Once inside, one saw

that a wall divided two rooms with an adjoining door. There were three dry-ease boards

in the schoolroom, all of which were stained and warped. The heater/air conditioner came

on occasionally, instigating a murmur of underlying talk. Small wooden book shelves

situated around the room served a variety of functions. Some shelves contained small

collections of books, mostly children books; others contained papers, students’ folders,

extra worksheets, and a set of encyclopedias.

There were two windows on the long walls of the structure where the sun shone

through on most mornings. Occasionally Joan, the teacher, closed the blinds to block the

sun’s glare on the front board. When one entered the room, a bookshelf, a table and

chairs were to the immediate right, making it difficult to move about in the narrow space.

Against the far wall was a table with objects including a microwave oven that Joan said
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was only good for storage and a refrigerator that Joan occasionally cleaned. Along the

other long wall was a desk that held a coffee machine, a container of creamer, Styrofoam

cups, a few coffee mugs, a plastic spoon in a cup of water for reuse, a can of coffee, a

container of sugar, and, on a good day, pastries or cookies. The desk was a popular

meeting place during break time.

Participants
What Does a Woman Mean to Me?

by

Paula

A female who turns into a woman must go through changes, in mind, body,

and soul, from a baby, to a little girl, to being a teenager. Before you know it,

a woman is within. It’s just a matter of finding or understanding herself first.

Before, to be considered a woman you would have to get married, have

kids, then have to stay home, cook, clean and raise their family. A woman had no

place outside the home other than being in it. Now a days a woman does much,

much more!

She is working, making decisions, has a voice, and just stands her grounds. A

woman doesn’t need to depend on anyone, she knows how to survive and can do

just about anything. A woman’s work is never done. She carries herself

beautifully. She doesn’t have to have long silky hair and wear heels all the time.
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A woman can have short dull hair and wear working boots and be just as

beautiful. A woman is strong and has her head on her shoulders.

In her essay, Paula challenged convention. Her voice was eloquent and sure, clearly

stating that women are strong, intelligent, and active. Women, she suggested, have

changed and want change. Her words represented Latinas who were enrolled at Valencia

to challenge history and actively alter the discourse.

Paula described opportunities for change as role negotiations. Her work symbolized

women’s enduring struggles, strengths, and emerging identities. Paula articulated

conflicting constructs of women in community and schools. The imagery suggested

women’s shifting positions in society, Mexican-American culture, and changes in

gendered discourses. Her words portrayed promise.

Late in the semester, Paula miscarried. She postponed her studies and said that she

would continue the following semester. As I considered Paula’s decision and students in

this study, I was reminded that few dropped out. The trajectory formed between the

community center and community college prevented, in many respects, the loss of

students, at least on paper.

Students were not dropped from the program. Protocol demanded direct

communication with the Program Manager. Students were required to stay in touch daily,

report extended absences, and justify reason(s) and /or promises to return by the

following semester. This arrangement was an attempt to reduce typically high attrition

rates that many ABE programs experience. However, this preventative measure merely
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postponed attrition at Valencia. In theory, the concept was good business. In practice,

retaining students did not mean that the goal of earning a GED was achieved. What it

meant was students did not have to re-enroll. I suspect it also meant that program funding

was secured to some degree.

One teacher and approximately 15 students participated in this study. Attendance,

however, was inconsistent. Therefore, I will provide brief profiles of the teacher and the

students who remained active over time. I believe non-traditional immigrant students

such as Ana, Irma, Rosa, Norma, Beatrice, Yvonne, and Flor best represented the student

population. Of the group only Flor did not graduate from high school in Mexico. All had

family responsibilities and were the primary educational support for children and/or

grandchildren. Flor, Yvonne, and Norma were employed outside the home.

Teacher

Joan, a woman in her 50s, was married with no children. She lived in a middle-class

neighborhood and drove a late model BMW. She was a monolingual English speaker.

During a casual conversation one day after class, Joan and I discussed her experiences as

a teacher. I had asked Joan to informally write background information and describe

challenges she experienced as an adult educator. The following were her written

responses:

My mother didn’t finish H.S.; my father had one yr. of college; my only brother is

an orthodontist; I have a B A in English, an MA in English, and an MBA (both of

my parents contrib.. their love of –rehab. Teacher for the blind, rehab counselor
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for the blind, reading) pharmaceutical rep. teaching/detailing health professionals

for years; retired at age 50 and entered education field as volunteer, then sub, then

teacher (ESOL, ABE/GED).

I have no formal training (except for experience as part of a team teaching

freshman comp. about 30 years ago); I’ve taught nurses and other pharm. Reps

about medications and advances in therapeutics, but that is very different from

what I do now. I attend workshops, conferences, seminars, and participate in an

ESOL Practicum and will participate in a reading practicum. I find myself

teaching the items listed in the standards too rigidly- I’m really trying to teach

what my students want and need at the moment, regardless of the standards for

the level (I A students can do a great deal of “Level II” work if it’s relevant to a

current need- i.e. Helping a child with homework or taking a parent to the doctor).

Joan first substituted at one of the ABE sites before she was offered her position at

Valencia. Retired twice, Joan said that she loved teaching ABE and would continue to do

so part-time when she and her husband retired in two years. She and her husband played

golf and were active club members. They planned to buy a retirement home in a local

adult residential golf community.

Students

Ana. Ana, a single mother in her 30s, had two teenaged boys. Widowed 10 years ago,

Ana immigrated to the United States. She volunteered at Valencia Community Center

office inputting data, answering telephones, and organizing student council activities and
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other events. Valencia Community Center was integral to Ana’s success at school.

Community involvement provided Ana with a vision for the future. Determined to get her

GED, Ana stated that she planned to go on to college and earn a degree in social work.

This was her second year at Valencia.

Irma. Now in her 60s, Irma had two adult daughters, one adult son, and four

grandchildren. One grandson, Tomas, seven years old, lived with Irma and her second

husband. Irma was determined to earn a GED and committed to her grandchildren.

Enrollment at Valencia was integral to her determination to provide educational support

for her grandsons. She felt that earning a GED would provide greater opportunities for

her grandchildren in adulthood.

Irma and the boys did homework every day after school. Enrolled at Valencia for two

years, Irma stated, “I like math better than than reading! I don’t know why because I

need so much read and write. And for me, math is my my, I like a lot math.”

Irma rarely missed a day when I taught or observed at Valencia. We talked often, and I

visited her home to help with computer questions. She had two personal computers, one

for herself and one for Tomas.

Rosa. Now 48 years old, Rosa had two adult daughters from her first marriage.

Yvonne, the youngest at age 10, often required Rosa’s help with homework. Rosa’s

husband spoke and wrote little English. Rosa was Yvonne’s primary educational support.

She felt Yvonne’s success at school was directly related to her own success at Valencia.

Rosa enrolled in GED programs off and on for more than 30 years. Now in her third

year at Valencia, she had remained there the longest. Family obligations often prevented
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Rosa from staying focused on educational goals. As the primary caregiver of an ailing

mother and elderly mother-in-law, Rosa struggled to maintain balance in and out of

school.

Norma. Norma, in her 40s, had one daughter in high school and one daughter in pre-

school. She stated that she preferred living in the United States to Mexico. Norma had a

large garden in her backyard. She was very knowledgeable in folk medicine. This was

Norma’s second year at Valencia. Norma earned a high school diploma in Mexico, but

believed a GED would provide upward economic mobility for her and her family. She

worked in an office in Mexico. In Cameron, she cleaned bathrooms for a living. She

believed her role as mother was important yet saw herself as a strong, capable

independent woman.

Beatrice. Beatrice and her family moved from California to Cameron in June 2005.

She enrolled at Valencia in October. She quickly became a member of the community.

She excelled academically and always assisted other students in daily activities. Beatrice

was 37 years old and had graduated from high school in Mexico. She had always been a

stay at home mom. She had three sons, the oldest 18 and the youngest in pre-school. She

was articulate and felt certain that she could earn her GED in the near future.

Flor. Flor attended class regularly until early December when she stopped coming

altogether. Valencia was her first experience in adult education. She never attended high

school. She was the owner of a bridal shop for 12 years. Ready to take on new business

interests, she wanted to improve her literacy skills. She planned to sell her business and

start a childcare facility at her home. However, in the state of this study, one needed a
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high school diploma, a GED, or a sponsor who had earned at least one of these degrees.

Flor had none of these resources. At 51 years old, she was intelligent and resourceful but

seemed conflicted about the future. Soon after her sister decided to buy her business, she

stopped coming to class.

Yvonne. Now in her 30s, Yvonne worked in a local childcare program. It was a

difficult job for a mother of four teenagers. Yvonne graduated from high school in

Mexico but found it difficult to find a good paying job. She sold Avon products to

supplement her income. When her boss informed her that she needed to pass the GED to

keep her job, she took the GED Spanish version. Yvonne passed the test. It should be

mentioned that she was the only student who passed the GED during the two years of this

study.

In the next section, I discuss the primary method used to collect data. Even though

technology was integral to data collection and analysis, an ethnography of

communication lens wove acts and events into the completed work. This approach was an

important research technique in my participant observer role.

Ethnography of Communication

The primary function of language is generally said to be communication. There

can be no quarrel with this as long as it is distinctly understood that there may be

effective communication without overt speech and that language is highly

relevant to situations which are not obviously of a communicative sort. (Sapir,

1949, p. 14)
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The ethnography of speaking was first conceived by Hymes (1968) as an approach to

understand speech habits of a group. The emphasis on uses of language was social rather

than purely linguistic. The inquiry, according to Hymes, was “concerned with situations

and uses, the patterns and functions, of speaking as an activity in its own right” (p. 101).

The study of speaking emerged into one of communicating. Processes of socialization

through language became the focus for describing social patterns of verbal and non-

verbal modes of communication in everyday life. Communication from this perspective

comprises acts and events situated at particular points in time. In essence, the approach is

a way to bridge the linguistic with the social and cultural.

The speech community is the primary source for observing interaction. The

ethnographer’s challenge is to determine which communicative events are relevant to

analysis (Hymes, 1977). Close attention is paid to speech acts or the smallest bits of

speech communication and speech events or the event in which situated meanings are

derived by community members.

When applying this approach to the classroom, it is possible to have one or more

speech events within an activity or occurring simultaneously. Small-group interactions

and whole-group conversations would each constitute a speech event. The talk around

activities, lessons, or general conversation is what the ethnographer wants to capture.

However, traditional field note taking is not always sufficient. Therefore, a micro-

ethnographic approach that includes audio taping and/or video taping becomes useful to

preserve events for continual review (Erickson, 1992; Philips, 1993).
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To summarize, there are essentially seven components integral to an ethnography of

communication study. These components constitute relationships and the processes of

communication that are salient to understanding the appropriate forms of communication

in the speech community: participants; channels and their modes of use, such as

speaking, listening, writing, drawing, technology, etc.; codes or languages written and/or

spoken; the setting; forms of messages and included genres; attitudes such as emotions

and content of messages between and among speakers and hearers; and finally events

(Hymes, 1977).

These elements provide a schema for data collection and data analysis. This

methodological approach drives data analysis- they are dialectic and have a reciprocal

relationship. Next, I describe methods used for data collection beginning with my first

participant observations in September 2003 through the study’s culmination in December

2005.

Data Collection

My ethnographic approach to data collection began during my days as a tutor.

Observations during that time were informal. Participant observation field notes reflected

biweekly experiences and conversations with students, teacher, and tutors. I began

tutoring on September 9, 2003 and continued through late January 2004. I tutored for

three hours each day or approximately six hours per week. During each visit, I was

assigned to work with a new student. Toward the end of November, I primarily tutored

one student. We worked on worksheet/workbook exercises and the SRA reading program
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designed for elementary-aged readers. As I reflected on these experiences, I began to

question literacy learning in ABE. My interest in the field grew as my knowledge of

ABE increased. This experience provided the foundation for the next phase, the pilot

study at Valencia.

My first day at Valencia was January 29, 2004. During the first one and one-half

years, I wrote participant observation field notes. Informal observations focused on

interactions around reading and writing. I was interested in effective pedagogy and

applying theory to practice. The relationship of pedagogy to learning was integral to my

new role as a reading teacher.

I juxtaposed the curriculum of ABE with that of my holistic approach. Each week we

engaged in literature circles (Daniels, 1994) including varieties of genres. Students wrote

reading responses in journals. The dialogue journals were generally kept between

students and me but were sometimes shared with the whole group. Some students and I

talked as a way to draw on background knowledge and ease into the writing. I found that

these students quickly became confident independent writers.

Rarely did I “assign” homework. Instead, students often brought literature to class to

share with the group. I made copies of the literature for each group member. Sometimes

weeks would pass before I suggested literature for the circle. I felt that students’

responses in writing, conversation, and sharing “relevant” reading material were students’

assessment of our literature group. Active participation was multiplex.

Finally, students took the Test for Adult Education (TABE) in late March 2004,

approximately six weeks after I began supplemental reading instruction. Salient was that
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students’ test scores increased in one or more areas on the test. None of the scores

declined as was the case before my participation. Sue, the classroom teacher, and the

students were happy with test results. My place in the community seemed secure. My role

and contribution as the supplemental reading teacher seemed recognized and validated.

I volunteered until June 2004 when school dismissed for the summer. The following

fall I returned. The schedule was changed to one day per week. Some weeks I was able to

participate an additional day. The first semester I attended on Monday or Wednesday

from the first of September until Christmas break in December 2004. The next semester, I

began again with students in early January 2005 and remained until the end of May 2005,

when the pilot study ended.

During that time, I was often involved in main classroom activities. Sometimes the

teacher and students were engaged in language arts activities when I arrived. I would then

take a seat and observe or participate in the event. In this way, over time, the teacher,

Sue, and I built rapport. She would often ask for my input during a lesson. Sometimes we

would talk during break or at the end of my day. The exchange of information developed

a trajectory, a necessary one to connect my practices in the reading group with Sue’s in

the ABE curriculum.

Sue completed her third year at Valencia in June 2005. In July, she was offered a

position in a family literacy program and left Valencia. It was during July 2005 that Joan

was hired in Sue’s place. Several students including Irma, Norma, Rosa, Paula, Gabriella,

and Ana remained at Valencia during the last phase of the study.
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Classes began late that year, in September instead of August. As a new ABE teacher,

Joan was unfamiliar with some of the procedures. Orientation for new students took place

on August 29, 2005. All students were tested the following week with the TABE. I

stopped by to have a look at the tests and to observe how testing was conducted. I

remember Irma asked, “Randi, can you help us?” I said, “I can’t.” She then asked, “Why

not?” I remained silent. I could not explain this test was used to determine students’

content area knowledge and that I did not support this kind of testing for language

minority students. However, support for program objectives was necessary which meant

students were required to answer questions on their own. Joan graded the tests and the

first day of instruction began on September 8. My first day of observations was on

September 9, 2005.

During the final phase of the study, August 29, 2005 through December 16, 2005, data

collection consisted of participant observation field notes and audio-taped and video-

taped classroom interactions two days per week for three hours per day. I conducted one

open-ended teacher interview and one written interview that included information about

the teacher’s background knowledge, experience, and insights. I collected students’

written journals on at least two separate occasions.

In addition, I conducted two hermeneutic workshops or interpretive conversational

opportunities around the video-taped classroom observations. Students, the teacher, and I

participated and discussed clips from video-taped language arts and mathematics

classroom observations during the semester. The purpose of the workshops was to invite

students and the teacher to respond to the video-taped interactions. I was interested in
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participants’ responses and interpretations of the taped events. Workshop conversations

were audio-taped and video-taped.

The first workshop took place in mid-October. I chose clips from the video-taped

observations from September 9, 2005 through the first week of October. Students were

intrigued with the taped session and several requested copies. I asked if it was helpful to

view the taped observations. All students and the teacher agreed that it was. I thought,

however, the second workshop was more productive. It took place on the last day of the

study. Again, I selected video-taped class observations from mid-October through the

final day of class, which was the day before the workshop on December 14, 2005.

Conversation flowed more freely during the second workshop. I had made soup and

brought bagels and dessert as a thank you to students and the teacher for allowing me to

participate at Valencia. This provided the initial context for talk. In addition, I asked Joan

to frame the workshop with a question(s) to encourage reflection during the session. Joan

wrote questions on the board. I began the workshop by asking, “Do you spend time at

home doing school work? If so, reading, writing, or math? And how important is getting

a GED? So, do you want to talk about that a little bit?”

Beatrice made the initial response that started the conversation. Critical perspectives

concerning a variety of topics were articulated. Students voiced opinions, concerns, and

observations they had made during their enrollment at Valencia. Insights were expressed

for the first time. The workshop became an open forum as participants embraced the

opportunity to speak on topics of interest. I believe the workshops were primary

mediating tools for data collection.
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I found the use of technology for data collection particularly critical for two reasons.

First, video tapes and audio tapes were available for continual exploration and analysis

which provided a more in-depth account of speech acts and speech events. What often

captured the essence of an event or what had been socially and/or culturally constructed

was a mere sentence or phrase that contextualized or cued an interpretive frame

(Gumperz, 1982). One viewing was often insufficient. Revisiting the data was necessary

for thorough analysis because the relevance of the event was not always immediately

apparent.

Second, audio taping and videotaping offered participants the opportunity to revisit

events. In fact, when I first began videotaping, students asked to view the tapes

immediately after class. The workshops were informative for students and the teacher

because they provided an overview of events that invited comments, critical voices, and

reflection. Taped documentation and workshops were ways to reduce researcher bias.

Finally, a variety of collected data were noted as triangulation of data. According to

Stake (2000):

Triangulation has been generally considered a process of using multiple

perspectives to clarify meaning, verifying the repeatability of an observation or

interpretation. But, acknowledging that no observation or interpretations are

perfectly repeatable, triangulation serves also to clarify meaning by identifying

different ways the phenomenon is being seen. (pp. 443-444)

Certainly the variety of data collected contributed to a more holistic view of the study.

To summarize, the data collected were audio- taped and video- taped classroom
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observations that were then transcribed verbatim. I collected students’ writing journals on

two or more occasions. I interviewed the teacher discursively and provided questions in a

written document that required written responses. Finally, daily participant field note

taking was included. These data were coded for patterns, themes, points, and issues

(Fairclough, 2001). In the following section, I discuss and describe the processes of

discourse analysis and critical discourse analysis employed to interpret the coded data.

Data Analysis

The systematic collection of daily acts and events comprise parts of a story. The way

the story is authored or told is through interpretive analysis. Discourse analysis (DA) was

the approach used to describe, construct, and evaluate interpretations of collected data

(Fairclough, 2001). Methods of collection and analysis are dialectic or complement one

another. The analysis is the tool, the mediational means through which meaning is

derived. In part, the relationship derives from the ethnographer’s theoretical perspectives

and which are integral to the research design. Therefore, I found the traditional approach

to DA as “language above the sentence or above the clause”

(Schiffrin, 1994, p. 23) insufficient. Tannen (1989) provided a broader description:

But the term ‘discourse analysis’ does not refer to a particular method of analysis.

It does not entail a single theory or set of theories. Moreover, the term does not

describe a theoretical perspective or methodological framework at all. It simply

describes the object of study: language beyond the sentence. (p. 6)
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I used a sociocultural historical approach in both the research and analysis. Merely

looking at “language above the sentence” would not adequately address the many uses of

language beyond what was actually said. In addition, that which was not said or omitted

becomes salient to analysis (Fairclough, 2001; Fine, 1992; Gilmore, 1985; Goffman,

1974; Lakoff, 2004; Mills, 2004; Philips, 1993; Tannen, 1989; Saville-Troike, 1985;).

Therefore, the ethnographic analyst must consider more.

My holistic approach focused on conversation, both written and spoken. The social

and cultural situation in which language was used and how it was used as it was produced

in the process became the end result or what the ethnographer constructed the story to be.

It could be said that these aspects of literacy and learning occur in social practice.

Therefore, according to Fairclough (1995), “Discourse analysis is analysis of how texts

work within sociocultural practice. Such analysis requires attention to textual form,

structure and organization at all levels” (p. 7). In other words, the multiplex of

relationships situated in communication are the subject(s) of discourse analysis.

What is important is the production of the talk, what participants in the conversation

draw upon (language and social resources), and products resulting from social processes

in which the talk is produced. The emphasis is the interpretation of those involved in the

interaction and the choice of transcription selected by the researcher to represent her

interpretation which then signifies the particular theoretical frame from which she drew

her interpretation of the entire process. It is not an arbitrary process but well planned and

well designed research.
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However, DA is merely part of the story. My holistic analysis shifted as insights

deepened. The institution or educational domain (Fishman, 1972) extended beyond the

local situation. Therefore, I needed to broaden my scope to include macro-level analysis.

Attention to macro-level discourses is what Gee (1999) described as Big “D” Discourses

or those that are all- encompassing ways of thinking, speaking, being, and doing in a

sociopolitical, power-driven, ideologically laden world. He uses little “d” discourses to

describe language use at the micro- level.

For example, little “d” discourses constituted acts and events in everyday classroom

interactions, and Big “D” Discourses constituted various institutional domains. The

educational domain or Discourse of Adult Basic Education was one of many. The

curriculum set by the institution, Big “D,” was the structure that guided everyday

interactions or little “d” discourses in the classroom. In other words, one influenced the

other however unrelated they may seem.

An ethnography of communication approach to data collection provided the

foundation from which to use discourse analysis at the micro- level. My increased

awareness of global issues concerning literacy and language minority students directed

my attention toward issues of knowledge, power, and ideology. It was here that I again

sought Fairclough’s (1992, 1995, 2001) approach to Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA)

to connect theory, primarily Foucault’s (1972), to practice. This approach allowed me to

infuse the critical with the descriptive. It was the perfect way to extend discourse analysis

to the critical level.
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What I want to make clear is that this was a gradual process. Once I began to

understand the issues at the macro- level, I began to connect them at the micro- level.

However, because one recognizes relationships, one cannot attribute them to cause and

effect. What this framework provided was a method to systematically construct patterns,

themes, points, and issues for interpretation, i.e., to analyze the relationships of what was

said, how it was said, where it was said, and why it was said.

Description started by exploring relationships during social interactions within

situated events. The organizational structure of ABE framed social practices within

literacy events primarily achieved through curriculum and pedagogy. Practices were

integral to the functions within the structure and the ways in which literacy learning was

enacted. Social practices constituted face-to-face interactions (Goffman, 1959, 1974;

Philips, 1993) in which discursive practices were explored.

DA provided the initial approach to assess discursive practices. I found, however, that

analysis was incomplete. What was missing was the macro-level analysis. CDA was

employed to “critique,” a term Fairclough (1995) used to mean “making visible the

interconnectedness of things” (p. 36). Specifically, CDA extended DA to include

relationships of power seemingly disconnected. Moreover, Kincheloe and McLaren

(2002) explained,

Critical research can best be understood in the context of the empowerment of

individuals. Inquiry that aspires to name ‘critical’ must be connected to an attempt to

confront injustice of a particular society within the society. Research thus becomes a

transformative endeavor. (p. 106)
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Therefore, the critical extension to DA provided a trajectory that formed what I believe to

be a successful cooperative educational initiative.

Macro analysis thus articulated the implicit structures embedded in micro- level

discourses. Ideology or beliefs and values, worldviews, racism, power, and issues

concerning gender, ethnicity, and standardization are the kinds of influences that affect

texts or social interactions at the local level. They, however, are not necessarily apparent

to participants due to their opacity (Fairclough, 1995). What this means is that common-

sense notions are the ways in which action and social interactions become naturalized

(Garfinkle, 1967; Schultz, 1962), form habitus (Bourdieu, 1991), and institute hegemony

(Gramsci, 1971).

It is through consent that common sense or what is assumed to be “natural” in

structure and interaction ideologies are perpetuated at the micro-level. Only when

resistance or contestation takes place are naturalizing tendencies noticed or questioned. In

other words, the macro-level structures remain opaque in everyday practices as

convention. Thus the goal of critical discourse analysis is to denaturalize, articulate, or

unravel macro-level discourses that are connected to or determine properties of discourse

at the micro-level (Fairclough, 2001).

The process of denaturalization derives from the ethnographer’s inquiry. My original

approach to the study was traditional ethnography. I gained an emic perspective of the

culture (ABE) over time through participant observation (Duranti, 1997; Geertz, 1973;

Heath, 1983; Hymes, 1977; Philips, 1993; Saville-Troike, 2003). The inclusion of
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technology, audio taping, and video taping developed the study into microethnography

(Erickson, 1992).

Technology altered the inquiry. My ability to revisit literacy events as discussed in the

previous section provided the opportunity to renegotiate presuppositions, mine and

participants, and to describe speech acts and speech events at multiple levels. That first

level of analysis was discourse analysis. It was the process by which I developed my own

awareness. Technology permitted access to higher-order analysis. I negotiated and

renegotiated presuppositions which Fairclough (1995, 2001) pointed out as part of the

preliminary processes of CDA. The process of analysis is not step by step. Rather, it is

oscillating.

Finally, Geertz (1973) nicely summarized the process of analysis, “Cultural analysis is

intrinsically incomplete. And, worse than that the more deeply it goes the less complete it

is” (p. 29). It is incomplete because awareness draws the researcher into new directions of

inquiry. It demands one to be a critically reflexive ethnographer, one committed to

untangling the social injustices as opacity turns into transparency (Foley, 2002). In

essence, this study was just the beginning of a cultural analysis of ABE.

Next, in Chapter 3, I explore the theme of teaching to the test. Teaching to the test

through the ABE curriculum showed the ways in which roles, relationships, and identities

were socially and individually positioned in social practice. What began as skills-based

instruction framed on prestige grammar and one “right” way, developed trajectories that

permitted changes in the discourse of ABE. Chapter 3 describes the ways in which

changes came about and opened the way for a community of practice to develop.
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CHAPTER 3

TEACHING TO THE TEST

In a thoughtful introduction to Functions of Language in the Classroom, Hymes

(1972a) said, “The key to understanding language in context is to start, not with

language, but with context” (p. xix). The challenge in capturing context is to learn how

language is used and to find what it is used for. To begin, I explored conversation in face-

to-face interactions and what is communicated in “teaching to the test,” the focus of this

chapter.

All teachers, Nieto (2003) and Martinez (2000) said, bring their educational histories

or “ideological baggage” (p. 93) to the classroom. In this situation, the teacher drew from

her experiences of traditional pedagogy. Joan said, “I find myself teaching the items

listed in the standards too rigidly.” Finding ways to use what was learned and not how

one experienced education is often difficult (Delpit, 1995). Negotiating this terrain was

not easy for a new teacher. Experienced teachers, too, feel challenged to find ways to

negotiate imposed structures.

In part, data collection revealed this dilemma. What occurred were analyses of

everyday situations exemplified in a set of practices related to teacher and institutional

ideologies in this ABE program. In fact, Rymes (2003) pointed out that it is necessary to

uncover what is communicated in everyday educational situations to better understand

presuppositions and how they reveal, through the uses of language, teaching and learning

experiences.
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I draw attention to several conversations that described complex social and cultural

issues associated with teaching to the test. These discursive events, written and spoken,

framed ABE functions or curriculum skills-based structures and practices in literacy

events (Heath, 1982, 1983). In essence, teaching to the test functioned as a socialization

process enacted through pedagogy or the teacher’s interpretative frame. Pedagogy

organized students’ experiences through practices developing multiplex relationships

within social, cultural, and linguistic frames (Hymes, 1972b).

The teacher perceived students’ learning objectives, social ends, goals, or purposes as

getting a GED. To earn a GED, students must pass the test. Teaching to the test

functioned to provide the tools necessary for students to mediate literacy learning in

Adult Basic Education. The rationalization was that success in ABE would provide the

necessary skills and knowledge to earn a GED. These literacy skills included reading,

writing, and mathematics integral to the GED exam.

In the practice of teaching and literacy learning, social and cultural interactions

articulated a more complex scope of situated meanings. Students’ sociocultural ends

(Fairclough, 1995; Fishman, 1972; Gee, 1996; Street, 1984) did include communicative

competence in English (Hymes, 1972b, 1977). Moreover, English language use across

contexts and family networks was primary. Therefore, educational purposes for students

were not completely individual but, rather, constituted Latinas’ cultural norms that

reflected group or family objectives integral to participation.

Processes of literacy and learning unraveled as “context” emerged and changed within

each literacy event. Pedagogy remained consistent, while daily experiences altered the
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repertoire of events. A diachronic perspective of events over time tell the story. Starting

with my first day of participant observations, Joan distributed a worksheet packet on

regular and irregular verbs to each student. The text included the infinitive present tense,

past tense, past participle, gerund, and Spanish translations. Fill-in-the-blank exercises

were attached for individual student responses.

The event foreshadowed a classroom discourse soon to be realized. When Joan said as

she passed out the packets, “More paper, another chart,” she was doing ABE curriculum.

I noticed that Joan did most of the talking during this first event. Students were attentive

and talked when called upon by the teacher. Joan handed out another worksheet and said,

“This will tell you the different kinds of verb tenses, and it will show you just a little bit

of how some of the different things on the chart are used.” Joan explained that the chart

was a visual tool, a graphic organizer of “what is happening in time.” Conversation more

appropriately tells us what was happening in time:

Joan: So, if we’re talking about something that happens today, right now, it

happens here. What are you doing right now? What are some actions

you’re doing?

Irma: Listen[ing.]

Joan: [Listening] What else?

Group: Sit.

Joan: Sit, ok. [Joan wrote responses on the board as students replied] Um, what

else?

Irma: Writing.
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Joan: Write.

Group: Reading.

Irma: Reading. Um, ah.

Maria: Watching.

Joan: Watching.

Maria: Looking.

Joan: Look. Yeah, all of those things are what’s happening right now in the

present, and that’s what it’s talking about.

Evident is the dialectical relationship between pedagogy and students’ responses. I

draw attention to how the text constituted both pedagogy and students’ learning

experience. Specifically, if we consider speaking as enactment or as Austin (1975) noted

as performative, then what is going on is reflected in what is being said. The point is that

the worksheet functioned to mediate talk. The worksheet directed Joan’s questions which

organized the structure of students’ interaction or participation.

What I have described is the way in which an event is framed. Another approach to

interpreting interaction is the focal event (Goodwin & Duranti, 1992). It, too, is a framing

device. The focal event isolates what is important to participants, what is exchanged in

verbal and nonverbal communication in an event. The selective process includes two

parts. First is the focus of participants’ attention or the figure. Second are the background

phenomena, or what composes the ground. When we construct a relationship of language

and interaction, we see that background information contributes to the production and

understanding of actions within the frame (Bateson, 1972; Goffman, 1974; Tannen &
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Wallat, 1993). Framing action reveals how information is organized, recognized, and

invoked.

We could say that the focal event was the activity on regular and irregular verbs. The

interaction was organized synchronically (Goffman, 1981), that is it illustrated and

involved whole-class interaction including the teacher. Even though the teacher

addressed the whole class, student responses alternated between one-to-one and group-

to-teacher exchanges. Alternating between speaker and listener(s) is a form of what

Philips (1993) called participant structures.

As the event continued, video-taped observations captured students’ subversive

communication or whispering to one another throughout group interactions. Even though

the participant structure was clearly defined, resistance was demonstrated from the start.

The transmission of information by the teacher to students was weakened with these

Latina participants negotiating cultural spaces among themselves.

These bracketed spaces Goffman (1974) described as “both inside and outside” (p.

252) or part of the whole class discussion and simultaneously an aside. These social

spaces became a consistent communicative pattern in classroom interactions. Over time,

they articulated inexplicit sites of flexibility in which identities were strengthened,

explored, and negotiated.

Identities link the individual to the social group with which they identify (Anzaldua,

1989; Eckert, 1989; Gonzalez, 2005; Gumprz & Cook-Gumperz, 1982; Orellana, 1999;

Wortham, 2006). Identities are fluid as they emerge in practice and, as in this case, show

the combined effect of classroom structure and individual agency (Bucholtz, 1999a;
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Holland, Lachicotte, Skinner, & Cain, 1998; Holland & Skinner, 2001; Lave & Wenger,

1991; Wenger, 1998).

Agency or students’ counter actions to traditional pedagogy cause us to evaluate

typical or traditional participant structures in the classroom. A classic interaction ritual

(Goffman, 1967) is one in which the teacher seeks information by asking a question, a

student responds, and the teacher follows up or evaluates based on the response. This

interactional format is the Initiation-Response-Evaluation/Feedback (IRE / F) pattern of

classroom discourse (Mehan, 1979; Cazden, 2001; Wells, 1999). When looking at these

turns at talk, the question one should then ask is whether information is simply shared or

knowledge is used to construct learning and develop comprehension (Cazden, 2001).

In this next exchange, I further develop the point. Interaction continued on regular and

irregular verbs, drawing attention to the focal event. Essentially, the teacher’s main

objective or focus was to provide students access to prestige grammar or “correct”

grammar use (Berstein, 1972; Bourdieu, 1991 Bourdieu & Passeron, 2001; Gee, 1996;

Giroux, 2001; Street, 1984). The question we then have to ask is whose learning

objectives are being met. In other words, is the focal event for the teacher and students

one and the same?

Joan: Look. Yeah, all of those things are what’s happening right now in the present

and that’s what it’s talking about. So, let’s talk a little bit about, what is

something, Irma, that you do every day?

Irma: Wash the dishes [Irma smiled broadly when she spoke].

Joan: You wash the dishes. So, you do that today. Did you do that yesterday?
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Irma: Yes.

Joan: And before?

Irma: Shakes her head yes.

Joan: So, every day.

Irma: Every day.

Joan: You wash the dishes. Even when you’re sick?

Irma: Umm.

Joan: Somebody.

Students muttered and laughed in agreement as they responded and looked at Irma.

These Latinas women understood that as women of Mexican origin, they were expected

to “keep house.” This cultural exchange was indicative of more than shared knowledge. It

framed socioeconomic differences between Joan and students. Implicit was that Irma did

not have a dishwasher. She washed dishes by hand. In contrast, Joan said that she rarely

cooked and hired a woman to clean her house. Joan admitted, “They laugh at me.” She

did not, however, understand the significance of the laughter.

Finally, this activity fell short of transmitting information. Questions posed were

framed on the obvious or what students already knew. If the purpose of the activity was

to explore verb uses in English, then the function was not simply sharing information. It

seemed to me that language use was more a matter of dumbing down than eliciting in-

depth understanding of regular and irregular verbs. In fact, students admitted the lesson

was a review. Pedagogy reflected the introduction of new information rather than a
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review. We can see how the figure/ground relationship varied depending upon whose

attention was the focus.

The teacher’s attention, I have argued, was framed on grammar. The activity

functioned to provide students with a framework, the chart on regular and irregular verbs,

which could then be used as a resource. However, the discourse involved the social

positioning of Latinas as passive and accommodating rather than strong pioneering

women in active pursuit of change. In essence, the interaction on verbs glossed over the

gendered nature of the event. In fact, this was a perfect opportunity to use verbs or apply

the lesson in an authentic way. Conversation could have mediated the event into a

meaningful discourse around “keeping house” and venturing outside the world of

domesticity.

I wondered why Joan didn’t discursively change course. In retrospect, I could answer

the question. In part, as a new teacher, Joan did not have the interactional experience to

redirect students’ responses. She was working within an institutional framework in

which, according to Rymes (2003), provides little experience with discussions for

teachers (and students) to explore complicated issues raised through literacy events. In

addition, what I initially perceived to be socioeconomic differences, Butler (1999) said,

more to the point,

The notion of sex appears within hegemonic language as a substance, as

metaphorically speaking, a self-identical being. This appearance is achieved in a

performative twist of language and/or discourse that conceals the fact that “being”

a sex or a gender is fundamentally impossible. (p. 25)
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The twist Butler (1999) referred to could be interpreted as the shift from grammar as

object to women. Latinas were socially positioned in gendered roles. The opportunity to

shift critically or scaffold was lost with the use of what Butler described as hegemonic

language. The shift in literacy practice from content area to students’ funds of knowledge

(Gonzalez & Moll, 1995; Velez-Ibanez & Greenberg, 1992) could have been used more

effectively. This was a perfect opportunity to question hegemony or what is typically

expected or accepted.

Joan attempted to generate social knowledge as a means by which to construct content

area literacy. The discourse did support literacy practices but elicited them from what

Moje et al. (2004) called a first space or the marginalized Discourse. In this case, the

second space, school Discourse, and first space, Latinas’ out-of-school lives, could have

negotiated a third space. Third space is an alternative space one that synthesizes discourse

and provides ways to share knowledge and confront convention.

Two points I want to make are first, conversation provides the context for negotiating

spaces. In the IRF/E structure, discursive boundaries remained defined. Second, when

these kinds of classroom opportunities present themselves, they constitute what Giroux

(1992) meant by enacting border pedagogies. This temporal space was one in which Joan

could have opened a trajectory for students’ voices. The emerging space could have

established a dialogic outlet to question habitus (Bourdieu, 1991) or convention.

Habitus is, very simply, our individual ways of self- governing which are guided by

social-cultural-historical roots. Habitus is an orientation in which generated ways of

interacting in the world are produced. It starts in the home. It derives from familiar
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structures and rule-governed behaviors both implicitly and explicitly reified in everyday

interactions. Later these institutionalized group-affiliated actions are perpetuated in

public institutions. Habitus constitutes a group association, a socioeconomically

determined disposition that rationalizes what we know and perceive of the social world as

natural or common sense (Bourdieu, 1991).

It is habitus that enables schools to achieve their potential realization of incorporating

ideology evidenced in performance (Bourdieu & Passeron, 2000). In other words, it is an

instrument of socialization. Therefore, when the gendered nature of interaction is

reinforced rather than challenged, opportunities for women to confront marginalized

spaces that perpetuate cultural reproduction or look structure and agency in the face are

sadly lost (Fine, 1992; Foucault, 1990; Giddens, 1977, 1993; Holland et al., 1998).

In the next chain of events, I explore the nature of women’s agency in the form of

cultural brokers (Gonzales Velasquez, 1995). Cultural brokers were defined by Medicine

(as cited in Gonzales Velasquez, 1995) as “women who have the role of mediator

between their own community and white society; ‘they are often vested with this role

because of their facility with the English language’” (p. 429). Women at Valencia were

not proficient in English but desired that competence. They were, however, by default,

the family member responsible for children’s schooled learning.

Enrollment at Valencia served two main purposes for women as cultural brokers. One,

GED certification was perceived as the ticket to socioeconomic upward mobility. Two,

learning English was integral to their children’s school success. The GED was not an

emblem of literacy achievement (Bourdieu, 1991). Most women had graduated from high
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school in Mexico. However, a GED was necessary to access better job opportunities.

Finally, children’s school success was directly related to women’s supportive role as

mothers and grandmothers.

Latinas’ role as educator is not dichotomous, that is, different for in and out-of-

school. Rather, consejos, the moral education of children by the mother, is integral to

Mexican families’ educational structure (Valdes, 1996; Villenas & Moreno, 2001). More

explicitly, Valdes said, “What English speakers call education is school or book learning.

What Spanish speakers call educacion has a much broader meaning and includes both

manners and moral values” (p. 125). Thus, education is not bound by curriculum but

inclusive of multiple spaces or contexts which flow between community, home, and

school.

Students’ journal writing reflected similar educational values. Irma wrote, “I think that

the most important thing for me is to make the G.E.D.” Flor concurred, “I’m very excited

to do something different and new! I want to keep coming to school and take my time to

study so I can finish my G.E.D. sooner.” Rosa, who had been at Valencia for two years,

said,

My goal is to finish my G.E.D. One of the other reasons because I need to help

my daughter with home work. I’m the only one that can help her. Since I’m here I

been improving a lot on my reading and writing.

Finally, Norma elaborated on her vision,

One of my goals is finish my G.E.D. because I want a better job. I don’t want to

continue cleaning bathrooms. I need to learn English because I live in U.S.A, and
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I want to help my children with their homework. I know I need to practice English

to learn it.

If ABE teachers’ role is to meet the learning needs of students and students see their

needs as earning a GED to get a better job, to help their children in school, and to learn

English, then how do the functions of the teaching curriculum (Lave & Wenger, 1991) or

teacher-centered approaches meet the learning needs of Latina/o students? When Norma

said, “I know I need to practice English to learn it,” which learning approach is most

effective?

Do students’ written expressions in journals index dichotomous or dialectical

relationships to learning in and out-of-school? In other words, is there a connection,

reciprocal relationship, or division concerning literacy learning in schools and

community? Moreover, what role does gender play in meeting literacy learning

objectives for Latinas who desire to break out of traditional roles? The next event further

explores these questions.

Wash the Dishes Every Day

Gender is integral in identity construction. It is woven into the multiplex range of

social structures and social practices individuals engage in every day. Included are the

roles, norms, and relationships within these systems. Essentially, there is a range of

gendered identities which are activated and employed, often strategically, within

particular practices which are ever evolving and subject to change (Mills, 2003). And yet,

in this institutional setting, the category of gender was constructed as static, one in which

traditional concepts of homemaker were reified or discursively practiced.
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Journal prompts such as “write what you did yesterday” elicited responses such as, “I

cleaned my house went to the market to buy some groceries I went to church” and “In my

home I have a lot of things to do. I cook I clean I wash clothes I do the market but I like

to do this because I love my family.” Women’s roles as domestics perpetuate women as

passive. Powerless language constructs women as caregivers who have concern for others

or saving face (Coates, 1993), which is associated with stereotypes of femininity (Brown

& Levinson, 1987; Mills, 2003; Philips, 2005).

Essentially, only certain kinds of talk were permitted or approachable during class.

The exclusion of one discourse often perpetuated another. The omission of talk is a kind

of silencing (Fine, 1992; Mills, 2003) because it diminishes the possibility of breaking

out of the “stay-at-home mom” construct. Moreover, getting a GED was situated as

something for women to do while children were in school. Latinas populated classrooms

three hours per day, four days per week to provide school district personnel and

community college instructors with part-time employment. Rather than providing a

context in which stereotypes of femininity were challenged, women once again struggled

with colonizing institutional discourses.

How, I wondered, were women to disrupt silence when gendered images were

subverted to “washing the dishes” and “make breakfast for my husband.” I do not want to

demean the role of women in traditional roles. I take my role as mother proudly and

seriously. However, as Kendall (2004) suggested, the connection between gender and

language emerged from the differential gendered social roles in general and from the

specific expected roles of women in particular.
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Resources for language use primarily drew from these gendered roles. For example,

Norma wrote, “But I think my most important job is to be a mother. This job is hard its

difficult because I want to do a good job with my children.” The statement clearly linked

the gendered subject with being a “good mother” (Kendall, 2004, p. 205). However,

women as nurturers are only part of the picture. Women as tutors, advocates, and

independent active agents more adequately address day to day roles and functions in

schools and the community.

I’m Trying to Get My GED

Gender was one of many boundaries or borders women in this study faced. Valencia

was intertwined in a multiplex of situated borderlands. Borderlands are described by

Alvarez (1995) as both geographical and conceptual spaces which were integral to this

Southwest community;

Thus our postcolonial legacy is a 2,000-mile boundary dividing two nation-states.

The boundary separates social forms, peoples, and regions. It designates the

“borderlands” as a region and set of practices defined and determined by this

border that are characterized by conflict and contradiction, material and

ideational. (p. 448)

The conceptual frame of the borderlands genre is one way to define a border culture

(Alvarez, 1995; Anzaldua, 1987; Gonzalez, 2005). The space that joined in and out-of-

school discourses were local experiences significant to this border culture. However, it

took time for me to understand how “practices defined and determined” Latinas’ place at
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Valencia. I did not know that something as pervasive as “borderlands” could

simultaneously be opaque. In part, my lack of comprehension derived from what

Anzaldua (1987) pointed out, “Culture forms our beliefs. We perceive the version of

reality that it communicates. Dominant paradigms, predefined concepts that exist as

unquestionable, unchallengeable, are transmitted to us through the culture” (p. 16).

My perceptions of the dominant paradigm or model for education differed

significantly from Latinas in this study. In part, my world view or cultural orientation

differed from the social reality of students’ daily struggles. My early days at Valencia

challenged these middle-class perceptions. I had no idea what kinds of struggles women

faced daily to balance opposing social and cultural forces in this border community. It

took time for me to realize that the most significant aspect of border culture in this ABE

setting was children.

During my first weeks at Valencia, students voiced concerns and questions regarding

their children’s school work. One day after class, Sonia asked for help with her son’s

homework. The child was in second grade and Sonia needed to help prepare him for the

weekly spelling test. The first challenge she said she faced was pronunciation. The

second challenge was verbs. During my two years at Valencia, students asked for similar

kinds of help but not often.

The rhetoric, “teaching for the test and for your life,” seemed like a parody when I

thought about women’s everyday struggles with children’s homework. When Rosa said,

“That’s sometimes even though I do get frustrated with the school system, cause I ah see

ah homework my daughter gets and it frustrated, it frustrates me!”
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Rosa expressed her frustrations with the school system but then narrowed it down to

the homework:

Ah huh. And see a paper oh no, see, you know, this is difficult to understand for

kids. You know, they give ‘um papers they are hard, very hard. And kids just skip

that, you know. They don’t do it.

I asked Rosa if she talked with the teacher and asked her about the homework. She said,

“I told them, I told them I say why they have this kind of homework? This is so, it’s hard

for me to understand and I’m trying to get my GED but this is so, I can’t understand.”

Rosa’s reply indexed ongoing frustration in and out-of-school. Her emotional plea to

the teacher was that she was doing her best to negotiate home and school language

ideologies (Woolard, 1998). ABE knowledge was supposed to mediate cross educational

contexts. Earning a GED would hopefully provide the educational support Rosa’s

daughter needed. Rosa, struggling to get her GED for 35 years, felt pressure now more

than ever as cultural broker. Her daughter would soon enter sixth grade, and Rosa

realized the possibility to navigate the two cultural worlds would widen as her daughter’s

coursework increased in difficulty and her ability to help diminished.

Adding to an already difficult situation, school budget cuts in recent years had

eliminated after-school programs at Rosa’s daughter’s school. The local library had taken

some of the responsibility and offered homework help to students two days per week. In

addition, budget cuts meant that other programs during school were canceled. Rosa

surmised, “Cause sometimes, there’s a um, what the problem is, because sometimes its its

money wise. Sometimes they don’t have enough money for programs for for the kids.”
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Beatrice concurred, “All the time. Well they complain about that but we don’t know if it

is true if that they do or not have the money.” Rosa added “Like at my daughter’s school,

they don’t have computers for the kids. They use to have a lab, a computer lab, and they

don’t have it any more. They only have ah ah, in my daughter’s ah class they only have

like ah two computers. There is almost 30 kids!

Adequate resources for program funding were only part of the discourse.

Understanding local school budgets, knowing when meetings are held, and learning to

actively participate in the corporate structure were all part of the discourse Beatrice

addressed when she said that parents didn’t know if there really was adequate funding.

Unfortunately, the primary link to school hierarchy was workshops offered at Valencia

Community Center. Although this was a good resource, it limited what parents needed to

know. The workshops and informational link were funneled to Valencia through the local

school district.

Meeting the technology needs of 30 students, especially when the school computer lab

was no longer available, indexed how micro and macro structures were related. The

global economic context had a role at the micro-level. Taking a cautious approach, the

New London Group (1996) pointed out,

Indeed, in a system that still values vastly disparate social outcomes, there will

never be enough room ‘at the top.’ An authentically democratic view of schools

must include a vision of meaningful success for all, a vision of success that is not

defined exclusively in economic terms and that has embedded within it a critique

of hierarchy and economic injustice. (p. 6)
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Accordingly, we must then ask, is the lack of a computer lab in low-income area schools

and access to technology simply a matter of local budget cuts?

I continued the question concerning democratic views of schools and learning in the

following language arts activity. One student, Lisa, revisited school practices and was

once again positioned as deficit (Nieto, 2000). She maintained a strong position with an

attempt to refract the teacher’s stance that her reading was not competent. What emerged

were questions concerning text, content, and embedded conventional cuing systems that

positioned some students as lacking in oral reading fluency.

I’m Not Good at Words

When texts are designed as instruments or drill exercises, the focus changes from the

reader’s interpretation to the author’s, which in this case were program writers. Pre-GED

worksheet exercises were framed on decontextulized language. Reading was situated as

properties of language such as syntax, semantics, and phonology in place of building

comprehension. Instead, reading comprehension was considered decoding, taking

individual parts of the pieces to make sense of the author’s purpose (Dyson, 2003;

Goodman, Watson, & Burke, 1996; Halliday, 1978; Heath, 1983).

Opportunities to read aloud and discursively contextualize text are derailed when

prestige grammar dominates literacy practices. By restricting students to convention or

limited language uses, creative opportunities to construct meaning are lost (Hymes,

1972b). Therefore, students’ meaning-making potential to explore communicative
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possibilities is subsumed by an overemphasis on what is correct or, in this case, reading

fluency:

Joan: If it’s something that makes a difference in the understanding of of the the

sentence, like if it’s a completely wrong word or the opposite, then I’ll stop

and change it. But we’ll practice the vocabulary and looking at things in

syllables and make everybody just look, I want you to just be comfortable

reading aloud.

Lisa: Ok.

Joan: Don’t don’t feel that we’re um gonna be mad or anything like that. That

we’re all working with learning how to read by syllables and learning new

words and things like that.

This interaction reflected the constraints the teacher used to delimit acceptable and

appropriate knowledge and ways of learning by characterizing the student’s effort as

uncomfortable. The symbolic domination of the institution through the worksheets was

further reinforced and validated by the teacher’s comments on the correct way to read.

Reading aloud closed a trajectory for the student to explore her competence. Instead, the

teacher’s validation of the one right way subsumed any effort the student made to

negotiate her knowledge with that of the imposed structure.

In this context, reading is understood as decoding, phonics, and word recognition

(Goodman, Watson, & Burke, 1996; Irwin, 1986; Keene & Zimmerman, 1997). Joan

pointed out to Lisa that her style of reading aloud needed improvement, “Don’t don’t feel

that we’re um gonna be mad or anything like that.” Joan’s comment was unexpected.
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Lisa’s facial expression suggested that she hadn’t really thought about how her reading

aloud sounded to others. Her comment, “Oh no, I I’m not good at words” was an attempt

to save face (Brown & Levinson, 1987; Goffman, 1959).

Participation in the event not only placed Lisa firmly on the periphery (Lave & Wenger,

1991), but she also lost face. The student did not return to class again. Lisa told Joan she

had been ill with the flu and would return to class after Christmas break. But I believed

the move not to return went beyond resistance in what Fairclough (2001) termed “power

in discourse,” which he differentiated from the “power behind discourse” both of which

derived from Foucault (1972).

The teacher exercised her power in discourse by subsuming the students’ cultural

identity as one which clearly had to assimilate into efficient ways to read or communicate

in school. Power was realized by the student not returning to class, whereby power

differentiated students through standard and nonstandard language uses.

The instance demonstrated the reproduction of identity. These social processes are

symbolic as they relate to presentation of self (Goffman, 1959) within the educational

environment. Reading aloud was one way Lisa represented who she was as a learner. Her

performance in public revealed a particular social identity. Salient were not only the

constraints of the interactional structure but decisions that were made as a result of the

interaction (Gumperz & Cook-Gumperz, 1982).

Standardization is constituted in the power behind discourse. When the teacher

assumes the stance to determine which word meanings or which linguistic

communicative norms are legitimate or “exactly right” or “correct,” the ideological
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grounds of struggle are reified in the practice of reading. In this case, reading was not an

exploratory practice. The boundaries were defined by the institution, teacher, and text,

each mutually constitutive. Rather than negotiate histories of students’ educational

struggles, they were once again repeated.

Lisa, a single mother with two daughters under the age of five, attempted to put some

of her past behind and work toward the future. For most students, the first step toward the

future was to enroll in ABE. How were students expected to cross borders or renegotiate

school contexts when confronted with impenetrable borders? How, I wondered, could

Lave and Wenger’s (1991) approach apply; “The generality of any form of knowledge

always lies in the power to renegotiate the meaning of the past and future in constructing

the meaning of present circumstances” (p. 34).

In this case, the educational context was not renegotiated, and boundaries remained

fixed. Unfortunately, this event was not an isolated case. Earlier in the semester, a

conversation occurred during a math lesson that resembled a language arts activity on

pronunciation. In essence, the activity was another example of institutional socialization:

Joan: Knowing that one fifth is 20, then all we need to do is and it will give us the

numerator for our percent. How much is three-fifths

Flor: 60.

Joan: Ok? And 60 over a hundred is what percent?

Flor: 60 percent.

Joan: 60 percent. Ok. Everybody kind of remember? Yes, ma’am.

Sandra: Is, what is common twenny or twenty ?
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Joan: They’re both ok, Sandra, probably saying twenty, giving the “T” a little bit,

twenty, will probably let people understand you better.

Joan uttered the phrase “let people understand you better” often during the semester.

In fact, several language arts activities early in the semester included improving

pronunciation by repeating the “correct” pronunciation after the teacher. These phonics

kinds of lessons were what Bourdieu (1991) referred to as power imposing a vision of the

social world through actions such as unmake groups or get rid of the accent. Schools, in

this way, impose legitimate language definitions by making students think they won’t

communicate effectively otherwise:

Joan: Many of us, though, have lazy English and will say, twenny, twenny, thirdy,

and make it a “D” sound, twendy, thirdy, when it’s really thirty.

Sandra: Thirty.

Joan: Twenty.

Sandra: Twenty.

Norma: Forty.

Joan: Forty.

Flor: Fifty.

Joan: Fifty. (Joan wrote words on the board as students responded)

Flor: Sixty.

Joan was most likely unaware of the relationship to speech and social identity or

language variation in general (Bernstein, 1975; Fishman, 1972, 1989; Gee, 1996;

Gumperz, 1982; Halliday, 1978; Hornberger, 2003; Hymes, 1977; Labov, 1972;
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Volosinov, 1973). When Joan talked about “lazy English” she described personal and

attitudes and ideology rather than phenomena that occurred in language use across

contexts. Generally, speech styles describe consistent patterns of speaking a particular

language that cut across components of grammar such as phonology, syntax, and

semantics (Hymes, 1977).

All language, Halliday (1978) pointed out, is language use in a situation or particular

context that is foundational to ethnography of speaking and the relationship of speakers

to speech acts within speech communities (Hymes, 1972b). Variation in sound patterns

and change in Labov’s (1972) Martha’s Vineyard and New York studies demonstrated

sound patterns in English styles varied strongly among and across social groups.

The concept of homogeneity in language use was quickly dispelled with such studies,

not to mention Bernstein’s (1975) description of restricted and elaborated codes. When

Joan said, “Correct, the the perfect way” and “Many of us, though, have lazy English,”

she misrepresented what English speakers do with language in everyday interactions.

Another point I want to make is that insistence on English being understood by

Spanish speakers exemplified stratified structures through language difference rather than

acts of communication. These kinds of common-sense notions concerning language and

language use really diminish language minority students’ self-motivation and sense of

learning when students aren’t given accurate accounts of social knowledge. In fact, I

asked students on the last day of the study if lessons on pronunciation were helpful, and

not one person responded:

Joan: Sixty. For the spelling, it’s that “T” sound. But when you’re hearing people
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talking, at at the grocery store if the man says, that’ll be tweny-nine dollars

and forty-seven cents. He means twenty-nine dollars and forty-seven cents.

But we get lazy and we just say twenny.

Sandra: Um be[cause ]

Joan: [Correct,] the the perfect way, twenty. You’ll hear [tw]enny.

The pattern we begin to see in both oral and written forms of communication is the

misconception of “the perfect way” or what Bourdieu (1991) argued was institutionalized

through the correct way or corrected expression as produced by speakers possessing or

attempting to master the dominant language. He argued that it was not only a question of

using prestige English but legitimizing what is correct through teaching.

Crossing out and writing over students’ work with the teacher’s corrections

accentuated patterns of “exactly right,” and “It’s very small, but it can help people

understand you.” As previously mentioned, the standards in the National Institute for

Literacy Equipped for the Future (Stein, 2001) described communication skills. “In order

to fulfill responsibilities as parents/family members, citizens/community members, and

workers, adults must be able to: Speak so others can understand” (p. 29). Clearly,

curriculum and pedagogy work together as an efficient method of socialization. What

mediates the two most often is the worksheet.

Standardization took on multiple forms in this context. Socialization begins with

institutionalizing what is right from what is wrong (Bernstein, 1972). Concerns for

speaking, reading, and writing the “correct” way were developed through the structure of

the curriculum and texts that perpetuated categorical thinking through standardization.
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Students’ worksheet literacy comprehension was tested in the form of fill-in-the-blank,

choose the “correct” answer, choose True or False, choose the “Best” answer kinds of

exercises.

Possibilities for developing personal connections, drawing from students’ background

knowledge or drawing inferences or conclusions were limited to a defined textual

analysis that systematically drew from text manufacturers. Passages and answer choices

strictly adhered to a system of right and wrong. In other words, answers were “wrong” if

they were not “correct,” leaving little room for constructing higher order-thinking. In the

following event, exercises and conversation articulated particular ways in which one right

way was institutionalized.

We Guessed It 

 Joan framed several reading activities around “skimming” strategies. Students

demonstrated skimming strategies during a worksheet exercise locating words in text to

find answers to questions. It was an exercise in expediency rather than contextual

meaning. The GED is a timed test, and students needed to work on efficiency and, at the

same time, accuracy. The next interaction is a good example of how students located the

answer:

Lisa: Cov Covenant House is located in Times Square. I choose true.

Joan: Correct. If you look there, where did, where did you find the answer to that,

Lisa: [By ]

Joan: [What] made you think that was true?
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Lisa: By reading the first [paragraph.]

Joan: [Exactly, ] good. Exactly right.

Lisa found the correct answer. Joan used the opportunity to talk about inference,

rationalizing that was the strategy used to obtain the answer; “So you can put those two

together” suggested the student used contextualization cues (Gumperz, 1982, 1992) in the

text to make connections. The reader must identify cues to make inferences. What

actually occurred, however, was that Lisa looked for key words, found them in the first

paragraph, and chose the answer. Lisa used a skimming strategy, not inference, to find

the correct answer.

The text in these exercises derived from pre-GED worksheets. The producers of the

text constructed texts from a world view, a cultural perspective providing an

interpretation of the world. The metalanguage (Bateson, 1972) constructed both the

literacy pedagogy and traces within the text of that interpretation. Inherent in the text was

the inference structure from which readers drew meanings, providing a ready-made

interpretation of the text (Fairclough, 2001).

Joan continued the exploration of prose genre in a historical passage about Napoleon.

Exercise 2 in the Reading Nonfiction Prose worksheet packet framed the language arts

reading activity. Joan began the conversation with a brief explanation of the function of

this particular kind of non-fiction prose.

Joan: This next one is um from science and history. These are some of the kinds

of things you might read in a, in an encyclopedia when you’re helping your kids
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with their homework. If you’re just reading or watching TV and you’re looking

into the history channel. This is a kind of reporting.

Joan attempted to connect the activity to in and out-of-school literacies. The text was

not relevant but perhaps the genre. A variety of genre is a good way to introduce students

to different vocabulary and language styles in reading and writing. However, even though

texts used in this setting varied in genre, including poetry, fiction, short stories, essays,

and non-fiction prose, they were of the pre-GED variety.

Joan had marked on her paper which words she thought students would have

difficulty understanding “A few of the words that are in that part, um, what is exile?” She

read through her notes, and asked students the definition of the word she had chosen. The

function of the lesson was not only word recognition, responding to teacher questions,

finding the correct answer, or learning how to skim the text for answers. It functioned as

an inculcating or socialization process to school literacy (Bourdieu, 1991). Joan began

“Um huh. What about this other word; let’s see, where did I see it? Um, there’s “a strong

case that Napoleon was poisoned by his longtime rival and fellow officer.” Rival, what

do you think that might mean?” Gabriella replied “Like a friend?” She was not sure,

cuing Beatrice to reply, “The opposite of a friend,” leading Gabriella to conclude that

rival meant enemy.

Continuing on to the next exercise, Lisa and Gabriella worked together trying to

answer a question. They had read the assigned passage and were searching for answers

when Joan paused at the table. Lisa immediately expressed frustration, “Well we can’t

find the reason why.” Analyzing is a complex reading strategy. In this case, Joan
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instructed, “Don’t don’t analyze too hard.” Joan had observed students’ capacity to apply

complex reading strategies even though they were simply asked to answer the question.

This was a good example of capacity without challenge.

What I am suggesting is that students were trying to delve deeper in the process of

textual analysis. However, exercises simply required locating answers. In fact, Joan made

a good assessment when she said, “I think you were trying to find maybe the reason why

they exiled him” which supported the notion that good readers ask more complex

questions (Goodman, et al., 1996; Keene & Zimmerman, 1997). This interaction

illustrated what Lave and Wenger (1991) described as the interplay of conflict and

synergy integral to all aspects of learning in practice. Challenge is therefore necessary to

push ahead.

Emotion is a critical element in students’ learning and identities. Limiting discourses

with skills-based reading drills simply prepared students for timed tests and ignored the

critical component of external relationships. The language “exercise,” as the worksheets

were often labeled, implied a drill function rather than process, therefore limiting access,

control, or selection. When Lisa said, “We guessed it!” and Gabriella added, “We’re

kind of like, rrrrr!,” these emotional responses strongly suggested students had come to

their whit’s end trying to accommodate to the situation.

Response cries (Goffman, 1981) function as an exclamatory interjection, an emotional

statement or outcry of contained feelings signifying frustration. Such responses seek

audience response but not a specific reply. The intent of the cry is to provide information
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to those in the encounter without necessarily taking the floor. The message, however, was

clearly that of enduring frustration.

Gabriella and Lisa had been working together on the assignment. Now that they were

participating with the whole class and the participant framework had changed, students

tacitly commented on the text with a change in footing, a shift or code-switch to elicit

audience involvement. Perhaps the source of frustration had as much to do with the

format of the worksheet as it did with the text and topic.

Topics such as venereal diseases and drug treatment or Covenant House were the

ways habitus was transmitted through suggestion in seemingly insignificant

metamessages constituted in situations and everyday schooled practices (Bourdieu, 1991;

Bourdieu & Passeron, 2000; Fairclough, 2001). The story about life in New York City

was void of any cultural significance to Latinas. Issues such as topic or building on

information should include participants’ funds of knowledge (Gee, 1996; Gonzalez &

Moll, 1995). Presuppositions determined content for pre-GED exercises based on

populations most likely to enroll in the program.

On the other hand, Sacks (1995) talked about participants deconstructing situations,

events, and the complex whole and then reassembling the parts to understand what was

strange or unique. In a way, both views described the process of trying to figure out what

was being communicated rather than what was being said at the moment. The same

applies to the written text. Students were trying to gain a sense of the topic, the message

or something being communicated, while Joan was deconstructing an already
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decontextualized text overflowing with dominant ideological constructs (Fairclough,

1992, 2001; Hardman, 2003).

We can begin to see the pattern of content centered approaches. Clearly, by examining

the power relations inherent in the control of knowledge and meaning in the social

context, the standard structures of text and interaction, types of scripts and teacher-

centered approaches, and the mode of exposure regardless of the content area provide the

emergent nature of borderland classroom dynamics.

Moreover, the concept of appropriateness is revisited. First, we have to look at and

question the teaching of English in schools. Specifically, we need to consider the ways in

which emphasizing one right way limits variation (Bakhtin, 1981). Secondly, what is

determined institutionally appropriate often neglects what is culturally appropriate.

Therefore, institutional views of language education limit and therefore perpetuate social

and cultural reproduction while falsely alluding to meeting students’ needs (Bernstein,

1975; Bourdieu, 1991; Demetrion, 2005; Fairclough, 1995; Street, 1984).

My concern is that ABE settings seem to construct educational borderlands because

these very issues are not addressed. If students want to add English competence to their

language repertoire and not replace their native language, culture, and identity, then

clearly questions as to how these educational contexts add to without replacing what is

considered appropriate language education must be addressed.

Salient is the normative and prescriptive nature of appropriateness when it is

contrasted with what is inappropriate. We must then turn to language awareness as the

appropriate context for understanding relations associated with language and content
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learning and rethink what is appropriate and for whom if we want to understand how

discourse knowledge and power are joined together (Fairclough, 1995; Foucault, 1990).

Next, I will include mathematics activities during the semester to further the point. I

will draw from Fishman’s (1972) concepts of congruent and incongruent language and

language uses as they apply to mathematics. These activities draw attention to teaching to

the test as they relate to a dominant ABE concept at Valencia known as “the formula.”

Apprentice and Expert

This review lesson occurred in late November. When Joan uttered early in the math

activity, “I have my cheat sheet,” she referred to using metacognition. Joan used this

strategy to articulate her problem solving technique. As I considered Joan’s preliminary

process, what came to mind was that one must enact school literacy practices regularly

as Gee (1996) pointed out,

The research by Scribner and Cole clearly indicates that what matters is not

literacy as some decontextualized ability to write or read, but the social practices

into which people are apprenticed as part of a social group, whether as students in

school, letter writers in the local community, or members of a religious group.

(p. 57)

The point is that learning should be an ongoing process for teachers and students, one

in which the very engagement of the process goes beyond a static concept of learning

content information or particular skills (Dyson, 2003; Gee, 1996; Hardman, 2003; Heath,

1983; Lave & Wenger, 1991; Street, 1984; Wenger, 1998). The continuity of the learning
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and the process itself change the very nature of our ability to engage in practice, which

develops an intrinsic understanding of why one is involved in the practice in the first

place. It reflects an awareness of available resources extending the practice beyond

boundaries. Integral is one’s role and the emergent identity associated with the evolving

practice (Wenger, 1999; Lave & Wenger, 1991; Kondo, 1990; Holland et al, 1998;

Holland & Skinner, 2001; Holland & Lave, 2001; Wortham, 2006).

In this situation, Joan’s role as a new teacher was multifaceted. She was engaged in

the apprenticeship of adult basic educator and concurrently enacting the role of teacher as

expert. Her utterance, “I worked it all out to be sure that I have it correct” provided the

context for saving face (Goffman, 1959) in the professional role while recognizing she

was in the process of apprenticeship. This instance of heteroglossia (Bakhtin, 1981), in

which multiple voices cross and intersect boundaries, is indicative of the negotiation of

social worlds in which organizational principles are maintained as the possibility of

embarrassment is avoided by sustaining legitimate organizational principles to one’s self

(Goffman, 1967). Performance then mediated practice and knowledge, apprenticeship

and expert.

Joan clearly had good intentions and attempted to provide good instruction. However,

good intentions do not necessarily mediate power relationships. Classroom discourse

during face-to-face interactions often reveal particular cuing systems which are linked to

educational outcomes (Rymes, 2003). It is important to consider the teacher’s stance and

not simply good intentions if we want to better understand micro-level discourses.
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What became apparent was a small and gradual transformation by Joan as she

negotiated her roles, “So this first one (long pause 4.0) word problems, practical kind of

things for your life! And also the way that they’ll have a lot of things on the test, too.”

The frame for learning is negotiated with sustained involvement in the situation not only

in the immediate but over time. Assessment of involvement, according to Goffman

(1967), “must and does rely on some kind of outward expression” (p. 37).

The expression was both verbal and nonverbal as the teacher conveyed information

about the allocation of her involvement, one of which was obligatory. Joan’s recognition

that there could be more of a relationship to in and out-of-school practices signified an

emerging involvement and commitment to the situation. At the same time, naturalizing

social relations through institutional discourses by legitimizing inconsistencies of in and

out-of-school practices must not be overlooked (Fairclough, 2001).

Teacher involvement may be more a consequence of role expectations than an act of

engagement in the community. Although in the last example Joan expressed a possible

relationship to practices useful for the test and out-of-school experiences, students

responded with questions and concerns as to how they were connected. More

importantly, why were certain practices enforced when students’ alternative methods

seemed to work equally as well? Joan observed disjunction in her assessment with

Norma’s nonverbal cue, “Norma, you have a face.” Norma’s response showed concern

for a constraining one correct way approach to problem solving, “Yeah, because um, we

have to write that formula or things like this?”
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Students had an ongoing struggle using a particular mathematical formula for most of

the semester. When Norma asked, “I don’t know if I’m right,” Joan responded, “You,

um, you would get, you would get the correct answer.” Norma’s back channel cue

(Gumperz, 1982), “Um huh,” suggested she was not convinced or still wasn’t quite sure

if knowing the formula would determine getting correct answers on the test. Joan simply

replied, “Um, sometimes you just need the correct answer.”

The problem with this kind of literacy pedagogy is that students become concerned

with fragmented pieces of information to pass the test, “For a GED test, GED test, its ok

if I put this or this?” Even though Joan explained, “This may not be one of your choices.

If it’s one of your choices (pause), yes. But if this choice is there and not this choice and

that’s the wrong thing, could you recognize this? Maybe, maybe not.” Flor, trying to

connect the discussion to out-of-school contexts asked, “Are we going to be needing to

know that formula, for like instance, when you buy a house? When you buy a house, you

know that, how much are you gonna pay taxes.”

Flor asked a good question. Essentially, she wanted to know practical uses for the

method. In this situation, we begin to see an overlap of prestige kinds of applications to

mathematics. Notions of correctness were not limited to language arts but across content

areas. Institutional standards dominated one way of speaking, writing, or doing as more

correct than another (Bakhtin, 1981; Bourdieu & Passeron, 2000; Coates, 1993;

Fairclough, 1995; Fishman, 1972; Gee, 1996; Street, 1984). Prestige language use was

integral to language uses in mathematics.
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Next, I explore language in mathematical literacy events. Functions of these events

were framed on institutional mathematical standards and pedagogy. There was a shift,

however, in the negotiation of spaces which altered the discourse to some degree. Social

and individual positioning articulated in naturally occurring talk revealed an alternative

perspective on teaching to the test, one which included a semester long battle with what

became known as “the formula.”

A Consistent Formula

Joan defended the formula’s use, “It just works” and “So, it it works and it’s gotta

consistent pattern” and “So it’s a consistent formula. It’s just a different formula.” When

students or I questioned Joan concerning the use of the formula, a typical response was

that it was consistent for solving word problems. The three-part formula consisted of

base, rate, and part. It was used to solve percent word problems. However, most students

had a functional working system to problem solve. Errors seemed to derive from

computation.

The use of the formula and rationale for its use remained consistent with the teaching

curriculum. The ideology of one right way (Volosinov, 1973) was reified in “It’s gotta

consistent pattern” to justify its use. In a way, the rationale was that the form was

necessary to derive meaning. However, as we will see, this formula must be used

correctly, which in fact determined getting the correct or incorrect answer.

The pattern of classroom interaction during the activity was integral to the use of the

three-part formula. First, the teacher worked one problem on the board, then another.
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Students’ responses were coordinated with the teacher’s step-by-step construction of the

word problem. As Joan worked through the problem on the board, students followed

along. Each step was validated by the teacher. The entire event was one that legitimized

one correct approach to problem solve.

As the teacher talked students through the problem, Joan often used the word “you” to

refer to her audience. The use of the pronoun “you” at the beginning of the event marked

the teacher as expert. “You” exhibits a familiar relationship between speaker and

audience and simultaneously a distance or stratification of classroom interactions

(Schutz, 1962). In this way, the in-group/out-group distinction is gradually emphasized as

“us” and “them” are constructed ideologically both individually and collectively.

In this case, differences were structured by how students were positioned in the

classroom. Membership was categorized by students’ group affiliation which enacted the

ways in which identities were constructed through talk. In practice “you” did not include

the teacher. Clearly, she was the expert. Students were therefore positioned as the

audience or onlookers as the expert led the mathematical discussion.

Unfortunately, the task continued to construct the dichotomy as control remained with

the teacher. Notice, Flor, who checked her work with the teacher’s, automatically

assessed her reasoning as incorrect, “Oh I see what I did wrong. I got 40 percent of the

colas.” Rather than say that her answer differed or her approach differed, she

automatically assumed that she was wrong, thereby self-categorizing (Bourdieu, 1991;

Wortham, 2006).
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When students perceived their work to be wrong, their attention focused on Joan who

continued to problem solve. During the process of talking through the problem while

writing on the board, Joan referred back to the original word problem; “Ah, so, look at

this. If you have, um, let’s see. 10 cola, 8 root beer, and 7 orange soda. All of this is 25.

Think of that logic again, a little bit.” The teacher did not use mathematical language to

discuss the process of adding the parts together, rather she referred to addition as, “All of

this is 25.”

What occurred was that Joan realized something did not seem right with “the logic”

she was using. Students quietly watched as Joan constructed a new word problem.

Students followed the teacher’s cues, responding to her step by step problem solving

procedure. The interaction was completely framed on Joan’s construction of the problem.

Joan’s change in language use signified a feeling of disjuncture somewhere in the

meaning-making process, which is what Peirce (1958a) refers to as a brute force, one that

indexed something going on in the learning process, something different or not quite

right.

The referential use of “you,” “If you look at these” was quickly changed to the

referential use of “we,” “No, no, we don’t need to do that.” As the event unfolded, the

gaps in the semiotic process of meaning-making became evident. Something emerged in

the process that revealed discontinuity or disjuncture rather than comprehension. Joan

changed her use of pronouns from “you” to an inclusive “let’s,” or let “us,” or “we.” The

change in pronoun referential use indexed a change in role and identity.
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The teacher now became a member of the audience, of the community, an apprentice

and no longer the expert. Joan began to realize something was askew, yet uncertain; “No,

no, we don’t need to do that. Look at the logic, and let’s think through this.” What was

going on, what was not correct was that membership was redefined and signified as

“you” rather than “I” the teacher:

Rosa: They give you the 25.

Joan: No, no, we don’t need to do that. Look at the logic and let’s think through this.

So, if we divided 25 into 3 parts,

Both Irma and Rosa tried to redirect Joan. Rosa pointed out that 25 was given in the

word problem; therefore, it did not have to be worked out. Rosa’s utterance showed her

understanding of the three-part formula. When Rosa pointed out, “They give you the 25,”

that should have signaled to Joan she was approaching the problem incorrectly. The

suggestion from Rosa was a form of positive politeness (Brown & Levinson, 1987;

Holmes, 1995: Lakoff, 2004), providing a supportive rather than critical redirect. And

yet, the teacher, the expert, could not accept the fact that students could be right.

Joan initially resisted students’ suggestions, “No,” and continued to work out the

problem, dividing the 25 against students’ recommendations. When she said, “Look at

the logic,” the metamessage (Bateson, 1972) was that students were wrong in their

assessment, not Joan. Joan continued to work the problem out independently and soon

made a request, “Let’s get a calculator.” The calculator would determine correctness.

What occurred during this interaction, however, was that Joan became aware of an

error in her approach to the problem. Her logic, not the students’, was in error. The
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question of logic appeared to be a matter of reasoning or inference. I would argue that

confusion derived from an error in Joan’s reasoning. Again, a Peircian (1958a) semiotic

perspective provides insight as to how inferential thinking constructs or misguides the

problem solving process. The explanation derives not from the perception of the situation

but what was actually attended to.

In the logical analysis of the sentence, we disregard the forms and consider the

sense. Isolating the indices as well as we can, of which there will generally be a

number, we term them the logical subjects, though more or less of the symbolic

elements will adhere to them unless we make our analysis more recondite than it

is commonly worth while to do. (p. 40).

In this case, the logical analysis of the sentence was the mathematical word problem.

Mathematics is a sign system, another language used in conjunction with English and

Spanish during mathematics literacy events. Each language’s use is integral to the

construction of meanings and negotiations of those meanings in literacy events as they

relate to students’ original orientation to the mathematical language. What a community

of speakers attends to when looking at forms and meanings is connected with what

follows (Halliday, 1978). Therefore, when Peirce (1958a) advised, “Disregard the forms

and consider the sense” (p. 40) in effect, he was saying look at the question, look at what

is being asked, which appeared to be the source of Joan’s confusion.

Joan’s confusion derived, in part, from her use of form or the three-part formula she

had encouraged students to use during the semester. She applied the formula to a word

problem not entirely comprehending the sense of the form. This error produced a
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misguided use of the formula that resulted in the wrong conclusion. The formula was

actually a schema (Bateson, 1972; Goffman, 1974; Tannen & Wallat, 1993), an

interpretive tool used to frame the approach to problem solve:

Joan: Let’s get a calculator. You have a calculator. Yeah. So, 17 divided

by 25.

Angela: Ok. 17 divided by 25?

Joan: Um huh.

Ana: …0 point point 60. It’s a 8.

Joan: (7.) Something’s wrong. (5.)

The calculator, a tool useful to achieve 100% computational accuracy, began to reveal

the source of confusion. Joan realized, “Something’s wrong.” Flor began to speak once

she realized the calculator legitimized what she knew was correct all along. Joan opened

the floor as she reflected and paused. Flor took the opportunity to speak, “You know

what I did, Joan? I did, I put the the circle and then I put 5 pieces. And each piece was 5.

So, 2 pieces it was the 40, 40 percent (4.) of that.” Flor used a visual representation, “I

put the the circle,” she drew a circle and divided it up into five parts. She drew a visual

representation of the problem to deduce the equivalency ratio.

Joan: We didn’t need to subtract the new part; we had the new part already!

The 10 is the part, ok. That this is this is a part, this is a part, and this

is a part. We don’t need to subtract it. We already have, the new part

is the [10.]

Flor: [10]
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Joan: Its [10]

Flor: Yeah.

Joan: divided by

Flor: 25.

Joan: 25

Flor: Yeah, yeah, yeah.

This mathematics literacy event was an example of discourse as social practice. It

developed, step by step, the dialectical relationship between structures, those of

institutions and practices, social, educational, cultural, and political, all of which

intertwined and overlapped as they were framed by discourses.

This math activity exemplified the ways in which discourses affect social structures

framed by common-sense notions (Fairclough, 1992, 2001). First, the relationships in this

activity were asymmetrical. The teacher remained in control of the activity, the way it

developed, progressed, and who contributed information. Joan determined which voices

were acknowledged as students’ efforts to redirect the teacher were ignored. In this way,

silencing occurred creating social distance (Holmes, 1995).

Second, the text or the worksheet was socially shaped relative to the social

conventions of teacher as expert (Bourdieu & Passeron, 2000; Fairclough, 2001).

Students’ ability to problem solve was not recognized as they passively watched the

teacher, doubting their own mathematical abilities. The social determination of language

use dichotomized role relations and legitimized interpretations according to stratified

positions within the community. In so far as students accepted the role of onlookers,
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social relationships were determined and sustained by the use of language (Bourdieu,

1991; Foucault, 1990; Van Dijk, 1996).

Finally, the problem was solved and students’ social positions changed. I later

suggested to Joan that she consider asking students to share their work first and discuss

concepts or procedures that students found successful. This seemed like a good

alternative, considering that events such as this had happened on more than one occasion.

Although Joan seemed receptive to my suggestion at the moment, it never became

integrated in everyday practice.

This event merely touched on the dialectical relationship between language use and

content learning. In the next section, I begin by considering Bakhtin’s (1981) notion of

variation as it occurs in uses of language. Bakhtin was concerned with the written word

and genre. I borrowed from his insights to focus on uses of language in mathematics and

learning.

Two Places to the Left

Therefore languages do not exclude each other, but rather intersect with each

other in many different ways. It might seem that the very word “language” loses

all meaning in this process- for apparently there is no single plane on which all

these “languages” might be juxtaposed to one another. (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 291)

The juxtaposition of languages comes together on a common plane in mathematics.

Drawing on Bakhtin’s (1981) notion of heteroglossia, I attempt to show that in the world

of mathematics forms of conceptualizing the world are not simple when meanings
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derived from world views are not entirely compatible. Simply said, in the situation of

mathematics education in ABE, three languages mutually support one another, not in

contradiction, but as each encounters and constructs a meaningful world of mathematics

through language.

We often fail to see the complexity of language use until second language learners are

challenged with mathematical problem solving. All mathematical word problems in this

context were posed in English. In other words, instruction by the teacher and in the text

for problem posing and problem solving were expressed in English. How second

language learners negotiate multiple sign systems and code-switch is multifaceted when

students are challenged with the juxtaposition of not merely two languages but often

three.

We could say that students employed a strategic selection of code use or a set of signs

(Leeds-Hurwitz, 1993). The code is similar to that of an organized system pattern of signs

or language. These signs or symbols derive from relationships within and around

everyday uses, rules for their organization, and the ways signs combine and fit together.

Mathematics is only one of many sign systems or languages we use. The ways in which

mathematics education and language fit together are integral to the schema in which it is

taught. Latina students were accustomed to framing strategies differently than the ABE

set of expectations for doing mathematics (Tannen & Wallat, 1993).

We are then concerned with the concept of frame or schema from two perspectives.

One is the interactional notion of frame (Bateson, 1972; Goffman, 1974), looking at the

mathematical activity and the relationships between and among participants during
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events. The second has to do with knowledge structures or schemas that refer to how

prior knowledge is related to participants’ expectations. We will see that differences in

sociocultural concepts of mathematical knowledge are often overlooked. The mismatch

or misconception concerning knowledge schemas become salient as they shift when

formalization of language and activity constrains what is going on from what is being

talked about (Goffman, 1981).

When students talked about mathematics education in Mexico, profound differences

from the U. S. were revealed. Beatrice said what I had heard many times before, “The the

schools are a little behind here” and “From seventh grade to ninth grade we we saw

algebra. From seventh grade.” Students who went to school in Mexico concurred that

mathematics education was more advanced in Mexico than in the United States. Ana

recounted her experiences as a young child and how she recently helped her son with

multiplication tables:

My older son learned the table times because I teach him. Cause ah, um, right

here, right now they teach him the table times. I remember when I was in third

grade, then number uh one, two, three in first grade. And then the other ones and

every single days. I think they have a a CD or or or long tape when they have the

table times. One times one, one and times! and I remember singing [She laughed

after she demonstrated the song that she learned as a young child reciting the

multiplication tables].

I do not mean to say that I support drilled kinds of approaches to mathematics

education. I do want to make the point, however, that students’ knowledge seemed to be
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compatible with content area learning in ABE. What this suggests is that hegemonic

discourses in ABE prevailed when looking at the dialectical view of discursive structures

as the orders of discourse are conceived and implemented in everyday literacy events.

Mathematics as a content or discipline should not detract from the fact that it is a text, a

language in which students actively make intertextual connections (Kristeva, 1986) or

recognize text-to-text relationships as they utilize multiple sign systems.

In fact, Fairclough (1992) very clearly explained how hegemony is related.

Further, discourse practice, the production, distribution, and consumption

(including interpretation) of texts, is a facet of hegemonic struggle which

contributes in varying degrees to the production or transformation not only of

existing discourse but also through that of existing social and power relations. (p.

93)

Discourse becomes a method for constructing subject-matter or content area

knowledge. The ways in which languages are used to construct that knowledge are

integral to practices within which learning takes place. In other words, the relevant area

of knowledge and the particular way it is constituted impact each other. Furthermore,

schemas or intertextual connections are often conventional as they pertain to students’

background knowledge. How students learned a particular approach provides the

sociocultural context for situated learning (Gonzalez, et al., 2005).

What should be questioned, Hardman (2003) suggested, is how the language of the

content should be presented and whose purpose the content serves. These concerns apply

to ABE. One concern that arises in content area literacy is how language and content are
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seen as separate rather than dialectical resources (Hardman, 2003). I noticed this

discrepancy early in the study and talked with Joan about my concerns. She had asked for

suggestions or ways to improve pedagogy. One topic we discussed was mathematical

word problems.

I had been aware for quite some time that students code-switched in the process of

problem solving. Students used Spanish to reread word problems and to talk through

computations. When addressing the whole group, students discussed and explained

problems in English unless there was a question or confusion in which case an

explanation in Spanish usually followed.

In the whole-class situation, Joan often read the word problem aloud and then asked

questions. Students replied in English. As the teacher worked through the problem on the

board, students followed along. If there was a question with what students had written on

their paper or if there was confusion as to what the teacher was saying, students would

converse in Spanish with their neighbor.

I brought this to Joan’s attention one day after class. At Joan’s request, I offered a

suggestion. I said instead of you working the problems on the board, why not let students

go to the board and problem solve. I explained that it was often easier for students to

follow as peers worked through the problem solving process. Students’ problem solving

strategies often provide a window for onlookers (Wells, 1999). Alternative teaching

styles provided multiple ways to problem pose and to problem solve. It helped to

deconstruct the legitimate or standardization of problem solving or one correct way

(Cazden, 2001).
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This activity was Joan’s first attempt to reconstruct her pedagogy; “What would we do

to write the problem in math instead of in words?” She elicited student responses, but

she was the one writing on the board. Joan did most of the talking and interpreting.

Norma replied with one word answers. Ana’s answers were more procedure explicit.

Joan must have been thinking about our conversation. Next, Joan said aloud, “It’s hard

going to the board in this room.” She soon changed her mind, however, and announced,

Joan: Now, continue. Let’s choose number 20, 22, 23, 26 and we’ll work those

on the board. Okay, ready to look at them on the board? Or more time?

Flor: So we just put the the numbers?

Joan: Yup, just put the numbers the way you worked the problem.

Joan used her fingers to show how to write and where to write problems on the board.

This demonstrated students’ unfamiliarity with the procedure. It was the first time

students had the opportunity to work on the board in front of the class. Flor began writing

the problem on the board, then stopped, turned around and read the problem out loud:

Flor: 40% off all shoes. How much will you save on the pair of shoes priced

forty-five? 40%. So we know that two to the left is gonna be (she drew a

decimal point and a line indicating moving the two steps to the left).

Joan: Fractions.

The interactional signals and practices in this event were highly constrained. The

formalization of the event in the problem solving process was managed through

asymmetric role relations between teacher and student. Joan stood in close proximity to
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the student, suggesting to Flor that each step required the teacher’s affirmation (Goffman,

1981).

Communication was verbal through affirmation and nonverbal in role relations as the

teacher shadowed students well versed in the math and the language talked through the

problem. This brief encounter demonstrated the teacher’s resistance to giving students the

floor (Goffman, 1974). Joan’s physical presence to maintain control of the front of the

room was only partially mediated by students going to the board.

It has been argued that identities are negotiated and constructed in discursive practice.

This event was indicative of that process. My conversation with Joan initiated a small

step toward change. This reflective process was again negotiated through interactions

between teacher and students. Messages in talk reflected both implicit and explicit

patterns in interaction that the next interaction further explores. Joan offered the floor to

Ana. Ana worked another math problem on the board. This time, she read the problem

aloud and stayed at the board to explain her work:

Ana: 80 percent, 80 percent of teams games were wins. How many games were

wins and how many games were looses? So I, convert 80% as a decimal. And,

then I multiply. Then I substract the 20 games, and I take away the 16 the games

they win, they won, and I subtract, and they lose 4 games.

Joan: Good! Exactly right.

Ana accepted an authoritative role and projected a confidence in her step- by- step

problem solving that included appropriate labels; “Then I substract the 20 games, and I

take away the 16 the games they win, they won, and I subtract, and they lose 4 games.
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The student’s English language use provided the opportunity to correct “they win” to

“they won” without a prompt. Ana used English while simultaneously using a numerical

sign system. She explained what each number meant which demonstrated good

comprehension.

Discursively constructing identity is ongoing between and among individuals and

spaces (Bakhtin, 1981; Goffman, 1959; Holland, Lachicotte Jr., Skinner, & Cain, 1998;

Kondo, 1990; Moje et al., 2003). Students must have the opportunity to negotiate spaces

to reconstruct identities (Dobkins, 1999; Dyson, 2003; Lave & Wenger, 1991; Wenger,

1998). When Ana talked through her work on the board, she assumed the expert role,

“So I convert” and “then I multiply.” A trajectory was opened for learner-centered

approaches. The contextualization of language and content provided Ana access to

mathematical discourse through performance in the front space.

Joan negotiated her role as expert by offering the floor to students. In this way, roles

and boundaries were temporarily relaxed. Change in social structure does not occur with

one move but, rather, takes place over time. What occurred was an articulation of Joan’s

role negotiations. What we observed was performance as identity (Briggs, 1988; Butler,

1999; Goffman, 1959) as members gained new kinds of language competence in the form

of agency (Cameron, 1997; Giddens, 1977, 1993; Holland et al., 1998). Agency was

realized through shifting roles and spaces. The process of identity reconstruction began as

asymmetrical power relationships were negotiated.
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How Would You Set It Up?

In this activity, Joan continued to negotiate traditional pedagogy. Joan’s first question

was, “How would you set it up?” The question indexed a procedure or a schema for

problem solving. Students learned to problem pose or set up the word problem to solve.

The question elicited a reply from Ana who explained what the numbers represented;

“70% of the 30 problems correct.” Objects made explicit through language use or

vocabulary contextualized numbers. Ana talked through the problem solving process.

Contextualization cues from other students constructed engagement and comprehension:

Joan: One place, ok? So, how many questions do y, must you get correct to pass

the test?

Flor: 21.

Rosa: 21

Joan asked two questions. “What’s the final answer?” and “What’s the next step?”

Ana responded to the first question by noting what the numbers meant conceptually.

What did the numbers mean in relationship to the original question? Students identified

relationships, words, and their numerical significance.

Building conceptual understanding in mathematics is necessary. According to Steffe

and Cobb (1988), “that schemes can function at different levels of abstraction, makes it

plausible to think of mathematical objects in terms of schemes—the experience of the

object is the conceptual result of applying the scheme” (p. 16). The scheme is a support

structure to use language as a multifunctional approach. It is the variety of functions

within the interaction through discursive practices that facilitated comprehension.
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This math lesson was a good example of the Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD)

for students and the teacher (Vygotsky, 1978). The math activity began as teacher

centered. The teacher slowly shared the front space of the class and invited students to

show their work at the board. The trajectory continued to emerge through engagement.

Engagement functioned as mediation as students scaffolded onlookers by modeling the

mathematical process. Students began to move toward the center as learner/teacher (Lave

& Wenger, 1991; Wenger, 1998), balancing both power and language.

Meanings were constructed through contextualization cues. Students worked through

the mathematical steps; “Flor: 250 for one month multiply by 12.” Joan then asked,

“Good. And what is that answer?” What was the answer or what did the numbers mean?

Flor replied, “3,000.” Rosa described 3,000 in terms of money ($3,000) and Flor

completed the process by answering the original question “She put $3000”; she put

$3000 into her savings account.”

A final point that should be made is that students continued to work collaboratively at

their seats. They discussed what was going on in the whole group while students at their

seats compared work in pairs and individually. These changes in footing (Goffman, 1981)

formed a complexity of overlapping spaces. The subtle changes in alignment between

speakers and interactions or structures during talk constructed the spaces students needed

to negotiate meanings from speakers to hearers (Gonzalez, Andrade, Civil, & Moll,

2005). Negotiating social identities translated into what participation meant in this

community of practice. Helping members in the community and sharing knowledge

became transformational as successes in the community multiplied.
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This is Tricky

Success was stifled by the formula. This ongoing struggle was the basis for much

confusion during the semester. This next lesson began with word clarification. It differed

from previous math activities in the sense that language, the sentence, “base x rate = part”

framed the activity. First, Joan reviewed the formula with a percent problem. The

worksheet GED Skill: Solving Percent Problems was the starting point:

Joan: In the very first page, when you have a question that um says, for example,

18 is what percent of

Norma: 36…

Joan: The percent or the rate

Ana: The whole.

Joan: What’s another word for whole?

Norma: Base.

Joan: Base. And the last part?

Norma: Part.

Joan: Part!

Norma: The last part part.

Joan: Um huh. And another word for part that you might hear is?

Norma: Portion.

The start of the activity functioned to clarify vocabulary. Previous activities began

with reading a word problem and deciphering schema relevant to problem solving. This
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time the speech event began with a review of word meanings. Joan read a word problem

from the first page of the worksheet:

Joan: Tina spends $320, or 20%, of her monthly income on groceries. The base,

$1600, is the whole amount. The other numbers in the problem are

compared to the base. The part, $320, is a portion of the base. The rate, 20%,

tells the relationship of the part to the base. In a percent problem, one of the

three elements is missing. You learned earlier how to solve a percent problem

by using proportion. You can also find the missing element using the percent

formula: base x rate = part.

The information on the worksheet described a three-step problem solving process.

Essentially, students were asked to approach the word problem from a textual analysis

perspective. Next, they were to determine schema to problem pose. Finally, when the

missing element in the formula had been determined, the student was ready to problem

solve. This procedure was used to insert numbers into the formula. “This is tricky,”

several students said about the formula and its use. It was tricky for Latina students not

because of the mathematical concepts but because the formula imposed a schema that

differed from the ones students used:

Joan: Irma, with this information, and you know that we’re looking for percent,

which which problem do we have.

Irma: We have to do um ah whole divided divided

Joan: Um huh.

Irma: by by part.
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Joan: Are you sure?

Irma: By rate? No, rate.

Norma: We have part and rate.

This talk sequence showed some confusion for Irma. Joan then replied, trying to

redirect the incorrect response; “Are you sure?” No, Irma was not sure. Her voice

intonation indicated confusion. Voice intonation turned an answer into a question; “By

rate? No, rate.” Norma stepped in trying to clarify, “We have part and rate,” suggesting

they were looking for the base. The lesson continued not with computation to solve the

percent problem but with contextualizing vocabulary.

Vocabulary use is integral to conceptual development and analysis. Using

mathematical vocabulary to talk about mathematical processes is integral to learning the

discourse and therefore meta-knowledge of the domain (Gee, 1996). Learning

mathematical discourse began students’ apprenticeship to mathematics as a social

practice (Lave and Wenger, 1991; Wenger, 1998). One cannot explicitly be taught a

discourse (Foucault, 1972). Discourses are acquired and, therefore, those who have had

access to a particular discourse are oriented to the learning in that particular domain

(Fishman, 1972). It was difficult, therefore, in the previous activity for students to work

within an unfamiliar discourse.

When teachers do not use the language of the content area and try to simplify

vocabulary, opportunities for apprenticeship are lost or at best delayed, as are

opportunities for learning. In an effort to talk students through word problems rather than

apply concepts as they contributed to the process, opportunities for knowledge
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construction became obliterated as word meanings were separated from the situation of

application. The words became extraneous to the process. (Bakhtin, 1981; Volosinov,

1973; Vygotsky, 1986).

The unfamiliar language of the formula lacked situated meaning or context. Word

meanings in the formula were an abstraction from the language and the process typically

used by students. It exemplified centripetal and centrifugal forces at work (Bakhtin,

1981). In this way, the learning became static subject matter rather than integral to the

process of and participation in developing ongoing practices in mathematics (Vygotsky,

1986; Wenger, 1998).

Prestige grammar, too, framed mathematics events when particular formulas

legitimized one right way to obtain correct answers. As students continued on to more

difficult problem solving, they lacked the resources to develop the repertoire, styles, and

discourses of the practice. Learning became both personal and institutional struggles of

ideologies (Fairclough, 2001) as students were challenged to recall events, invent and

adapt new terms, and redefine or abandon old ones when opportunities to reconstruct

situated practices were not firmly in place (Lave & Wenger, 1991; Wenger, 1998).

Joan: You’re borrowing? Borrowing what?

Beatrice: I’m borrowing from um the 10s to make a mixed fraction.

Joan: Um huh. Exactly right.

Beatrice: And a it’s gonna be 9 11/ 11. And then we can a subtract 9 11/11 minus

8 /11 equal to 9 3/11.

Joan: Exactly right, good.
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Joan’s request, “Would you tell us what you did please, ma’am” functioned as a topic

initial elicitor (Button & Casey, 1984). Even though this was a mathematical problem, the

student was asked to begin the conversation with a topical focus. The way Beatrice

discussed the process of problem solving became a request for the teacher to provide the

adequate vocabulary term to correspond with the mathematical process. Notice the

teacher’s reply, “You’re borrowing? Borrowing what? Beatrice repeated the term as she

continued to explain her problem solving “I’m borrowing from um the 10s to make a

mixed fraction.”

The student’s request for the correct term did not reflect concern with being right or

wrong. Rather, it demonstrated the need to use discourse strategies to describe

mathematical processes (Gumperz, 1982). Topical cohesion (Tannen, 1994) is as

important in mathematics as in any other sign system. It is a language guided by rules and

patterns evidenced in the processes by which they are used (Bakhtin, 1981; Hymes,

1977). In the next situation, Ana used the term “borrowing” as she discussed her problem

solving; “I asked I borrowed a one a from the eleven wholes.”

In this situation, Ana corrected her language use and recognized an alternative word

choice. The term borrowing more accurately described the process or language as

performative (Austin, 1962). Ana’s performance as Joan indicated, “Exactly right. Good

answer,” provided a functional understanding of the process. This example of word

choice demonstrated the importance of group participation. Ana realized while speaking

that a prior speaker provided a more appropriate definition of the process.
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Students’ sharing their understanding with the group showed the importance of

cohesion in conversation for communicating between and among speakers (Tannen &

Wallat, 1993). Discourse as social practice was constituted in the very learning practices

students were engaged in while acquiring and learning English and mathematical

concepts.

As the literacy event progressed, Joan asked students to write homework problems on

the board. Afterwards, students returned to their seats. Ana, then Lucinda, talked through

their work. When Joan came to Beatrice’s word problem, there was a shift; “Now,

Lucinda got the hard one that had two different um, denominators.” We can see here that

Joan considered which word to use. Joan used “denominator” for the first time. The term,

however, was used on the worksheet students had for homework. In the following

exchange, what became clear was that omission of referential word meaning glossed over

contextualization cues. The process was derailed:

Joan: Now, Lucinda got the hard one that had two different um, denominators. So,

first thing, frequently it will probably save some accidental confusion with

the mental math. Go ahead and change it to the six and three thirds (6 3/3)

plus one third before you do the conversion and make them into common

denominators. This one you had six and three thirds (6 3/3) plus the one third

(1/3). So, six and four thirds minus four and eleven twelves (6 4/3 – 11/12).

What times three gives you the twelve?

Beatrice: Four.

Joan: Four. So, you also have to multiply the top number by four. Four times
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four?

Beatrice: 16.

Joan: 16. So six and sixteen twelfths (6 16/12) minus four and eleven twelfths (4

11/12)? Final answer: two and five twelfths (2 5/12), correct answer.

Beatrice: Can we go back again?

The request from Beatrice required clarification. Notice the difference in Joan’s word

choice which described the actual words selected from the possibilities. Again, dumbing-

down provided confusion. More importantly, when students’ language use demonstrated

comprehension, the teacher should have used the opportunity to build on students’

comprehension and develop higher mental functions (Vygotsky, 1978). Students’

learning potential is then developed contextually as students’ build upon word meaning in

practice:

Joan: The first part is, do the borrowing. That you have the seven and one third,

minus four eleven twelfths. Now we’re ready to get the common

denominator, the lowest common denominator. The six, the whole number

six and four, won’t change, but we need both fractions and part of the

answer and twelfths. So the four and eleven twelfths won’t change but

doing the conversion: three times what is twelve?

Beatrice: Four.

Joan: So, you also have to multiply the top by the same number by the four. So

three times four is the twelve. Four times four? Sixteen. Now you have the

same denominator subtract, five, six minus four? Two.
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Beatrice: It’s gonna be the same, find the common denominator.

Notice that the teacher did not mention the term common denominator during the first

part of the lesson. When she talked through the problem the second time, she used the

term early in problem solving. The student, who asked for clarification the first time,

understood the process better once the teacher used the term “common denominator.”

The word common denominator represented a process one must follow with particular

mathematical operations (Stefe & Cobb, 1988). The teacher was likely unfamiliar with

this operation and casually talked through the word problem. Her performance suggested

one who was learning the part rather than one who was expert with the role of

mathematics instructor(Goffman, 1959, 1967).

Students, however, understood that appropriate vocabulary knowledge was

synonymous with schema building which indexed the approach to problem solve (Steffe

& Cobb, 1988). Appropriate language use such as common denominator was needed to

signal the process of operation necessary to subtract fractions. The problem could not be

solved using fractions without a common denominator. The word indexed what students

needed to look for to carry out the order of operations. In fact, only once did Joan say

“Now we’re ready to get the common denominator, the lowest common denominator.”

“Lowest” indexed additional information to students, information relevant to the

mathematical process.

Beatrice’s request, “Can we go back again?,” demonstrated the student’s confusion,

confusion derived from miscommunication (Gumperz, 1982). Indexical cues (Silverstein,

1976) were not provided by the teacher; therefore, functional uses remained implicit. As
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mentioned earlier, tensions arise when teachers approach language and content as two

separate entities.

Exploratory talk is one way ideas are formulated but not always well articulated

(Cazden, 2001; Wells, 1999). The process seems similar in mathematics situations as in

language arts or other content areas where speakers and listeners are negotiating meaning

discursively. Beatrice’s request “Can we go back again” suggested something was

implicit in the message. Joan revisited the process which provided accountable talk or

accountability to knowledge and reasoning for students to make more complete and well-

formulated utterances while learning (Cazden, 2001). Beatrice’s statement after Joan’s

explanation, “It’s gonna be the same, find the common denominator” articulated her new-

found understanding.

Why Do They Make It So Complicated?

The women’s struggles with mathematical knowledge continued. A discussion on the

formula framed students’ concerns. Flor articulated what no one dared to say, “Why do

they make it so complicated?” Joan replied “Because a GED and a high school diploma

means you know a lot of stuff! So, they make it hard, yeah.” Joan’s reply defended the

test as a legitimate indicator of competence and knowledge.

Joan assured students that the test would only have a few questions requiring the

formula. The mastery of the formula would not determine success; “So, if some of these

things interfere with what will help you in you life, don’t worry about it.” She then

countered, “You need to pass the test. But you need to have the knowledge of how to
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work the numbers to get the right answers. That’s what’s the most important thing.” Why

was so much time spent on the formula for a few test questions?

One possible answer is one that Gonzalez, et al. (2005) made concerning

systematicity, “Scientific (or mathematical) concepts form part of an organized system of

knowledge” (p. 260). Students continued to rely on sociocultural historical mathematical

knowledge to construct situated meanings. However, disjuncture in schemata and,

therefore, discursive practices made it difficult to bridge in and out-of-school

mathematical discourses. The curriculum, as Joan perceived, required skills embedded in

the formula for multiplex mathematical situations. Managing the formula was not critical,

per se, as were associated skills and knowledge of multiplication, division, percents,

fractions, etc., necessary to pass the math portion of the test.

In a sense, orders of discourse (Fairclough, 1992) were contested as practices in the

mathematical domain perpetuated ongoing struggles which eventually stretched

institutional boundaries. Alternative practices emerged in changing discourses as oral and

written forms negotiated school and community knowledge. Narratives mediated

convention which complemented, overlapped, and contested literacy learning as

engagement in authentic practices extended into ABE skills-based curriculum.

I should mention that negotiated boundaries were not by chance. Salient were the

ways in which changes came about. As I extended the discussion to journal writing, the

collaboration between teacher, researcher, and students took on a critical link extending

discursive practices related to the written word. Writing in journals provided additional

insights into the participants’ literacy learning. Discursive practices shifted boundaries
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through the kinds of expression that were permitted in one space but often constrained in

another.

Work in Groups

When I met Joan for the first time, I made one request that would require cooperation

on her part. I asked that students engage in weekly journal writing. Included, with

students’ permission, were collecting and reviewing journals. Joan agreed. It turned out

that one component of the ABE test was essay writing. Unknowingly, my request

functioned to support course objectives and simultaneously my own data collection.

Journals functioned to support teaching to the test. Writing was integral to literacy

development in ABE. Even though Joan sometimes corrected students’ writing, there

were days when she merely commented or responded to what students had written. In this

way, a discursive space developed beyond the function of teaching to the test. Joan

recognized the value of students’ self-expression and took the opportunity to mediate

lived experiences in the writing space.

In late October 2006, I made another request. I was curious to know students’

perceptions concerning ABE. By mid-semester, I had spent some time reviewing video-

taped observations, and I was struck by the verbal interplay between and among those

present. Rarely was the room quiet. In fact, an observation from my September 28 field

notes read, “As students are working, there is more conversation. The camera is on Irma,

Rosa, and Paula, but the background noise has gotten much louder.” Similarly, Joan
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observed on September 21 “We even in this room when we’re talking about buzz, buzz,

buzz it’s difficult to concentrate.”

Becoming increasingly aware of subversive talk in daily encounters, I approached

Joan and asked if students’ perspectives on ABE curriculum could be addressed. My

hope was that students would discuss the kinds of changes they would like to see, but I

left the inquiry up to Joan. When I returned the following week, Joan informed me that

students had responded to the topic in their journals.

Joan said I would find students’ responses informative. Salient was that students’

utterances were meant for me and that Joan was simply fulfilling my request. This

communicative exchange preserved the appearance of compliance with the possible

belief that I would take Joan’s gesture as sincere, thinking she, too, was interested in what

students had to say about ABE. This form of linguistic indirectness is associated with two

kinds of linguistic strategies, defensiveness and rapport (Tannen, 1994; Lakoff, 1995).

On one hand, Joan felt obligated to comply with my request. Her concern was that

students would criticize pedagogy. The face-saving act (FSA) (Brown & Levinson,

1987) of asking students to respond in their journals avoided the possibility of Joan

having to defend her pedagogy. Second, fulfilling my request maintained positive rapport

between teacher and researcher. In either case, responses contextualized neutral ground.

Students’ request to “work in groups” was not threatening and merely expressed ideas

and opinions while sheltering possible public scrutiny concerning pedagogy, thereby

saving face. Joan maintained the hierarchy of power by staying in control while

preserving the premise of compliance.
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Power was enacted by accommodating my request to hear students’ voices that did not

entail any action on Joan’s part. Joan maintained control in her ability to accommodate

without obligation to conform to students’ requests or make pedagogical changes. I

merely asked for information, and Joan accommodated my request. We can see how

linguistic politeness is something women (and men) do discursively (Austin, 1975;

Brown & Levinson, 1987; Coates, 1993; Mills, 2004; Tannen, 1994). It should be

mentioned that varieties of politeness and, therefore, indirectness are the norm cross-

culturally in communication and should be judged accordingly (Brown & Levinson,

1987; Lakoff, 2004).

In any case, when I read the responses to Joan’s prompt, “What do you think will help

make this class better for you and your learning (e.g., More quiet, individual time to work

or more group work, etc.)?”, I was not surprised to find students overwhelmingly said

“work in groups.” This group response could be read from two perspectives.

On one hand, students’ replies could be seen as metacognitive awareness or students

knowing their individual learning styles (Irwin, 1986; Keene & Zimmerman, 1997). The

women gave reasons group structures worked. For example, Norma explained,

I think to work better this class for me is, if we work on group. I like when we do

this, because if I don’t understand something other of my school mate explain me.

Some times we talk a lot, but I think this is good for me. I need to practice

English.

In fact, research strongly supports Norma’s observation that opportunities for speaking,

as well as listening, contribute to the negotiation of meaning in interaction, which in turn
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leads to language acquisition (Fishman, 1971, 1972; Halliday, 1978; Hornberger, 2003;

Hymes, 1977; Saville-Troike, 2003).

“Work in groups” responses were not limited to language arts activities: “I like when

we do math we participate we have different ways to do math.” The student articulated

well that learning strategies are modeled and adopted by community members during

interactions. Multiple approaches expand the repertoire of learning opportunities. In fact,

Ana’s request for group work was explicit in its functional use; “Work in groups is better

because we can debate in different topics and learn from those who are talking take more

strategies from others and do our work better.”

Ana’s reply raised an important issue, one that Vygotsky (1978) included in his

theory of developmental learning. For example, when students interact and model

developmental processes, opportunities for internalization on the individual level increase

through inner speech. The sociocultural context is then linked through conversation

(Dyson, 2003; Gee, 1996; Heath, 1983; Hornberger, 2003; Hymes, 1977; Wells, 1999).

Salient is that development, according to Vygotsky (1978), does not coincide with

learning processes; rather, it lags behind.

Ana continued, “Homework is other way for me to learn because when you give us

instruction, we can develop well at home and we learn more.” Clearly, Ana described the

zone of proximal development (Vygotsky, 1978) in which students’ potential to problem

solve independently is mediated through classroom interactions. Taking time at home to

assimilate concepts through inner speech or intramental processes provides a trajectory

for students to travel through and build upon scaffold classroom learning.
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Exploratory talk operationalizes or uses learners’ development in an alternative way

(Cazden, 2001; Wells, 1999). The dialogic nature of instructional conversation in small

group or whole group constitutes a starting point for thinking about school discourses and

the functions they serve relative to the situation. Angela replied,

I think it is better for me work in group because if we have a work to do and I

don’t understand somebody of the group can explain what part I don’t understand

or we can discuss what I don’t understand.

Conversation provided the opportunity for students to reconceptualize experiences and

appropriate them situationally.

Another benefit to group participation was articulated in Irma’s reply, “I think that

when we work in groups it is better because you give us the work to all together some of

us or them do the work right and others don’t.” Implicit was that miscommunication can

be repaired through collaboration (Gumperz, 1982; Tannen, 1989). Decontextualized

texts are contextualized through talk as intertextual and other mediational means are

employed (Fairclough, 1992; Wells, 1999).

Essentially, contextualization through cues in conversation provided a balance

between domains and cultures (Fishman, 1971). Contextualization and

recontextualization through talk mediated practices between and among participants,

thereby situating learning for individual and group benefit. In this way, sociocultural

contexts were analytically employed creating meaningful learning situations in

institutional, cultural, and historical contexts through mediation (Gonzalez & Moll, 1995;

Gonzalez et al., 2005; Wertsch, 2000). When Ana pointed out, “I think when we work in
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different ways we learn more work in groups,” she was suggesting that multimodal

opportunities to reconceptualize experiences situate irrelevant texts relevant.

As I considered students responses, I thought more about language and gender. What

became evident was the constitutive nature of group membership, which brings me to the

second reason students requested to work in groups. “Work in groups” signified a cultural

patterning unlike autonomous skills-based practices of ABE. The individual/group dyad

became cross-culturally reified in resistance rather than domination. Each day nonverbal

responses signaled disjuncture to the teaching curriculum evidenced in gestures,

whispering, crossed-arms, raised eyebrows, and bracketed remarks (Goffman, 1981).

These small acts of resistance indexed points of power (Foucault, 1990), which suggested

a need to rework a social landscape or classroom composition in order to sustain a

community.

The opportunity to voice a preference to work in groups derived from my effort to

provide a trajectory to initiate border pedagogy. Opening dialogue between teacher,

ethnographer, and students on a topic integral to program objectives seemed a legitimate

venue to strengthen this cooperative educational initiative. This postmodern perspective

to face dominance was, according to Giroux (1992),

a power-sensitive discourse that helps subordinated and excluded groups to make

sense out of their own social worlds and histories, while simultaneously offering

new opportunities to produce political and cultural vocabularies to which define

and shape their individual and collective identities. (p. 56)
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This multiplex of identities, intersecting and overlapping, often included constructs of

gender, race, ethnicity, socioeconomics, and age. These points of power certainly resided

outside the ABE community. However, I wanted to explore relationships among

language, power, and solidarity within the ABE community because any show of power

entails solidarity by involving participants in relation to one another. This then creates,

according to Tannen (1994), a closeness that may be contrasted with non-group members

who have no relation to each other at all. In this case, group membership at Valencia was

one of many for women. Social solidarity became integral to learning as identity became

intertwined in private and public venues of social practice at Valencia (Holland, et al.,

1998).

Many of the studies of women’s language have focused on middle-class norms. The

speech groups of working-class women have only been recent. What is salient concerning

the Latinas in this study is that, as Mills (2003) pointed out, to be judged a working-class

woman according to middle-class standards “is always not simply to be classified into a

class position but also to be categorized as inadequate and inferior” (p. 183). The key to

power is asymmetry, one established in roles that emerge and are reified in forms of

speaking (Tannen, 1994).

What occurs is the misconception that particular types of language or strategies some

women use, such as formalized politeness, are not practiced by all women. Some women

refuse to conform or assimilate middle-class norms to legitimize their position.

Constructing one’s identity through language in social groups means making a choice on

language that may differ from one’s own language repertoire (Mills, 2003).
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Similarly, Lakoff (2004) borrowed from Bateson’s (1972) double-bind concept in

which a person who complies on the one hand goes against the grain on the other. The

reference is that whichever course a woman takes, the stance she adopts on language will

not be respected in one way or another. The double-bind dichotomy may seem like an

exaggeration, but Latinas’ struggle with language is in effect a struggle with identity in

the institution.

Defying passive roles as wife and homemaker, the Latina women in this study

established new ground as they sought to reinvent women’s roles in Mexican society.

Crossing borders meant, in the ABE setting, engaging in the discourse of the institution.

Formal conversation framed academic work drawing upon community resources to

advance women’s positions as cultural brokers. Only during break time or before or after

class did women informally engage in women’s talk (Lakoff, 2004) which typically

concerned children and their school experiences.

The primary exception of the informal/personal and the formal/academic derived from

teacher-initiated conversations around what she perceived to be women’s talk. For

example, during a class conversation, Joan asked “And, what about opinions. Television,

how about television? How much television do kids watch?” Angela said she did not

allow her children to watch television, but Flor admitted that her grandchildren watched

“a lot.” Interestingly, when Joan asked if the women watched novellas or the American

equivalent of soap operas, there was unanimous agreement that no one did. Most

concurred novellas were a waste of time; women had enough drama in their everyday

lives.
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Group solidarity did not necessarily stem from histories of poverty, marginalization,

gossiping, lack of English skills, or domestic turmoil. Rather, women collectively drew

from each other as active agents in pursuit of change. Joan, however, didn’t understand

participation in ABE as a form of agency, thereby unknowingly contributing to common-

sense constructs of female “otherness” which the women often resisted. Such conflicts

stem from asymmetrical role relations and incongruencies in conceptualizing gender and

cultural and socioeconomic status.

One situation comes to mind after a very good talk around community changes. What

had been a student-led discussion changed to teacher centered. Joan had not actively

contributed to the discussion. Instead she had taken notes and attempted to open a new

discussion in this way:

I wrote down some just little notes and things like that that maybe if if everyone

thinks about this we can continue to uh, do this discussion. That some of the kind of

stereotypes and things like that for the Mexican people and the Hillside people

example. What do you think are some of those stereotypes that you fight against?

Joan presupposed students’ identities. She provided a trajectory of identification by

interactionally positioning students in the working-class category of the text. The teacher

generalized “Mexican people” as a homogeneous group. Joan positioned all Latina

students discursively. Positioning served to focus on “difference.” Van Dijk (1996) said,

“Differences and variation among ‘them’ are ignored, and the differences between ‘us’

and ‘them’ are exaggerated” (p. 27).
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The teacher’s textual interpretation became more deeply entrenched when Joan called

on Irma. The request to respond to the stereotyping of “Mexican people” socially

positioned Irma. Joan, drawing attention to social representations, showed how social

identification actually unfolds in practice and contributes to students’ emerging social

identities over time (Wortham, 2006).

When Joan asked Irma what her thoughts were on the topic, Joan met resistance. After

a brief silence, eight seconds to be exact, Irma answered, “Um, for me, is um, is very

difficult first first of all because I don’t know how to speak English. And when my (three

second pause) my kids were young, um, I couldn’t uh help them because you know my

it’s different way in Mexico than here.” Irma employed an effective strategy, one that

Tannen (1994) called “enthusiasm constraint strategy.”

Irma’s opportunity to resist local models of gendered and racial positioning was

performed by responding to a completely different topic. Irma’s interdiscursive response

or multiple speech situations (Bakhtin, 1986) was an aversion to a category reinforced in

daily events. She took the opportunity to talk about what she thought salient, thereby

revisiting the teacher’s characterizations with a silent pause and then an off-topic

response. The pause, I believe, indexed decision making. Irma contemplated how to

respond but gave in to what she really wanted to say.

Irma never had the chance to talk about what was actually on her mind. Joan did what

Tannen (1984) referred to as reconstruction of an unstated answer. The unstated answer

and the reconstruction comprised what Goffman (1967) noted as an act of action and

inaction between speakers. An act is subject to a rule of conduct or as a guide for action
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on the assumption of what is suitable. It represents a communication, one that is a

confirmation of selves for both involved in conversation. Unfortunately, Joan did not

realize what she had communicated to Irma through her action. The miscommunication

resulted in a silencing on Irma’s part, thereby not talking about the experience intended.

The absence of sound in verbal speech should not be overlooked as non-

communication but, rather, as relevant to bridging gaps between what is said and that

which is not said (Lakoff, 2004; Meyerhoff, 2004). Instances of silence in situations are

essentially acts of communication (Bourdieu, 1991; Gilmore, 1985b; Goffman, 1981;

Saville-Troike, 1985; Tannen, 1989, 1994). What is communicated is often implicit and

not always considered an act of silence. There are many ways individuals can be silenced,

and Meyerhoff (2004) reviewed some of the ways women’s voices and perspectives can

be silenced. Much of the research talks about men silencing women in these ways, but

similar kinds of power struggles exist between women, often evidenced in this

educational setting.

I suggest that discursive strategies are often implicit or ambiguous in nature in the

ways in which messages are sent and received (Tannen, 1984). It is difficult to define

solidarity versus power in interactions because actions are subject to individual

interpretations, yet we do this everyday. We are always actively making meaning of other

people’s actions and words so that what appears to be an attempt to dominate

conversation, dominate positions, or exercise power, may actually be intended to

establish rapport.
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I Got a little Space

The creation of voices, Tannen (1989) explained, occasions the imagination of a scene

in which characters speak in those voices eliciting images that spark the imagination,

helping us to create or recreate a discourse, an emotional discourse of sorts, an

expression. The narratives we share are strategic uses of language in which

communication takes place. The dialogue, details, and images attract and then engage the

audience to take part in and make use of the speakers’ own strategies in the storytelling.

Why this is important has to do with communication. Stories make use of a variety of

strategies, most importantly, an involvement strategy (Gumperz, 1982; Goffman, 1967;

Tannen, 1994).

On the last day of my participation at Valencia, I held the second of two workshops.

In a way, the workshop was a story I chose to share with the ABE community. My

strategy was to create a historic account of events that would involve the community,

eliciting dialogue as the collection of videotaped clips drew interest in the recounting of

events.

The visual story, a selective one I admit, nevertheless drew involvement, assessments,

and interpretations. I asked those who were present, approximately nine members, if

viewing the clips was helpful. All responded that it was. I chose clips from the first day

through the last week of class, trying to provide the most holistic representation of past

events.

I do not want to misrepresent the complexity of the workshop event. It was

challenging in many ways to present the study in retrospect and not misguide the
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audience by my selection of clips, yet provide enough variety to represent the nature of

the interpretive activity. My intention was not to provide a “correct” or “true”

representation of what occurred, nor was I looking for true or correct interpretations from

participants.

Each videotaped clip represented preserved points in time which the audience viewed

retrospectively. It involved interpretations that contributed to the understanding of a

culture, situated spaceotemporally, and people acting in those situations with some pre-

understanding already in place from which to draw (Giddens, 1993). The point of the

event was to take an intersubjective approach, one between and among community

members, toward interpreting what had previously occurred through visual and dialogic

inquiry (Wells, 1999).

I must admit that I had an agenda in mind. Before the group discussion, I talked with

Joan concerning some of the questions I wanted to address during the workshop. Joan

consented and chose the topic of discussion. When everyone was convened, I began the

workshop with the questions, “Do you spend time at home doing school work? If so,

reading, writing, or math? And how important is getting a GED? So, do you want to talk

about that a little bit?”

Beatrice was the first to respond and discussed some of the challenges she faced when

trying to make time for school, work, and family but did make time to study;

Most of the time when I find something difficult to do it, uh I say well, I have to

find a way I can understand it, and I go and sit and sit down and work on that

subject that I really know a lot.
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I then asked, “So, when you feel challenged, that’s when you take the time.” Beatrice

answered “Yeah, yeah.”

Challenge and motivation seemed to influence Beatrice’s decision to find time to

study at home. Three aspects of motivation may be significant to understanding

Beatrice’s decision. First, elements of motivation offer possibilities for the development

of self-understanding. Second, motives generate particular interests. Third, motivation

appears to be relevant to the reproduction of structures (Giddens, 1993). Although

motivation is a complex phenomenon, these three aspects offer some insight into the

importance of challenging students and providing educational opportunities that influence

learning in and out-of-school.

Irma talked next. Beatrice’s contextualization cues gave way to Irma’s reply,

Like Beatrice says, um, we have um, something to do after school to go, to do um,

go for the kid at school, help him with the ah, homework and do the dinner and

clean the house and maybe, ah, I got a little space in the night. And I said, and I

say, I have to to see what what what I am going to do to to study. And, (long one

second pause.) and uh, (another three second pause) I get ah um, I get a book for

to read and I read a little bit like, a little bit. Like a page.

Irma often said that she wanted more opportunities to read and write in class. She tried

to read on her own in the evening but often felt frustrated. She seemed to be at a loss as to

how to modify the situation. In essence, Irma’s indirectness was a request for future

practices framed on reading and writing,
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I If I ah, if I don’t understand, I stop and I get a math (clears her throat) and and I

will sstart (she cleared her throat) to doing math better than than reading! I don’t

know why because I need so much read and write. And for me, math is my my, I

like a lot math.

Joan responded, “Yeah, I could tell. Your improvement has been good.”

If we look at this interaction from a framing perspective, indirectness indexed a

relationship between contextual structures of the message or a series of past events. Joan

addressed Irma’s progress in math but she ignored the implied weakness in either literacy

pedagogy or curriculum. In the end, promoting positive rapport with the audience was at

the students’ expense thereby silencing Irma’s request (Brown & Levinson, 1987).

Salient were the missed or lost opportunities for success during the semester. Irma

implied a sense of loss with few academic gains in her literacy development.

Furthermore, I believe Irma’s request for more opportunities to read and write was related

to variation in language arts activities. However, many students expressed that they

preferred Joan’s explicit teaching style. These students said they believed it was more

effective than a process approach. In fact, Delpit (1999) pointed out that minority

students do not always benefit from process approaches and require explicit instruction.

Several students during the semester expressed that literacy events around worksheets

were not their preferred method of learning. However, students did not approach the topic

during the workshop.

The event, in many ways, framed what will most likely reduce the role of self-

elimination at the end of the semester in favor of deferred elimination in the near future.
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Irma and several others managed to remain in the program until the end of the semester.

The possibilities for students to continue through the next semester seemed less likely.

Ways to approach what students felt needed to be addressed could reduce possibilities for

inevitable attrition.

My concerns drew from Bourdieu and Passeron’s (2000) critical perspective which

described “the elimination of the working classes” (p. 159) and connects a much

overlooked phenomenon, in my view, of the direct consequence to the kinds of success

women have in these programs. Irma’s concern was not about competence in prestige

grammar per se; rather, it concerned women’s responsibility to future generations as the

following discussion vividly depicted. Rosa, Norma, Angela, Beatrice, Gabriella, and

Flor each said at one time or another that they were responsible for helping children and

grandchildren with homework:

Irma: But, an and I I I help my grandkid to do the homework, and he is very smart

And but I help him. He asks me for for help. He asks me, “Ma, could you

help me with the homework in math or and when he’s ah doing spelling!

First, I got the the dictionary first, first because the spelling, you know? He’s

in third grade but he he needs to to to do the ah

Randi: Spelling test.

Irma: Spelling test or ah, for me is very important what you say, what you said.

Irma tells the story many Latinas face every day in Cameron and that is women are co-

participants in the literacy homework event. The daily after school ritual begins when

children come home and say, “We have homework.” “We” means the child and mother,
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or in this case, child and grandmother. Irma’s grandson, who was in the third grade, lived

with her and her husband. Like many parents who want to help children do well in

school, literacy events at home are situated in linguistic and structured practices similar to

those in school. Irma’s description is poignant “First, I got the the dictionary first, first.”

Getting the dictionary is doing school. Women learn this strategy in ABE. The ways

in which students accommodate their own learning are often enacted at home. Schooled

literacies then become home literacies. We see this with elementary school aged children

and spelling tests. I am reminded of the time a student asked during a read aloud, “Do we

need to know every word?” The answer is “Yes” when prestige grammar performance is

instituted in weekly spelling tests. Children, according to the institution, must know every

word.

What transpires is a shift in home literacies to institutional pedagogies. What women

resist in ABE, they impose at home, perpetuating hegemony in its finest degree.

Consequently, Latinas language practices mirror content-based school approaches in their

quest to support literacy development thereby validating dominant language ideologies or

relationships of language to identity, knowledge, beliefs, and cultural values (Woolard,

1998).

The connections to linguistic form and use are integral to the socialization process of

generations as mothers and grandmothers unwittingly exchange one cultural resource for

another, legitimizing the invisible culture of schools (Philips, 1993):

Joan: When the kids are doing their homework, do, well, I guess my first question

is since I don’t have any children, do do children come home with
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homework pretty much every day?

Norma: Yeah.

Irma: Every, every, everyday…so he asks me, “Ma, we have, we have

Norma: Yeah (she laughed) that’s what they says

Irma: We have homework.

Norma: Yeah, that’s what they says, we have homework [group laughter].

Laughter signified group solidarity as women identified with roles of tutor, mother,

and cultural broker. What remained illusive, however, were the difficulties women faced

as children advanced academically, often challenging household resources;

When my husband went to work, and I had to help them, I couldn’t help them. And

then my older son, he helped his younger sister, and then the little one could help the

younger. So, but, it’s not the same you know. It’s not. It’s not the same because they

need an adult to to help them. And for us being educated, we can help them a lot

more you know (pause- four seconds) and a lot better.

Ana, too, expressed her role as home educator,

Right now I helping my young, my my older son, Jesus…cause he’s working with

percent and and everything that Joan teach us I can I can teach my my son. Come

and sit down with me and we can do this together.

Ana helped her sons in other areas, “Cause I can read with them. I can uh learn some

things that um maybe I don’t know but they they know. And I can learn and I can grow

with them.” Ana challenged notions that parents’ self-images were tarnished by

misconceptions of communicative competence. Ana did not feel threatened as a single
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mother working on English literacy development; rather, she embraced multiple

opportunities within the community to learn with her children.

Salient, yet implicit, Flor voiced, “That’s is one of the things it makes you feel so

good about yourself.” And yet Angela interpreted the ability to work with her children as

“Motivation.” Ana supported Angela’s conclusion and Flor added,

That is motivation, yeah, you’re right. These young girls you know very

young babies they, it’s gonna be to their advantage you know, to do to to be learning

right now so they can motivate their kids. You know, hey mom, help me and

knowing what what to do.

I would argue that motivation works both ways, for children and for women in school.

Learning was not limited for the test. There is a strong relationship, as Irma said, “We

have homework,” to social roles and identities as students negotiated dual language

contexts. Women implicitly acknowledged language and power struggles uncertain as to

how to bridge discrepancies that reproduced stratification through pedagogy (Cazden,

2001; Philips, 1993; Wells, 1999).

Struggles described in “banking system” approaches (Freire, 2000) frustrate students

who recognize incongruencies in context and content. Are some students simply better

able to negotiate decontextualized situations? More importantly, how can students

challenge situations when both teachers and students are disempowered in systems

whereby everyday tensions remain unaddressed (Hornberger, 2003)? In a sense, the

search for answers is embedded in social and individual identities.
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Identity in Practice

To institute, to give a social definition, an identity, is also to impose boundaries.

The act of institution is thus an act of communication, but of a particular kind: it

signifies to someone what his identity is, but in a way that both expresses it to him

and imposes it on him by expressing it in front of everyone and thus informing

him in an authoritative manner of what he is and what he must be. (Bourdieu,

1991, pp. 120-121)

The concept of identity, Wenger (1998) claimed, “serves as a pivot between the social

and the individual, so that each can be talked about in terms of the other. It avoids the

simplistic individual-social dichotomy without doing away with the distinction” (p. 145).

The suggestion is that there is not a reciprocal relationship, but as Kondo (1990) asserted,

a shifting of voices as individuals construct themselves in communities within discursive

fields of power over time in multiple roles, domains, and events.

Furthermore, Kondo (1990) said,

The irreducible “I” of the English language is relatively detached from its social

context; indeed, that one can even distinguish between the “I” and “the context” is

revealing in itself. The English language encourages an assumption that “the self”

is a whole, bounded subject who marches through untouched and unchangeable

from one situation to the next. (p. 32)

In fact, I would argue that this is the presupposition of the teaching curriculum.

Certainly social theorists such Schutz (1962) framed socially constructed meanings in

processes of actions and selves in situations in which actions occur. The acts constituted
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in human interaction become meaningful through a continuous flow of events, in time

and across contexts, drawing upon the ways we reflect on these realizations culturally and

situationally in everyday experiences. These continua constitute the basis for our semiotic

representations of our world.

Experience is integral in learning and social identification and, as Wortham (2006)

argued, depends on a publicly circulating model of identity explicitly and implicitly

indexed in actual events. Learning should be understood with respect to practices and its

multiplicity of relations in multiple contexts. Identity in practice becomes more than a

response or a single act in any event, but emergent selves in emergent structures in the

history of the learning (Wenger, 1998). Therefore, as Lave and Wenger (1991) eloquently

stated, “Learning and a sense of identity are inseparable: They are aspects of the same

phenomenon” (p. 115).

Teaching to the test took on many forms over time. In practice, the ABE curriculum

became, in some ways, more than what was presupposed. In part, negotiating spaces took

on tradition and infused bits of conflict altering the course ever so slightly. Variation

became motivation for both teacher and students as change was resisted a little less over

time. It could be said that as collaboration between teacher, students, and ethnographer

gained new ground, the clearing of a new space emerged.

This trajectory did not easily form. Tensions between teacher and researcher, both

explicit and implicit in these events, primarily arose from conflicting world views. Even

though the teacher appeared to be supportive and invited conversation, traditional

approaches drove practices. Joan demonstrated good faith and confidence from the start
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by permitting a researcher into her classroom. I learned to be patient and work within the

structure. I learned to accept events as they arose and celebrate small achievements along

the way.

In summary, discursive practices in this chapter described language and content

learning as dialectic. “Working in groups,” often subtle in practice, negotiated a context

for engagement through emotional support, cultural schemas, and dual language use.

Meanings were mediated and contextualized in joint participation. Joint effort often

resulted in agreement, becoming a mitigating force in social identity construction as

students’ community engagement sometimes negotiated the teaching curriculum. Identity

construction was integral to what was being contextualized in literacy events (Wortham,

2006).

In the next chapter, I discuss and describe a third space that emerged. Literacy

practices altered as members negotiated boundaries. The teaching curriculum shifted with

the teacher’s recognition that the social construction of knowledge was integral to

students’ learning. Social solidarity emerged as students’ individual and social identities

were manifested in situated practices. Working in groups was never the exception in this

context even though the curriculum was framed on autonomous literacy practices. What

the next chapter explores is the strength of mutual engagement, joint production in the

practice of teaching and literacy learning, and shared school and community experiences

that negotiated literacy practices.
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CHAPTER 4

NEGOTIATING RELATIONSHIPS, POWER, AND LEARNING

In this chapter, I explore oral and written narratives that go beyond teaching to the

test. Interdiscourses (Fairclough, 1992) comprise Latinas’ emerging voices. These

discursive elements or “mixed genres” framed situated interactions foundational to what

Erickson (2006) noted as elements “that constrain and enable interactional options”

(p. 159). More specifically, he said that it was not adherence to prescribed structures or

“following rules” but rather “making use” (p. 161) of what is given to reshape what is

necessary.

Situated talk in events was then negotiated in the very processes of teaching and

learning. Meanings in literacy events were constructed in practices that both constrained

talk and challenged convention. Conversation during face-to-face interactions negotiated

identities and strengthened relationships that developed in community and school. By

integrating students’ funds of knowledge, power relationships were negotiated.

In this way, a trajectory was formed between the local school district, community

center, and Valencia ABE. Mutual involvement and sustained participation in multiple

communities of practice created situations in which a variety of experiences were

expressed, explored, and often intertwined in school discourses. As social and individual

relationships strengthened, the mutual constitutive nature of multiple communities of

practice was reified in Valencia membership. In fact, Wenger (1998) made the point that
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“Our practices, our languages, our artifacts, and our world views all reflect our social

relations” (p. 146).

The multiplex relationship of public and private spaces was evidenced as conversation

and journal writing negotiated worksheet structures. Social practices and social structures

were mediated forming a necessary feeling of belonging. The women’s interpersonal

relationships became integral to a sense of community in which knowledge production

was not merely for one but for all members. In this way, relationships through mutual

engagement, joint production, and sustained participation confronted points of power

altering the repertoire of literacy learning.

It could be said that interactions synthesized students’ experiences as we constructed

bits and pieces of acts and events in women’s lives. In mathematics, this meant drawing

on schema to pragmatically situate ABE texts. In language arts, written and oral

narratives strengthened emerging trajectories. Narratives in these events shared more

than seemed possible. It is the “more” Foucault (1972) informed us that the ethnographer

“must reveal and describe” (p. 49). This chapter is about the more. I believe the following

events express what is possible when alternative spaces form.

The Food is Better

In this event, I explored women’s experiences in Cameron schools. Conversation

elicited involvement (Goffman, 1981; Gumperz, 1982; Tannen, 1989) as talk confronted

issues of dominance, convention, subordination, other, and difference. Conversational

exchanges represented what Mills (2004) described as identity construction borrowing
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from Foucault who viewed “the self as an effect of discursive structures, as effect that

nevertheless interacts with those structures, but which is not foundational in itself” (p.

92).

Discursive structures derived from discourse varieties or genres become evident in the

narratives that follow. During this literacy event, a trajectory emerged in participation as

women discussed the food in schools. The social context of schools reified in food

quality was integral to the social formation of identity or positioning of language

minority students. Salient were actions and words exchanged developing the context for

talk. By examining how discourses were negotiated within this institutional setting, the

ways in which context itself was negotiated was apparent as positions were articulated,

shifted, and constructed.

This event was my first initiative in Joan’s class to share non-pre-GED text. The

article originated from a local newspaper. Joan made copies of the article and distributed

one to each student. Joan explained that the article would elicit strong opinions which

would provide good writing material for a language arts essay assignment. The literacy

event then supported ABE course objectives.

I prefaced the reading with background information. The event occurred three weeks

into the semester and modeled an alternative participant structure, one which Joan would

soon attempt. I read the article aloud while students followed along. When I completed

the reading, a conversation began:

Norma: I don’t know why, but the food is better in the north.

Randi: The food is better?
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Norma: Yeah. And and ah, this is true because I saw uh, other schools up north,

and I don’t know why because it’s not the same taxes for each school or

what happens?

Norma’s observation of the food served in schools was astute. She wanted to know if

property taxes determined the kinds of food served in schools. More specifically, she

wondered why schools on the south side of town with a high Latino population were not

served the same quality meals as those schools on the north side of town.

Norma’s inference was quite good. Did property taxes differ across geographic

locations within the community? If so, was the location, i.e., socioeconomics, indicative

of the kinds of food served in schools? Finally, was it true that children’s school lunches

were separate and not equal? The answer apparently was yes. The unstated question: Was

food served in multiethnic/racial/cultural neighborhood schools of lesser quality than

food served in predominantly Anglo middle-class neighborhood schools?

Norma’s question indexed an intertextual response. The article described students at a

local high school taking a proactive stance toward reversing social inequities they

documented in schools. Students and teachers in the project transformed both the school

and students’ lives. Norma connected the social inequities discussed in the article with

those she observed in local schools. The implication concerning social inequalities was

confirmed by Norma’s observation that food represented another way in which language

minority students were socially positioned.

Furthermore, Norma’s analysis articulated observations of global categories

replicated at the local level (Wortham, 2006). Intertextual responses openly confronted
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the ways in which social categories were framed through social discourses. The fact that

several students had noticed similar situations was evidenced in listeners’ nonverbal

support. Conversation articulated experiences unaddressed previously.

Dialogue continued and elicited students’ responses with very little teacher

interaction. Joan cleaned tables, dry ease boards, the microwave oven, and organized

tables during the conversation. Her self-control to remain on the periphery seemed to

display both alignment with the event and disjuncture. Joan remained in the classroom

but did not participate in the conversation. She appeared receptive to developing a

trajectory that would engage students in meaningful dialogue and develop an

empowering pedagogy. Her actions, however, said otherwise.

Joan stated that she understood the value of sustained talk in English on meaningful

topics. Latinas expressed that ABE was the only opportunity for English language use.

Multiple opportunities in a variety of contexts did present themselves daily for students to

use English, but not necessarily sustained talk within multiple genres. This event

provided such an opportunity.

In addition, the event opened a trajectory to explore social and individual identities.

Identities do not systematically overlap with curricular themes. Identity is ever evolving

and negotiated in acts and events over time. What occurred was an opportunity to

confront categories that reinforced or disconfirmed students’ gendered, racial, ethnic, or

linguistic identities. In this case, the situation was negotiated in the practice of literacy.

This event on community issues connected students’ experiences. In effect, talk provided
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a way to recall the past and think about the future as they related to the present. As

Wenger (1998) described in detail, this is the process by which trajectories are formed.

When Norma questioned school and community discourses around food, she

articulated a counter-gender discourse that typically positions Latinas as passive. These

gendered and cultural categorizations were challenged through an opportunity to publicly

question characterizations (Sacks, 1995). Awareness began the process of understanding

the ways in which identities were discursively constructed (Fairclough, 1995). The food

in schools was merely one situation that women identified as discrimination and how it

was articulated in seemingly legitimate ways.

This interaction was an important point of departure in defining role relationships

(Goffman, 1959, 1967) in community and schools. Continuing in this activity, Flor stated

the importance of discussing that which is not said:

We just think, what if we do this; what if we do that, but we don’t do it. Maybe

we think sometimes because we don’t know where to go. We don’t know where

to go to the right person. We don’t we don’t know the system. To me, this is is

helping me a lot.

Flor articulated the need to break silence. Without support from multiple social

networks, women are often hesitant to forge ahead. Flor, a successful business woman

today, endured years of struggle learning to navigate the American business world. What

she described were the boundaries, both physical and conceptual, Latina/os faced in the

borderlands. Opportunities to dismantle these borders are few. Conversation provided a

trajectory and a sense of relief from typically unapproachable terrain. This social
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arrangement as Goffman (1963b) described was still restricted though temporarily

relaxed. Joan’s insistence to stay on the periphery visually articulated such barriers.

I, however, saw ABE boundaries as flexible. I interpreted the opportunity to talk about

social situations outside the ABE curriculum as a way to draw attention to the networks

of power that functioned in the community thereby weakening the barriers. I considered

Foucault’s (1990) insights when he said that power derives from a multiplicity of

relations spread out and coming from multiple sources. Contradiction and disjuncture

make it difficult to isolate particular points of power, keeping power alive, in motion and

enabling it to be effective.

When the conversation confronted possible points of power within the local

community, students expressed not their stable interpretations of sociocultural histories,

but oscillating beliefs and values enacted in daily lives. Through joint involvement in

conversation and therefore production, we filled in some of the gaps that ordinarily

remained aloof. We saw that there was not one source of power but many in which these

Latina students everyday situations confronted kinds of relationships associated with

kinds of power. However, these events were merely the beginning. In the event that

follows, women explored literacy and learning from a mother’s perspective.

It’s the System

This speech event explored students’ concerns as mothers. Narratives described

situations which were put aside, remained invisible, or fell upon deaf ears. On the

surface, narratives framed teacher pedagogies. On closer analysis, turns at talk (Goffman,
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1974) developed into a story of inequalities and systematically concealed practices

normalized in the complacency of everyday school life.

My interest in students’ thoughts on literacy learning in ABE provided the context for

talk. Included were children’s school experiences. After several weeks of deliberation,

Norma, Beatrice, Rosa, and I convened during break time. The conversation was an

aside, an unofficial use of space and verbal text. It was within this frame that historical

instances revealed what Bourdieu and Passeron (2000) named pedagogic action or a kind

of violence that occurs in the classroom enacted through educational practices. Such

practices appear arbitrary and even innocent until counter-narratives articulate an

alternative social reality.

Throughout the conversation, women reported naturalized conditions questioned over

time. Speech acts or speech events do not simply constitute referential functions but,

rather, act to accomplish socially constituted ends through talk by setting social

boundaries on interactions (Goffman, 1967, 1974; Silverstein, 1976). In other words,

what is approachable subject matter is defined by the situation. Social boundaries in the

classroom are often implicit but nevertheless became explicit during our conversation.

Although the talk framed children’s encounters, similar kinds of social boundaries

occurred in ABE.

The dialogic construction of social boundaries and their constitutive nature produced

social inequalities in the classroom. These imbalances were indexed during the talk

through context-dependent words such as “system” creating a space from which to

explore educational borderlands. How words are used can create new contexts as the
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meaning-making potential is realized during the interaction. Indexical meanings or words

that are context-dependent provide cues for referential meaning or what people are

talking about, which includes participants’ identities (Gumperz & Cook-Gumperz, 1982;

Rymes, 2003).

Identities were linked to social and cultural categories as a way to describe the

language minority students’ schooled situations. The link accounted for ways

operationalized through categories that were historicized and analyzed through

conversation (Bucholtz, 1999a). For example, Norma reported that her daughter’s teacher

went against the norm. The teacher altered the curriculum to challenge educational

inequalities and provide effective pedagogy or opportunities for success.

In contrast, the stories Rosa and Beatrice reported were disheartening. Testimonies

recounted children who struggled in schools due to the “school’s” assumptions about

children’s needs. Children responded to the school’s interpretation of those perceived

deficiencies in observable actions. In this way, linguistic forms do not express identities

explicitly but are mediated dialogically (Bakhtin, 1981; Wortham, 2006). Each mother

reported incidences of first-generation Mexican-origin children who experienced

American schools.

Although the schools, teachers, children, mothers, and family histories differed, the

combined narratives told a story of language, identity, and social inequities in schools.

Separately, women told accounts of struggles in structure and agency (Aretxaga, 2001;

Cameron, 1997; Erickson, 2006; Giddens, 1977; Holland, et al., 1998). Confronting
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institutional protocol through action articulated that constraints or borders were somehow

negotiable. Collectively, narratives described everyday school interactions.

In retrospect, I could tell that Norma knew what I was after. I wanted to know what

women thought about ABE. I wanted to hear students’ views on teaching to the test.

Norma, however, framed the talk on children’s experiences. Her topical choice or topic

initial elicitor (Button & Casey, 1984) indirectly answered my question: “My my

daughter’s teacher, she doesn’t do the system way. She’s doing her way and my daughter

is learning a lot of things. Not like a system’s things, you know? If some things doesn’t

work, you don’t have to use.”

Norma was well aware that my pedagogy was non-traditional or not like the system.

Her reply both answered my question and sought consensus. Norma used the discursive

hedge “you know,” a linguistic strategy employed to express her view that teachers have

agency in their pedagogy (Holmes, 1995). Norma realized that course objectives could be

achieved and still provide opportunities for students’ success. Unlike Lakoff (2004), who

found hedges in women’s talk to show them as unassertive, Norma was confident in her

assessment, and the hedge was used to invite listeners’ responses.

However, the initiated topic took the conversation in a direction I had not intended nor

anticipated but nevertheless elicited a flow of talk. Rosa and Beatrice responded, taking

the conversation in a different direction and revealing the true nature of the women’s

participation in the speech event.

My invitation to talk provided the opportunity to voice what women needed to say to

someone outside the group. Reported speech to use Volosinov’s (1973) term or events
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shared was not arbitrary. Each woman’s narrative framed experiences with children,

teachers, and counselors at school. Even though each event differed in focus, themes

overlapped concerning mother’s and children’s learning experiences in schools.

The reporting of an event by a speaker is a way to talk about a situation as an author

would tell a story. The speaker becomes the narrator not the topic of conversation. The

storyteller authors a story in situ or in the process of the telling. The narrative is usually

an occurrence or event outside the immediate situation (Bakhtin, 1981). The origo is the

referred context or speech event within which the narrated story takes place. Each

recounting was a performance each woman contributed to constructing a collective

narrative.

The story, as reported speech, developed through a variety of historical acts and events

which Briggs (1988) said, “creates both stylistic and ideological polyphony in discourse”

(p. 149). The weaving of narratives recreates a discourse integral to speakers’ social and

individual identities. The way the story is told includes the linguistic components

necessary to articulate the story coherently drawing from syntactic, stylistic, and

compositional norms for at least partial assimilation of speakers’ shared thoughts.

What was expressed was an active relationship as participants’ turns at talk

constructed the story adding bits and pieces through indexical cues and other

interdiscursive elements that linked one text to another (Ochs, 1992; Silverstein, 1976).

In other words, each woman’s story contributed to an emerging text connecting one part

of the story to the next. In this way, the interaction is framed for an audience as any
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writer constructs chapters in a book. Each piece fills gaps to an otherwise disjointed

affair.

Intersubjectivity or speakers shared interpretations guided the construction of language

and experience drawing the conclusion that pedagogy and the system were not mutually

exclusive. Here, system is the word that provided the context for repetition in discourse:

Rosa: You know because what I see at school, what I saw at school, and I I I

talked to the principals ah, too many times, you know I I go whenever Yvonne

has problems with something, you know, and I say, even though the teacher says,

you know, which I have to follow the the rules.

Rosa negotiated her position as speaker shifting between principal and teacher to

illustrate her point. The shift across time and place characterized the “system” as

navigating persons, the physical location or the school itself, and the structure or “the

rules.” The situations were layered in the telling of one utterance as the speaker, Rosa,

attempted to connect multiple instances she experienced interacting with school

personnel. Story coherence began to develop as listeners shared experiences and

described relationships between speech contexts. Similarities drew inferences connecting

particular attributes of events such as the ground or school and the system in which a

message evolved (Silverstein, 1976).

We can begin to see the importance of cuing systems and how they are integral to

codes or language systems and the construction of meaning (Bernstein, 1981; Fishman,

1989; Gumperz, 1982). The situated context emerged from each origo or school situation.

The cues speakers used in their retellings (Tannen, 1989) constituted what Hanks (1992)
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called transformation of the indexical ground. Change occurred as participants moved

through space and place, shifted topics, exchanged information, coordinated utterances,

established common ground, and created a new context for talk.

Transmission and interpretation of other people’s words in everyday conversation are

common occurrences even when the speaker is the author of her own speech (Bakhtin,

1981). The issue becomes, as mentioned earlier, knowing which of the possible

characteristics of the context is relevant to participants (Schegloff, 1992). Cues, in part,

index or show how the relevance for speakers is derived between the story and the place

talked about, because one of them is usually emphasized. However, as the conversation

shifted between speakers, these elements changed.

The reification of ideology as “the system” in this case signified the educational

institution as colonizing discourse (Fairclough, 2001). The system was actually the key

idea that linked how children were positioned as deficit (Nieto, 2000). Essentially,

women described the ways in which children became entangled in a system of cultural

and social reproduction (Bernstein, 1975; Bourdieu, 1991; Bourdieu & Passeron, 2000).

Rather than viewing education as an equitable opportunity for all children (Fine, 1992),

school experiences placed children on the margins unless, as Norma pointed out, teachers

adapted a more equitable pedagogy.

During the talk, contextualization cues were one discourse strategy that functioned as

an interactive device. Repetition in the conversation developed discursive exchanges into

a unified discourse (Gumprez, 1992; Tannen, 1989). Repetition then served several

functions as it contributed to the involvement of speakers by facilitating production,
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connection, comprehension, and interaction. Repeating the words, phrases, or sentences

of interlocutors, as Tannen noted, “provides a resource to keep talk going, where talk

itself is a show of involvement, of willingness to interact, to serve positive face” (p. 52).

In addition, Tannan said that involvement sends a metamessage, to use Bateson’s (1972)

term, to communicate the relationship among participants. Metacommunication is used to

describe any message exchanged and situated between interlocutors.

The use of repetition and variation in conversation constructed a topical coherence.

Rosa’s and Beatrice’s narratives differed from Norma’s example of teacher agency.

However, topical cohesion offered the women flexibility to introduce and develop topics

in relation to their own and participants’ experiences (Gumperz, 1982; Tannen, 1994).

When I asked Beatrice to define the system, she could not. Her reply indexed another

event in the story, “Like I told you, I feel that way.”

Beatrice added, “That the teacher says, if the kid is doing well, that’s fine, if not, not

my problem. I don’t know how it works.” Beatrice’s use of “that” understood in linguistic

terms as deictic, referred both to what the teacher had said and taken as a direct quote

from a previous conversation. The exact location of that conversation remained implicit,

yet we get a sense that Beatrice felt the teacher was inflexible. She characterized the

teacher as impersonal, someone who functioned to serve students with communicative

competence and the cultural capital necessary to progress academically (Bourdieu, 1991).

Implicit in these narratives were the relationships between mothers and children. The

notion of respecto Valdez (1996) described as being significant among Latino family

members; “Respecto in its broadest sense is a set of attitudes toward individuals and/or
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the role that they occupy. It is believed that certain roles demand or require particular

types of behavior” (p. 130). Attitude and role expectations serve to guide actions and

alignment between and among family members. Therefore, educational situations were

mediated between mothers and children.

Unlike the women in Valdez’s (1996) study, if children did not perform well in

school, women in this study looked beyond performance. Norma realized her daughter’s

success in school was related to the teacher’s unconventional pedagogy. Rosa and

Beatrice, on the other hand, referred to children’s school performance in relation to their

role as mothers. They described struggles encountered as mediators. What emerged was

the way in which social practice was reified or represented in the language of “school”

interactions (Cameron, 1997).

The purpose of our conversation went beyond my initial inquiry. Beatrice soon

revealed her reason for participation. Talk, until this point, included only Cameron

schools. Rosa and Norma retold experiences in local schools as did Beatrice. However,

the conversation soon changed when Beatrice used the shifter “that” to index a new

event. The recounting changed the story’s context and characters. The recounting took us

back to Beatrice’s life in California. Events framed situations in California schools 12

years earlier. Beatrice described the challenges she and her son faced as new immigrants,

“There is something very important that happened to my other kid. Ah, the school

decided that he was having problems learning.”

The point of the retelling was not just to add to the conversation already in progress.

The story was purposive (Silverstein, 1976) or addressed to make a point. Beatrice
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described a string of events that began in school when her son was six years old. At that

time, the family was new to the United States having recently settled in California from

Mexico. Beatrice’s second son was four years old at the time. The seriousness of the

story framed the painful experiences of a young mother and small boy with little English

knowledge. Beatrice was hopeful that her listeners would be attentive and empathetic to

her story.

As Beatrice continued, I did ask a clarifying question, thinking the event had occurred

recently and was locally situated:

Randi: And how old is he?

Beatrice: He’s 18 already. He decided these things he was in first grade. So they

put him in a special class.

Randi: Ok.

Beatrice: And ah, my kid started like, “Oh, I don’t have to do that. I don’t have to

push myself. Ah, if I can do it, I will do it later, no problem.” He started

to think that way. And that that that were the reasons the teacher told

him, you don’t have to have to be nervous or anything. You just calm

down and do what you can do.

What began to develop was a history of an immigrant family, a mother and a son’s

experiences, with American schools. First, the school was situated as the ground, the

place where the events occurred, but shifted with the use of “they” a few lines later. The

characterization of the school (Sacks, 1995) personified the institution, giving it a kind of

power yielding authority to those who represented the educational domain. The shifter
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then acts as what Silverstein (1976) termed double-mode use of linguistic categories. For

example, “They,” the school, deciding “that” the child needed to be placed in special

education which shifted the events within the emerging story.

The school as such cannot make decisions but teachers, counselors, and other

professionals within its domain are often unquestioned in their professional assessment.

These decision makers often determine the child’s educational career (Taylor, 1991).

Beatrice allowed her son to be placed in special education which she later regretted. What

this implied were the hidden powers within the institution from which their strength

derived (Foucault, 1990). Power is not overt or seemingly controlling, but rather it resides

in the function of those in authority and the mode of action with regard to how those acts

play in the discourse of its production.

The way power was played out with a six-year-old child was evidenced in his attitude

and performance in school. Earlier I talked about messages as a kind of violence. Now I

will discuss struggles language minority children face when excluded from legitimate

participation in schools. Concerned for immigrant children in public schools, Suarez-

Orozco and Suarez-Orozco (2000) argued that hostile attitudes and social exclusion affect

children’s identity as Mexican-origin when the attitude of the school portrays feelings of

“alien” by “Othering” as children become indifferent or complacent to educational

opportunities or mobility. The antagonism immigrant children face, they argued, is

mirrored in interactions. When children continue to receive negative clues from their

environment, such as the non-caring ones Beatrice told, the effect is evidenced in
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academic outcomes. It is one way that a child’s sense of self is realized and reified in his

daily school interactions even when the home environment may be loving and supportive.

I do not mean to say that such occurrences happened with Beatrice’s son. The

transcribed data strongly suggested, however, that the child’s cumulative educational

experiences were more negative than positive. Beatrice’s retelling sent the message that

immigrant families’ “funds of knowledge” are often neglected. The multiple identities

children bring to the classroom become linear as they are reduced to immigrant status.

As the story continued, Beatrice expressed some of the psychological effects her son

experienced, “My kid started like oh, I don’t have to do that. I don’t have to push myself.

Ah, if I can do it, I will do it later, no problem.” Clearly, we can see the struggles the

family encountered. Beatrice’s description of her son’s internalization of the dominant

ideology was evidenced in habitus or his actions and attitudes around schooled learning.

More specifically, the child’s motivation to learn to capacity was stifled.

Schools are selective not equitable in how access to social mobility is managed (Fine,

1991). The problem, Valenzuela (1999) suggested, is in the disempowering curriculum.

She noted the curriculum as the obstacle in providing equity in education, particularly for

poor, language minority students:

Randi: So did they keep him in special ed [the whole time?]

Beatrice: [They they]

decided to have him there until fourth grade.

Randi: Ok.

Beatrice: And then, I I decided that this is not going well. I have to do something.
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Randi: Good.

Beatrice: So, I decided to took him off that class and put him in a regular class.

But, with a resource, some kind of extra help from him. And that first

year, he did very well. But he had, he has that in his mind that he

doesn’t have to force himself. Yeah, I think that’s very

important. Maybe it was because because he didn’t speak English at

that time, when he started school. And ah, the kids the kids they, they

don’t have to treat it like they have a mental problem or or like they can’t

learn!

Randi: Because of the language.

Beatrice: Because they decided that it was not the language it was that he has

problems learning but uh, I don’t think it was that.

Learning disabilities are constructed at the time of testing. Beatrice’s son being

labeled learning disabled (LD) was reified through school counselors, teacher attitudes,

and standardized tests, constructing a discourse on what is deficit and how it behaves

(Nieto, 2000). In fact, Cintron (1997) described the conditions under which a child

labeled LD may less be a characteristic of the child, but rather a consequence of socio-

political school situations. The metamessage of labeling a child as LD is internalized as

stigma, dumbness, or tapada, which in turn becomes the everyday discourse of the

school, community, and home.

Beatrice found that discourse as social practice was played out on the child’s part and

the school’s.
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Oh, I don’t have to do that. I don’t have to push myself. He started to think that

way. You just calm down and do what you can do. And I don’t think that’s a, it’s

not good to tell a kid to do that! Because they they start to think, oh, well, I don’t

have to do it. That’s fine if I:I learn it or not.

Unlike the Cintron (1997) study in which the child’s mother accepted the school’s

assessment of her son, Beatrice found the school’s assessment inaccurate. She saw what

it was doing to her child and insisted on a new placement.

It was significant that a six-year-old child internalized the LD identity. Beatrice

observed, “He started to think that way” through everyday practices. These naturalized

conditions are produced by those considered “experts” who create solutions to perceived

situations. Such solutions mean constructing and instituting categories for children who

somehow fit into that social space (Taylor, 1991). Worse yet, the child at the start of

her/his educational career succumbs to that construct; “He decided these things he was in

first grade.”

What needs to be addressed is the construction of good intentions of experts (Cintron,

1997) combined with the imposed boundaries Beatrice and her son experienced.

Moreover, once boundaries are set, access to the other side, as Beatrice noted, was

difficult, especially when a child accepts his school placement and enacts the imposed

category governing attitudes in everyday life (Garfinkel, 1967; Goffman, 1963a).

Clearly, mothers play the role of advocate, decision maker, counselor, and teacher.

The events each woman shared were not unique to Latina/os, although particular to

individuals in this conversation. Beatrice voiced concerns about teachers not caring
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because “They didn’t say to him, come on, you can do it. Keep trying until you get it.

Anything like that. The opposite all the time.”

Essentially, having low expectations or not pushing her son to his capacity signaled to

this mother that teachers were uncaring. But as Beatrice reflected on her own retelling, it

became clear to her and her audience that the discursive structure or boundary was

imposed and enforced because her son was a Spanish speaker. Her sentiment was clearly

stated, “Maybe it was because because he didn’t speak English at that time, when he

started school.” She concluded that teachers, counselors, or school culture in general treat

language minority children who have not acquired accepted levels of linguistic

competence as though they have a mental disorder; “And ah, the kids the kids they, they

don’t have to treat it like they have a mental problem or or like they can’t learn!”

Emotions run deep when parents feel they lack the sociocultural competence to

articulate a legitimate position when presuppositions run strong in the institution. It is not

a question of resistance but one of identity linkages between linguistic structures and

school performance. The demarcation of knowledge and language was expressed by the

mother as a “mental problem” for the child who spoke a different language. Language

minority children are therefore positioned by the locations they are permitted or placed in

school environments.

Attitudes are indexed through metamessages. In her study with African American

children in an urban school in Philadelphia, Gilmore (1985a) noted that parents expressed

similar concerns “that permissiveness and lenience are signs of ‘low standards’ or of ‘not
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caring about’ these black kids and whether they learn the necessary skills, attitudinal and

academic, which are seen as prerequisites to success” (p. 157).

Similarly, Beatrice interpreted the educational discourse as one that rewarded children

who could demonstrate English competence. In this way, English was recognized as the

single language resource (Bourdieu & Passeron, 2000). I asked Beatrice if her son was

placed in special education primarily because he was a Spanish speaker. Beatrice said no,

“They decided that it was not the language, it was that he has problems learning. But uh, I

don’t think it was that.”

We can see how engagement in conversation provided a necessary space to rethink

past events. At the outset, Beatrice seemed confident that the school’s assessment of her

son was not language related. As the conversation came to conclusion, the effect of

reflective processes was realized. What this suggests is that conversation does more than

simply provide a space to voice solutions or to deconstruct implicit barriers. Talk

externalizes what has been internalized over time. In this case, Beatrice voiced what had

been sheltered for many years. Social injustices in American schools articulated in one

mother’s experiences represent the plight of many immigrant families who try to work

with and within the system.

Salient was that positive outcomes were possible. For example, Beatrice changed her

son’s placement, “I decided that this is not going well. I have to do something.” Rosa

spoke up as well, “and I talked to the principals ah, too many times,” demonstrating the

ongoing struggles between structure and agency (Carspecken, 2002;; Erickson, 2006;

Freire, 2000; Giddens, 1993) or the ability to go beyond the obstacles. Cross-cultural
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dilemmas pushed women to advocate for children even though struggles over boundaries

were ongoing. This was particularly salient for Beatrice and Norma, whose youngest

children would soon begin kindergarten.

Sharing experiences provided a way to revisit the past and think about the present and

possibilities for the future. Relationships between learning in school and community as

Joan often articulated, “for the test and for your life,” were historical, social, political,

economic, and personal as narratives communicated struggles, struggles of power that

were often naturalized (Fairclough, 2001). Women as mothers and students began to see

the acquisition of sociocultural competence necessary to effectively navigate institutional

structures.

However, what silence communicated was multiplex. Our talk represented a discourse

implicit within the educational domain. Legitimate conversational spaces otherwise

defined were temporarily transformed. In other words as, Saville-Troike (1985) pointed

out, boundaries define what may or may not be discussed. Our conversation was never

again revisited. And yet, while ethnography of communication focuses on what is said

during interaction, we must simultaneously look at what silence communicates and what

is left unsaid (Gilmore, 1985b).

Beatrice concluded the conversation with one last comment as Joan reminded us that

break time had ended. Beatrice said to me as our group dispersed, “Maybe you can do

something about that.” The comment put me slightly off balance as I wondered what she

thought I could do. I had somehow conveyed that I was capable of doing more than
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simply listening. Our talk was more than navigating discursive structures. It provided a

trajectory of possibility.

Possibility exists in praxis (Carspecken, 2002; Friere, 2000) or action in the process of

creating change. By sharing stories and voices, each woman broke silence. When I left

that day, I thought about our conversation and Beatrice’s final comment. Norma, Rosa,

and Beatrice had something to say. They trusted me not just with their words but with

their children. This conversation was about children and inequalities in schools. It was

about the institution of American education. It was about language minority children who

needed a teacher like the one Norma described who replaced inefficiency with an

empowering pedagogy.

In a sense, what occurred was what Wenger (1998) defined as boundary trajectory;

“Some trajectories find their value in spanning boundaries and linking communities of

practice. Sustaining an identity across boundaries is one of the most delicate challenges

of this kind of brokering work” (p. 154). Talk provided a trajectory linking Valencia

ABE, public schools, and the university. My invitation to talk and participate over time

authenticated my position as mediator. This is an important component in the identity

negotiation process. It is the work of trajectories.

Identity construction was therefore dialectic. I was positioned as someone who could

do something. Beatrice’s comment extended her sense of identity, as well as Norma and

Rosa who each took a proactive stance through multiple social networks. Women’s roles

shifted as talk extended participation in multiple communities of practice through

educational domains. The linkages became clearer as this encounter evolved into a
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significant learning experience. The trajectory provided a means by which to sort out

priorities, contributing to our individual and collective identities through mutual

engagement in the event.

Expressed was the juncture of possibilities through what is communicated or obscured

by what we acknowledge. During the event, Latinas articulated what was negotiated and

what was left on the periphery. In essence, this is the work of centripetal and centrifugal

forces in action (Bakhtin, 1981). This balance of social structures was evidenced in what

was confronted and what was left unsaid. What remained, therefore, was a continuing

trajectory.

I must point out that one event or one conversation does not in and of itself negotiate

identities or redefine boundaries. It is the variety of learning events and forms of

participation in which identity reconstruction is mediated. In a similar venue, this next

conversation framed community involvement which invited critical reflection concerning

complacency. Flor began by sharing her observations that Latina/os in Cameron remained

on the periphery due to inaction. Lack of community involvement was identified as

disunity.

We Gotta Break That Disunity

Flor made the observation that disunity or conflict within a group was apparent in

everyday life in Cameron. During this literacy event, Flor appealed to students’ sense of

community to effect change. She took the floor and articulated what needed to be said;
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“We gotta be, we gotta break that that disunity we have in our communities because we

don’t we don’t get together you know; we just we just put everything aside.”

Disunity, as Flor mentioned, signified both individual and group fears misunderstood

as complacency when she said, “We just stay comfortable where we are.” Emotional

appeal to abandon convention and confront change did not fall upon deaf ears. Struggles

were confronted daily as women attempted to balance opposing forces of social and

individual identities and the categories that aligned with each. After all, the very act of

enrolling in ABE for women initiated a step toward change.

These forces of consent and contestation derive from what Bakhtin (1981) called

centripetal and centrifugal forces. They mediate the circulating forces in language use

that are integral to Lave and Wenger’s (1991) theory of legitimate peripheral

participation:

Every concrete utterance of a speaking subject serves as a point where centrifugal

as well as centripetal forces are brought to bear. The processes of centralization

and decentralization, of unification and disunification, intersect in the utterance;

the utterance not only answers the requirements of its own language as an

individualized embodiment of a speech act, but it answers the requirements of

heteroglossia as well. (p. 272)

Bakhtin (1981) continued to say that it is in the participation of speaking that two

opposing forces come together, not unilaterally, but in all the possibilities of variation

that voices bring about. The dialectic of conflicting points of change and power are

ongoing in our lives. The difficulty lies in the production processes of change as we
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struggle to balance identities in the interim. The production process was articulated in

conversation as silence became voice.

Drawing these forces into the educational discourse, Goodman and Goodman (1990)

explained, “These two opposing forces shaping language is as a balance between

invention and convention. Both invention, personal creation of language, and convention,

the socially established systems and norms, are necessary for learning” (p. 232). And yet,

as Gonzalez (2005) reminded us, what is often at issue is the ongoing struggle language

minority students and their families have in community and schools; “Centripetal

pressures for unification and centrifugal processes of diversity are captured by a

multidimensional metaphor that incorporates forces for change as well as forces for

maintenance” (p. 131).

Resistance to change that Flor described was anchored in the many fears and

uncertainties Latina/os harbored and seldom discussed (Fine, 1992). Conflict concerning

what should be maintained from a cultural perspective is often obliterated by what is

deemed appropriate and therefore necessary in everyday life. Discourses then mediate

power but also produce power until, as Foucault (1990) said, it is undermined or exposed.

The point is that opportunities such as these to openly discuss points of power were

rare. Power is then realized in complacency as Flor observed. We can see how the

process of socialization or cultural acquisition is enacted every day by participating or not

participating. Conversation articulated the kinds of voiceless fears and uncertainties that

women were now willing to confront.
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Silence keeps many women from venturing into communities of practice, believing it

is they who lack the knowledge, skills, or communicative competence necessary to

navigate roles and social identities. This recognition of identity as practice (Bucholtz,

1999a; Butler, 1999; Eckert and McConnell-Ginet, 1999; Mills, 2003) became

particularly salient as I continued to hear students say that they could not speak English.

The illusion of a unitary English language and one correct way to speak that language

had indeterminate meaning. Women’s’ identities were shaped with respect to dominant

language practices preventing participation in a variety of social situations.

The “system” women discussed previously signified a totalizing force, a chain of

boundaries difficult for Latinas to penetrate. When an individual socially self-identifies

along particular trajectories, they often enact a way of being. More explicitly, Wortham

(2006) explained, “Metapragmatic models get established in particular events as

participants come to inhabit or position themselves against enacted social types” (p. 33).

Essentially then choices to venture into new practices are often constrained by the very

person who desires change.

The social construct of “system” once again contextualized events with different

characters and a different focus but with the same semiotic value mentioned previously.

We could say that system is a metaphor for language and political struggles and socially

shared identities intertwined in forces for maintenance. Disunity articulated the point.

Flor continued to raise community concerns with a model of symbolic resistance that

responded to dominant ideologies and recounted past experiences as a way to link

minority youth, counter-dominance, and power:
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My kids went to the Mountainside uh High School. We had a lot of drug

problems, a lot of drug problems. Kids bringing the drugs inside the schools

[pause] and nobody did anything. And now I see it cause it’s been like 6 or 7

years ago. I didn’t know what to do, and I didn’t do it. I didn’t do anything. But

now that I have my grandkids, I don’t want my grandkids to go through the same

thing you know. And and and we gotta do something.

Flor spoke as a grandmother. She identified contestation from the past and cautioned

against repeating occurrences in the near future. Flor asked students to recognize power

structures in place and cautioned not to remain passive with the next generation. “I don’t

want my grandkids to go through the same thing.” The lack of access to English as a

young mother prevented being proactive in the past. Reflection and participation in

business and other communities of practice provided new insight.

It became clear that language itself did not create community and that participation in

multiple communities of practice in the social formation of a greater sense of community

and support were necessary (Irvine, 1996). In fact, Flor said as much. She suggested that

a social consciousness needed to prevail to change or at least weaken the situation in

schools. The presence of drugs was merely one by-product (Bartolome & Trueba, 2000).

In her final statement, Flor said, “You know I it makes me feel proud you know to be

a Mexican because I know that we have a lot of potential.” This sentiment of being proud

was emphasized in students’ journal writing. The message was that if Latina/os were

given the opportunities, “we” have the potential to not only do well but to make

significant contributions to the community. In fact, Sandra’s reflection conferred, “I glad
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to be here because this is the most important opportunity for be in the school and

continue.” Education was not entitlement. Education meant opportunity.

The opportunity to have an education or to further one’s education was considered a

privilege as Flor pointed out, “I still feel there’s a lot of things as as a Latino a person, we

really need to educate ourselves in a lot of different ways.” Flor took the stance that

praxis was only realized through the determination to go beyond structure and realize in

practice one’s agency.

Flor took a proactive stance. She had to educate herself as a young woman and mother

living in the United States. When she wanted to venture into a new business, she

researched information on multiple levels to successfully navigate the business world.

When her children were in school and she knew about drugs and other problems she

explained: “I didn’t know what to do, and I didn’t do it. I didn’t do anything.”

Flor captivated her audience in a most telling performance. She interpreted the article

from a historical perspective. Meanings in the telling derived from contextualization

across space, time, and place. The talk combined density and complexity as Flor’s

narrative connected language, ideology, and power embodied in the different characters

across events.

It is at these sites that selves are articulated and negotiated spaceotemporally

(Colapietro, 1989; Foucault, 1990; Kondo, 1990). Salient were the themes across social

situations and the enduring reciprocity of intrapersonal/interpersonal conflicts shared.

Acts in social situations viewed behavior as signs or representations. We view and review

ourselves in the process of the social event. In other words, it is the multiplicity of
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relationships, historically situated, and final reflection eliciting a token, a product of who

we are at particular points in time (Holland, et al., 1998; Holland & Lave, 2001; Lave &

Wenger, 1991; Wenger, 1998).

Ana spoke next articulating an evolving self as mom and woman with a voice:

I’m one of the parents who cares what happens with their kids. I’m always telling

my son, “Do your homework.” Some of the teachers ah Gabriel don’t have a

mom. She never come to see what happen with him that one. I go to to Greenbelt

Middle School. I talk with ah the teacher man and I and I tell him, don’t don’t try

an to ah, tell me I’m not ah interested in my son cause it’s not true, I’m here. I’m

here and everything that happen to my son is important to me. I don’t care if I

have to wait for the bus. I don’t care. My, my priority are those things that I love,

my kids.

This narrative was all too familiar to Latinas. School personnel assume parents do not

care about their children’s education because Latina/os do not appear to be actively

involved (Gonzalez & Moll, 1995; Valdes, 1996). Actively involved suggests visiting the

school, going to open-house gatherings, meeting with or calling teachers, or making an

occasional gesture in a conventional manner to indicate parental involvement.

What Ana found was there were implicit rules to follow according to a school code of

conduct or a stable local order of discourse (Bourdieu & Passeron, 2000; Fairclough,

1992). If a parent did not follow the code, Ana discovered that she and her son would

experience consequences for misconduct. Essentially, these colonizing forces shape the

normalizing processes within institutional practices.
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Ana’s journal revealed several incidents with teachers and the principal in which she

did not receive fair treatment. Two years earlier she would not have said anything. She

has since found a voice, “Don’t don’t try an to ah, tell me.” Direct interpretations of past

events addressed her position. Ana told the teacher don’t put me into a category. Don’t

stereotype me.

Ana communicated a direct challenge to the teacher’s position of power. She

challenged the institution by confronting and exposing inequities. Discourse became an

instrument of resistance as Ana recounted events and deconstructed some of the struggles

that, in the first place, were used for silencing. Ana’s stance demonstrated that women do

not fear conflict. Constructs of gendered behavior often link women, and specifically

Latinas, as passive, especially when confronted by males. Clearly, Ana’s stance was not

passive as social identity was enacted in her stance against school authority (Mendoza-

Denton, 1999b).

After Ana talked about the incident with the teacher, Flor changed the topic by

offering a question to the floor:

Flor: Do you think that motivations comes by itself? Or somebody has to give to

or something has to motivate?

Ana: The kids need to be motivated, and we are the motivation for them.

Flor: Exactly.

Ana: As a family. Not only as a Latinos, whatever culture.

Flor: As human beings.

Ana: Yeah, as a human being.
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Angela: Maybe that’s why too many kids drop out of schools.

Flor: They don’t feel motivated.

First, I want to address the topic of motivation. Salient was that women expressed

their role as integral to children’s motivation to learn and remain in school. Notice,

however, that fathers were not mentioned in this exchange. Motivation received a

gendered identity. In this way, motivation connected to Latinas’ semiotic processes was

evidenced in resistance to change.

Resistance is a mediating tool. The implicit connection in everyday life is intertwined

within the processes of experience and learning as Peirce (1955) explained, “The

experience of effort cannot exist without the experience of resistance (p. 222)…. It is

compulsion, the absolute constraint on us to think otherwise that constitutes experience.

Now constraint and compulsion cannot exist without resistance, and resistance is effort

opposing change” (p. 89).

Learning and identity construction are integral to résistance. Resistance embodies

reflection as one struggles with consent or keeping things as they are and contestation

doing something to move on. In the school context, resistance and moving on are often

enacted in uses of language. Alternative language use such as code-switching (Bourdieu

& Passeron, 2000) is one example. Teaching to the test and resistance to autonomous

interactional structures as discussed in Chapter 3 also apply.

It is within communities of practice that one must consider the modes of participation

and non-participation (Wenger, 1998). At issue is multimembership or participation in

multiple communities of practice. In many ways, the kinds of communities of practice
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people engage in describe the oscillating effect of identity formation and boundary

relations. Membership in one community of practice may be oppositional to another.

For example, what permitted some women to continue in ABE, such as supportive

husbands, quitting jobs, prioritizing education, or car pooling, worked against others,

keeping attrition on the rise. In fact, Wenger said, “Women who seek equal opportunity

often find that the practices of certain communities never cease to push them back into

identities of non-participation” (p. 167).

Rosa quit her job as a Girl Scout Activity Coordinator, finding home/school demands

difficult to balance. Instead, she baby-sits at home. Similarly, most students reified

boundaries by choosing in which communities of practice to remain active. In this

oscillating way, the tensions between mutually defining forms of participation or non-

participation position those as members or non-members, which in turn determines

engagement, identity, and ongoing membership.

Included in these sets of choices is the socioeconomic status of students. ABE students

are primarily working class. The structure of the school is predominantly middle-class.

Educational disjuncture or disposition toward school often perpetuates resistance because

these two structural differences often collide (Bernstein, 1975; Bourdieu & Passeron,

2000). Multiplex relationships in school and community contexts must continually

negotiate these tensions.

From these considerations, cultural reproduction is multifaceted. Too often we are

quick to assign a single source as the cause for the unmotivated or underperforming

student. Without a doubt, through communication, social and cultural reproduction
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fulfills the function in the system (Bourdieu, 1991). It is such colonizing practices that

limit access to critical and alternative forms of talk in the ways learning takes place.

When classroom conversations are limited to teaching to the test or content-specific

materials, then students’ ability to mediate cultural knowledge is limited to what is

permitted rather than what is needed. Boundaries then take on alternative meaning when

we understand that motivation does not derive from one source.

Agency (Aretxaga, 2001; Cameron, 1997; Carspecken, 2002; Giddens, 1993) then

moves people beyond imposed structures perpetuated in everyday discourses (Fairclough,

1995). Ana clearly reflected motivation when she said, “And oh, and I feel very. I want to

continue doing more, more, more.” She was not talking about achieving some goal at

some time in the future. Rather she was already realizing steps toward that social reality.

She was engaged as a community member who belonged and identified with her role as a

student.

Salient then are the kinds of materials and practices that frame literacy events.

Literacy events around authentic materials provided opportunities for students to engage

in meaningful and critical discourses (Freire, 2000; Giroux, 1992, 2001):

Randi: Do you think there’s something that can be done in the schools to help

change how the students, how your children are learning to make it more

interesting; make it more relevant to them? Have you thought about that?

Flor: My opinion is it, ah, the teacher has to be more creative of what

they do, so the the kids can feel motivate, too. But it’s a teamwork as

parents and teachers to work together as a team. You know it’s nothing
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that, it doesn’t have any other way around. It has to be that way. Working

as a team. Because its you, it’s your responsibility and the teacher’s

responsibility to education.

Flor took a few seconds to consider the question. Her reply was insightful and, at the

same time, one that suggested dominant ideology had been internalized. “Working as a

team” was the rhetoric of the new millennium. If parents and teachers worked as a team,

then children would do well in school. The concept is nicely packaged. Again, from a

critical perspective, working together often meant agreeing with the social function of the

school through cooperation or from a Gramsci (1971) perspective, hegemony.

On a lighter note, if teamwork included authentic practices such as those derived from

funds of knowledge or nontraditional approaches to everyday classroom interactions,

then the concept of cultural relevance could apply, and ideological functions of

legitimatizing practices could find a balance or compromise. In fact, Flor’s initial reply,

“The teacher has to be more creative of what they do, so the the kids can feel motivate,

too,” strongly suggested more than traditional pedagogy was necessary if children were

to feel motivated in educational contexts:

Flor: And also something that uh, it comes back again, that, when my kids were

little, I didn’t know how to help them. I didn’t know.

Randi: In school.

Flor: In school. Yeah, I didn’t know how to help them because things here, there

are made different, made so different here than in Mexico. So when they

were in high school, I didn’t go to high school, so it was almost impossible
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for me to help them. So, but I’m here, you know, try least I can not help my

kids any more, but I can help my grandkids.

The speaker’s comment indexed reflection. I noted previously that conversation is a

self-reflective process. Social and individual identities are shaped and shift through face-

to-face interactions. It is this reciprocity of speaker to listener, individual to the group,

that through talk identities are negotiated.

However, the relationship between culture and self cannot be ignored. The plurality of

sites of self must be kept in mind in any discursive exchange as cultural discourses in

practice both position individuals and provide them with the resources to respond to what

arises in particular situations (Holland et al., 1998; Holland & Lave, 2001; Holland &

Skinner, 2001). In part, Flor reflected on the past as a way to reinvent the future. At this

time, Flor’s oldest grandchild was 10 years old. She spent a lot of time with him and was

painfully aware that he struggled to negotiate school discourses. At one point, Flor asked

the child, “How can I help you to motivate yourself to be in school? He just said, he said,

just to be there for me just to be there for me.”

This small reflective act then provided a cue for Angela, “That’s why I come here to

school because I can motivate my kids. They can see me, my my ah.” I interjected,

“You’re the example,” to which Angela replied, “Yeah, and they can motivate to go to

the school.” Clearly, these women see their roles as mentor and home educator for

children and grandchildren. Relationships are nurturing not disciplinary. Talk at home is

integral to building mentoring relationships.
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During these classroom interactions, students drew from multiple resources. Language

was certainly primary, but community, peers, family, and culture were apparent. Integral

was the developing interface between social and individual identities gendered in social

practice (Butler, 1999). Such practices occupied discourses of the past and present such

as Flor’s think aloud, “I’m here you know,” which signified more than a gesture but

rather one who is an active member in the educational community.

The exchange articulated both social and individual identities negotiated through

cross-reflection and contextualization of multiple events. “And for us, being educated, we

can help them a lot more.” This utterance is filled with hope that participation in ABE

will indeed produce the educated persons women intend to be.

We must then ask, according to Butler (1999), “To what extent do regulatory

practices of gender formation and division constitute identity, the internal coherence of

the subject, indeed, the self-identical status of the person?” (p. 23). Regulatory practices

or habitus that normalize concepts of self are enacted in performance and maintained

through daily routines. The internalization of identity is negotiated as social conditions

and normative practices change.

What the discourse continued to reveal, Lakoff (2004) described as women’s talk.

“Flor’s position, “See uh, my husband went to high school here [she laughed],” portrayed

a mother uninvolved in education and the world outside the home or to use Lakoff’s

(1995) term “out of the power” group (p. 47). Therefore, gender was practiced as stay-at-

home mom, continuity maintained through social and cultural practices, and denial of

agency as a young woman.
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However, 30 years later, Flor’s laughter indexed embarrassment as she thought about

choices made. She chose domesticity over education as a young mother. Revisiting these

private and public spaces articulated what is gained and lost in the ongoing negotiation of

identity reconstruction. Flor enrolled at Valencia to help her grandchildren in school. But

equally important was a desire to move beyond her present position as a bridal shop

owner. Education represented opportunity once again. However, as the end of the

semester drew near, habitus was revealed, and Flor stopped coming to class. Business

obligations prevented her from completing the semester. As far as I know, she did not

return to Valencia.

I’m Listening

Turn taking during conversation was a good place to observe discourse as social

practice. Equally important was the role of listening. In the process of encounters, there

were instances in which no talk occurred. And yet, as Goffman (1981) explained,

“Participants will still be in a ‘state of talk’” (p. 130). What this suggests is that pauses,

silences, and the seemingly passive role of the listener are in fact “a state of talk.” During

the next interaction, Irma’s reply indexed the role of the listener and the listener as

learner. Joan restarted the conversation with “Let’s hear some opinions [cleared her

throat] from some others.”

Topic change shifted the interactional structure. Informal talk dominated by students

returned to teacher dominated IRF interactional structure. Joan made the observation,

“Irma, you’ve been listening, listening, listening and I can just see your mind working
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[she laughed].” Irma’s nonverbal cues indexed attentiveness not silence. Irma replied,

“I’m learning,” which said she was actively participating.

Women in group discussions, Coates (1993) said, typically build on each other’s

interactions so that topics are developed progressively in conversation and topic shift

occurs gradually. The shift did not occur gradually with “What kinds of things are you

thinking about?” Rather, it disengaged the audience from one speech event to the next

(Brown & Levinson, 1987). In this case, Joan’s move repeated the act of targeting a

speaker, which again was Irma. Irma was positioned as seemingly passive.

Listening is a form of active participation as pointed out by Bakhtin (1986). “And the

listener adopts this responsive attitude for the entire duration of the process of listening

and understanding, from the very beginning-sometimes literally from the speaker’s first

word” (p. 68). The disjuncture of topic change also indexed a change in genre. Joan’s

misconception about listening was related to her failure to understand the significance of

storytelling. Storytelling is a key element in the ways participants establish interpersonal

rapport in conversation (Tannen, 1989). We see how the retelling of events is a creative

strategy speakers use to reconstruct situations and engage audiences.

Joan shifted more than the topic. The shift was actually a discourse strategy (Goffman

1967). “When an individual becomes involved in the maintenance of a rule, he tends also

to become committed to a particular image of self” (p. 50). In this case, Joan felt inclined

to maintain her teacher role which she enacted by restarting the conversation. In this way,

she remained true to her sense of self and what she perceived to be students’ expectations
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of the teacher’s role. The teacher who follows the rules becomes dependent upon

common-sense notions by enforcing those misguided assumptions.

During a conversation several weeks later, engagement demonstrated roles as speakers

and listeners in a discussion of herbal folk medicine. In this literacy event, the

construction of knowledge in interaction was not left to the imagination. Turns at talk

articulated the ways in which listeners responded through uses of language, that is,

English, Spanish, and code-switching. Students’ collaborative talk around a folk

medicine article provided a vivid account of a border culture not previously visible at

Valencia.

Folk Medicine

Folk medicine practices typical of rural Sonora, Mexico were enacted in the weaving

of events. Practices and uses of herbal remedies described the ways in which women

engaged in apprenticeship ways of knowing folk medicine. Collectively, talk provided a

vivid account of curanderismo or the Mexican American folk healing system (Trotter &

Chavira, 1981). Conversation situated two kinds of health care Latinas typically sought in

the border community of Cameron and rural Mexico.

The first was medical care from health professionals. The second was folk medicine or

the processing of natural materials for particular persons, ailments, and cures with a focus

on the whole person (Trotter & Chavira, 1981). This holistic approach constitutes a folk

medicine Discourse (Gee, 1996, 1999) or particular knowledge and practices within the

domain. Students used both kinds of health care contingent on need or situation.
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In part, Joan’s topical choice derived from previous knowledge and experience as a

pharmaceutical representative. She conducted workshops and trained junior company

representatives. Her knowledge of medical heath care was vast. Joan attempted to

integrate non-pre-GED literature in this language arts activity. The internet article Joan

chose was her first initiative to engage students in meaningful discussion around

authentic text.

The exploration of the text through talk or what Heath (1983) described as a literacy

event mediated Discourses bringing together multiple communities of practice. The talk

situated the ways in which Latinas’ counter-cultural practices found a space to maintain a

world view. This space was reified in gardens, exchange of information, and relationships

formed through multiple social networks. The event joined out of school experiences in

the classroom as they were recreated and temporarily transformed ABE skills-based

curriculum.

The text provided a framework for discussing rural patterns of healing (Trotter &

Chavira, 1981). It is here, rural and urban, Sonora, Mexico and the Southwestern United

States, in and out of school that an emerging third space continued to develop. In part,

Joan’s effort indicated an attempt to negotiate traditional pedagogy. The text provided

the medium from which to recontextualize meanings through conversation as speaking

replaced reading.

It could also be said that participants shared funds of knowledge or what they knew

from everyday home and community life. Weaving knowledge, relationships, and

networks provided a trajectory important to sustain a third space.
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Essentially, apprenticeship ways of knowing are lessons in reading signs, something

akin to marks on a page (Foucault, 1970). Learning herbal secrets, what lies beneath and

within the foliage, was how literacy knowledge formed the social practice in which the

reading of signs derived. Women’s connection with nature and human well being found

their roots in Mexico. However, as the conversation progressed, it became clear that

Latinas’ family healthcare practices crossed borders. Until this event took place, neither

Joan nor I had any idea that students’ regularly engaged in an herbal community of

practice.

Norma’s garden was the nexus of community networking, the heart of a border

culture. The distribution of plants, roots, herbs, and information were directly related to

Norma’s garden and her role as curandera (healer). Over time, Latinas’ participation in

folk medicine practices recreated a spirit of community found in Sonoran villages. Going

back to nature, to the land and the heart of cultural practices, provided a sense of balance,

a centering, where life in the borderlands kept most Latinas’ at a distance rather that

safely grounded within. Finally, the garden represented a new beginning in a new life by

maintaining the essence of rural Sonora.

We begin to get a sense of how sustained involvement in one community of practice

crosses over into another. Drawing on women’s funds of knowledge from the herbal

community provided an opportunity to develop mutual engagement in the ABE

community. As women talked about what they knew and how it was related to everyday

out of school lives, a trajectory emerged. No longer was the talk about some abstract

situation. Rather, interdiscursive (Bakhtin, 1981) events provided coherence, a history of
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learned skills and knowledge which could then be transferred from one situation to

another.

Finally, collective voices revealed shared practices. Reported speech once again

emerged as performance. The folk medicine text was transformed into an alternative text

as conversation constructed a collective narrative through shared acts and events. Rather

than construct bits of someone else’s investigation into curanderismo, conversation

transformed the written word into a vivid moment.

The article, “Cultural Aspects of Treating Mexican Patients,” written by Jesup

Thompson (2002) began,

Persons of Mexican Heritage are the fastest-growing population in the United

States and represent one of the largest under-served populations in this country

today. As a group, these people are impoverished and may be unfamiliar with this

country’s health care system. Also, folk medicine is a substantial part of their

culture. (p. 1)

Folk medicine practices described in Velez-Ibanez and Greenberg’s (1992) “funds of

knowledge” study on U.S. Mexican-origin households seems a more accurate account. In

this study, folk medicine knowledge in rural Mexican villages meant survival, especially

in areas where there were few medical facilities or where medical treatment was cost

prohibitive.

What became clear as the conversation progressed, however, was that students were

familiar with the kinds of health care available to them in Mexico and the United States.
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The following interaction takes us to the origin of the conversation where we begin to

explore Latinas’ funds of knowledge in a community in Cameron:

Randi: What are curanderos?

Norma: The people who take care with the herbs? [several voices echoed

“herbs”].

Randi: Ahhh, okay.

Flor: Natualist.

Joan: Herbal specialist, okay.

I knew nothing about the topic. My question produced responses indicating

students were, at the very least, familiar with folk medicine practices. Flor had never

been to a curandero. She was, however, familiar with the history. She recalled stories her

mother told her as a child. Flor’s description of curandero as “naturalist” was more

suitable to those who used herbs for mild ailments such as upset stomach, diarrhea, or

cuts or bruises. Herbalists are more common but are not as knowledgeable or highly

regarded as curanderos. They do not inherit the gift of healing.

When I posed the question, “So is that pretty common in Mexico?”, Norma replied,

“Yeah.” Ana elaborated,

Yeah, yeah, but in the little towns, they use the curanderos to to have a a natural

medicine to cure everybody. Everybody trusts in the curan in the curandero in in

like in other countries they they call them other names. But in Mexico, it’s a

curandero.
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Students corroborated research findings on common folk medicine practices (Neff, 2005;

Thompson, 2002; Trotter & Chavira, 1981; Velez-Ibanez & Greenberg, 1992). What was

not known, however, was that practices crossed borders and continued to be a vibrant

cultural resource in local Cameron.

In an attempt to locate actual cultural practices in Sonora, I asked, “So, if you were in

Mexico, at home, would you go to the doctor and to the Pharmacia to get medicine or

would you go to a curandero?” Irma replied, “Some people do it,” suggesting there were

people in Mexico who used both conventional health care and folk medicine. Norma was

more explicit, “Sometimes both,” indicating care was contingent upon need or

circumstance.

The talk shifted back to Cameron as Norma discussed the care of a sick child “I went

to the doctor, but if I give the to my daughter like stomach a some medicine and I give

yerba buena.” Irma who was searching her memory for the appropriate English word,

said “mint, mint, mint,” which was actually peppermint. Nevertheless, mint worked and

allowed Norma to complete the utterance in English “Mint. I give it to her mint or

manzanilla.” Irma, Rosa, and Ana again provided the English translation “Chamomile,”

which allowed Norma to describe how both herbal and prescription medicine work

together. Norma’s interdiscursive description localized home remedies for treating a

child, “Chamomile with the medicine,” providing a sociocultural link.

Norma took on multiple roles as speaker in this retelling and constructed the event to

contextualize dual healthcare practices. She did not assume, as speaker, that her audience

was knowledgeable concerning the possibilities or circumstances under which dual care
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occurred. Norma took on the role of performer and her story was captivating but

simultaneously instructive.

Collaboration of participants’ ongoing interpretation of the discourse not only

contextualized the article but provided dual language resources for the community. The

function was purposive (Silverstein, 1976), establishing a dialectical relationship around

natural and conventional medical care in both Mexico and Cameron. Conventional

practices were not exclusive to either location; rather, a trajectory developed cross-

culturally for folk medicinal use.

The folkloric discourse provided a multiplicity of meanings through speakers’

utterances. The reply “sometimes both” described a history of using conventional

medicine with folk remedies. The example used described one way to prevent a child

from getting an upset stomach when ingesting prescription drugs. We can begin to see

how textual and contextual elements come together in conversation.

Accordingly, Briggs (1988) said a synthesis of meanings is constructed in past

performances and is not merely a recollection of events. In this case, the story drew

funds of knowledge from multiple contexts explaining reasons for the use of both

conventional and folk medicinal health care.

The co-construction and interpretation of talk (Jacoby & Ochs, 1995) actively

contributed to Norma’s explanation. Students employed an alternative participant

structure from standard classroom discourse. The interaction was more fluid as Latinas’

speech overlapped and interrupted one another, more conducive to everyday out-of-
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school interaction. In this way, overlapping talk, demonstrating participants’ mutual

engagement, transformed the text into a culturally situated activity.

We can see then that shared linguistic and cultural knowledge derived not from the

teacher or text but from discursive exchanges. Students dialogically created zones of

proximal development (Vygotsky, 1978) or scaffold understanding as each speaker and

listener actively contributed to the contextualization of events. In the course of social

interaction, identities and perspectives of participants intertwined as language and

speakers shifted contributing to a coherent narrative in progress.

Chamomile is used to sooth the stomach and fight nausea and anxiety which justified

giving the child tea with the prescription drug. Irma’s comment, “The cure is rapidly,”

contributed to a deeper understanding of folk medicine. I repeated “More rapid with the

herbs?” which Norma affirmed. The value of herbal remedies went beyond what Velez-

Ibanez and Greenberg (1992) described as cost effective for low-income rural

populations. The use of herbal remedies in some situations was superior in its medicinal

value. What began to emerge was the relationship between what Hymes (1977) called

“folkloristic materials and other aspects of social life in situ, as it were, where that

relation actually obtains, the communicative event in which folklore is used” (p. 129).

The folklore, or traditional beliefs, customs, or stories, is passed down through

generations often in apprenticeship models or oral channels. These everyday ways of

speaking are the styles of speech, the speech genres, performed in community life. The

performance is seen as the verbal art (Briggs, 1988) of a community of speakers drawing

upon cultural and linguistic knowledge as it is organized in the process of talk. The
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organization of the participant structure in the classroom enacted social networks found

in the community. Performance is a continuum not just an extension of rural life.

Herbal gardens and shared knowledge are the community lifeline.

When I asked if there were curanderos in Cameron, Ana said, “No, just the naturalist;

mint or the other ah, natural roots or something. But, no here, we have to go to the doctor

here.” I thought about Ana’s answer. Did Latinas simply have access to some roots and

herbs, or were there experts in the area who not only had knowledge, but were proficient

in the very practice of curanderisimo. Curanderos are said to come from either a family

with a tradition of curanderisimo or receive the gift of healing (el dón) later in life (Neff,

2005). The longer I listened to the conversation, the more I wondered about Ana’s

assessment.

Conversation continued as Joan read the list of herbal names provided in the article.

The next word she came to was Rue (English term), Ruda (Spanish term):

Joan: The next one, rue.

Norma: Ruda.

The word as a unit of analysis from an anthropological perspective is key when trying

to understand cultural processes (Duranti, 1997). Norma corrected Joan’s use of “rue”

with “ruda” in the above interaction raising it to a symbolic activity. As we saw with

manzanilla and yerba buena before, each word signified a particular herb, how it was

processed, and its functional use. The distinction was not merely technical but identified

social and cultural relationships:

Joan: Ruda. Is that a plant that you grow in your garden?
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Norma: Yes, I have.

Joan: You have rue, ok. Now does…

Norma: Yeah.

Rosa: She has the big one.

Joan: Norma, do many people come to [you ]

Norma: [Yeah.]

Yvonne: for pieces?

Norma: Yeah, when somebody need, I have for the ear infections.

We begin to see a group authoring (Holland & Skinner, 2001) of selves as fluid

between author-narrator and audience. The juxtaposition of Norma’s herbal garden and

participants’ first-hand knowledge of the garden as a community resource was integral to

identities created in the contextualization of the text. The garden became the symbolic

representation of the borderlands. It is the hybrid of two worlds recreating the rural life in

an urban Cameron.

Conversation blurred boundaries between Sonora and Cameron, rural and urban,

family and friends. The voices reported were the negotiated identities reconstructed

through active participation in folklore. Women’s everyday community life melded with

life in the classroom. The potential for and enactment of Sonoran Latina identity would

not be so powerful if selves were not fluid.

In the course of active listenership (Gumprez, 1982; Tannen, 1989), the audience

adopted a responsive attitude of agreeing or disagreeing (Pomerantz, 1984) indexed

through visual and verbal cues. Up to this point and throughout the entire event, the
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teacher talked minimally giving way to a symmetrical distribution of power. Joan’s

active listenership yielded the floor to the speaker, the author-narrator at the moment and

throughout the activity, thereby legitimizing the community’s contextualization of the

text. Moreover, it resulted in a transformation of the communicative structure from

typical or traditional pedagogy to emergent (Wenger, 1998).

As the talk continued, Norma admitted, “I use all of this on my my children. And I

don’t use inside the ear put some ah ruda into the ah.” Irma added “Oil.’ ‘And that is

good for ear infection” to which Angela contributed “Earache.” Irma and Ana added

“Inflammation” and Irma provided “Oil.” Norma was then able to explain the remedy as

it was prepared and used; “Olive oil and I put outside of the ear and that is good for ear

infection.”

Norma’s use of “that” indexed a time in the past when she used ruda to cure her

daughter’s illness. We are taken back to a time where the speaker connected the situation

with the use, preparation, and conditions for use. The explanation described Norma’s

funds of knowledge as a healer. Community members contributed bits of cultural

knowledge adding a depth to the contextualization of past events. Furthermore, dual

language use included Joan and me, both of whom lacked the shared history.

Salient during this interaction was the social construction of Norma’s utterance “inside

the ear” which began a flow of synonyms in English, from multiple speakers, offering

words to contextualize the speaker’s message creating joint authorship of the text.

I will refer to Bakhtin (1981) and Volosinov (1973) to explain this phenomenon. I believe

what occurred is significant because it relates to situated learning (Lave & Wenger,
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1991). I will borrow from Bakhtin’s discussion of expository literature because it

parallels the genre of the folk medicine article.

Expository texts consist of formal language, usually for the purpose of explaining or

describing something. School textbooks, for example, are considered expository texts.

Integral to Bakhtin’s (1981) description of expository text is the phrase “the literariness

of language” (p. 381) which in short is an attempt to regulate or constrain dialogue

hindering the use of multiple voices or heteroglossia. This genre is not meant as a

dialogic tool for it does not easily cross boundaries. It lacks, it could be said, authentic

character.

Now, Volosinov (1973) explained that the word is “a two-sided act. It is determined

equally by whose word it is and for whom it is meant. As word, it is precisely the product

of the reciprocal relationships between speaker and listener, addresser and addressee”

(p. 86). The word is shared by the community in which it is uttered making it the property

of the community of speakers. Therefore, words traveled beyond the constraints of what

was earlier described as expository text because the structure and form of utterances were

socially situated.

When Norma tried to explain the process by which she combined ruda and olive oil to

treat a child with an ear infection, the audience drew individually from a social repertoire

of signs, which constituted both Spanish and English determined by the social situation.

The focal event was not the expository text but reflected the social interrelationships

constituted in the immediate situation.
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Situated knowledge in this way links, through each individual utterance, a chain of

speech communication (Hymes, 1977). How speakers and hearers respond to other

speaker’s utterances determined the chain of communication. The boundaries were not

marked by the text but rather by speakers and hearers as they shifted, reflecting the

speech process, interlocutors’ utterances, and cultural knowledge. Intertextual (Kristiva,

1986) or weaving multiple textual relationships and interdiscursive (Bakhtin, 1986) or

multiple speech situations linked this chain of speech communication, meaning

relationships in conversation derived from co-constructed knowledge, retrieved from the

past into the present in which a coherent narrative was constructed.

The final interaction in this event was framed on the versatility of the aloe vera plant.

When Joan asked “What about aloe vera; you said you grow that in your garden.” Norma

did have several plants in her garden. The healing uses of the plant, it turned out, were a

common community resource:

Norma: For the skin.

Rosa: For the hair. For the face

Randi: Moisturizer?

Angela: Over the pimples for my son.

Irma: allergy.

Ana: I use this for scars, too.

Joan asked how the plant was processed. This time Ana explained that the pulp on the

inside of the leaves was scraped and applied directly on the hair or skin. Next, Joan asked

“But what does aloe vera do for diabetes?
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Norma: I know this.

Joan: Take it in your mouth and swallow it? Or do you

Norma: [shook her head no] I mix this on the with the nopalis, you know nopalis?

Cactus?

Flor: Oh.

Joan: Cactus.

Norma: With aloe vera? I do like ah,

Flor: Dacosis?

Norma: Mixer. No.

Flor: Oh, you blend them.

Joan: Blender, ok. You drink

Norma: Drink that.[Norma gestured a drinking action] That is good for a [como si

dice? How do you say?]

Angela: Digestion.

Irma: Ulcers.

Norma: Ulcers.

Diabetes is commonly treated with folk medicine. However, diabetes mellitus is the

type of illness for which a curandero will encourage an individual to consult a medical

professional as well as provide herbal remedies such as nopal or cactus, aloe vera juice,

or bitter gourd. In some areas of Mexico, treatment begins with maturique root infusion

for approximately one week if an individual is extremely hyperglycemic. Subsequently,
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for maintenance therapy, a variety of herbal remedies may be prepared, but aloe vera

juice is reasonably safe (Neff, 2006).

Norma’s knowledge unfolded not as herbalist or naturalist but as a curandera.

Diabetes is a serious medical condition, not a minor aliment. As a curandera, the speaker

revealed a self who had extensive knowledge as a healer. Her knowledge extended

beyond the nuclear family. The role of curandera was acknowledged and respected in the

Cameron community. Norma authored or created a repertoire of selves (Holland &

Skinner, 2001) as she spoke, going from one cure to another, enacting multiple roles as

herbal expert, mother, friend, and teacher.

The fluidity of talk illuminated a Sonoran world view that did not emerge from

occasional or casual backyard experimentation. The in-depth knowledge of curandera

derived from an apprenticeship, practice of a cultural network passed down in the most

particular of historical situations (Lave & Wenger, 1991). When I asked, “So, how did

you learn about this?,” the reply from Norma was “I I I my mom and my grandmother.”

Intrigued, I asked, “They taught you what to use and how to use it?” This time Angela

replied, “Passed down from generation to generation.”

Critical reflections of listeners were salient, contributing to the narrative. Audience

and speaker shifted continually, constructing a multiplicity of speakers, hearers, and

voices defining a border culture. In a way, Latinas’ discussion described women as

border crossers who blurred boundaries in the process of negotiating social identities

(Alvarez, 1995).
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In essence, the story of the local curandera initiated a look at the social positioning of

Latinas. The event challenged our imagination and the need to reconceptualize traditional

constructs of what we perceived as community, culture, identity, gender, power, and

domination. Clearly, Latinas social networks found a space to accommodate shared

elements of history, knowledge, and identity in an herbal community of practice. In this

way, a border culture was transformed.

Yesterday We had a Good Discussion

The collaborative use of talk in the classroom was encouraged by an oracy

movement in the 1960s and 1970s (Mills, 1995). Part of the push was to emphasize the

educational value of talk to learning. What has since developed is the view that

collaborative talk encourages more democratic practices and promotes greater equity

between speakers. Some see this approach as a kind of feminization of classroom

interaction. Feminist perspectives discussed by Cameron (as cited in Mills, 1995) see

collaboration as providing opportunities for less-confident speakers who tend to be less

verbal in the whole class context. This is sometimes the case.

A critical perspective viewed by Fairclough (1992) and Mills (1995) cautioned against

accepting group communication in co-participation and collaboration without giving

thought to hegemony. Implicit in the dialectical relationship of discursive structures to

events is their potentially colonizing orders within seemingly democratic contexts for

literacy and discursive practices. Changes in discursive participation are therefore never

neutral. Attention should be given to the discursive event and the structural changes as
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they relate to the wider processes of social and cultural change and the dialectic

relationship to the structure and to what is communicated within the change.

Group negotiation and participation, as Heath (1983) suggested, however, is a main

feature of the social group as a whole. Joint production in discursive practices negates

reading as autonomous and reifies literacy events in which group negotiations of meaning

are integral to the socialization process of school learning (Dyson, 2003; Heath, 1983).

Literacy, therefore, is not simply learning how to read and write text but applying

knowledge for specific purposes in particular situations (Gee, 1996; Halliday, 1978;

Hornberger, 2003; Hymes, 1977).

How language is situated for adult learners, and more importantly for second language

learners, constitutes the ways meaning potential is realized within functional uses. The

herbal medicine article provided a space for Latinas to use their first language and

knowledge as a resource for creating a bi-literate context. An authentic or cultural

practice approach provided opportunities for dual language use in speaking, reading, and

writing.

The use of dual languages in context is integral for ESL students to acquire second-

language skills effectively. Students were in ABE for specific purposes, and as Fishman

(1989) pointed out, “Languages are rarely acquired for their own sake. They are acquired

as keys to other things that are desired” (p. 242).

The following day, Joan asked students to reflect on the folk medicine conversation in

writing journals. Writing used as a supportive literacy event (Dyson, 2003; Heath, 1983)

gave students opportunities to creatively express ideas as in ways that the New London
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Group (1996) described as designing meaning. In this creative space, students were active

agents constructing a new communicative space between conversation, thought, and

writing:

Norma:

Yesterday we had a good discussion about Mexican myths. Like folk medicine. I

believe in some of this medicine because I used it with myself and my family. My

mom teach me about how can I use some herbs. She told me which one is for

illness.

With this discussion I learned new things about how are they dangerous if we

use a lot. I believe in herbs like to it works in myself. My mom teach me about

they are good but she doesn’t teach about how dangers are they.

I don’t believe in the people who use herbs to do bad things. I I don’t believe in

cuanderos some of them are bad people they want money from the poor people.

Specific to her writing and absent from her conversation was the quality of danger in

herbal medicinal use. Joan discussed “good and bad” uses of herbs and that caution

should be taken. Irma, too, wrote about herbal use as both good and bad, “In Mexico uses

a lot the herbs for medicines. Many people belives some people don’t. I know some

people cure some sickness like mallera caida, mal de ojo, empacho.”

Although Ana concurred with Norma that the class on herbs was good, she expressed

strong opinions showing her emerging voice:
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Yesterday we had a class about natural medicine or how treating Mexican

patients. Was good to share information about how can we use different types of

herbs and other stuff.

The only thing I am not agree is when people use the eggs and pass around the

body of the people to clean. May be I don’t understand or I just believe in other

things like chamomile for stomach ache, for clean eyes, face, etc.

I’m very respectful with the traditions but I also know something in my mind

have changed. Im very careful when I use the nature to members of my family.

Ana did not agree with Irma’s stance on mal de ojo, which some interpret as

superstition. Nevertheless, the journal writing provided another form of expression to

discuss the previous day’s literacy event. This supportive measure gave students the

opportunity to reflect upon and express individual and group knowledge. It was integral

to the learning process and not simply an artifact because it fulfilled a mediating function

(Lave & Wenger, 1991). The functions of reflection, practice, expression, request, etc.

multiply in complexity as writers revisit their thoughts and construct ways to strengthen

dual- language uses (Cahnmann, 2003).

There were multiple opportunities to connect conversation with journal writing.

Students reflected on cultural norms and dynamics of change in multiple communities of

practice. The following situation provides an account of the relationship that developed

between ABE and the local community.
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Sometimes They Don’t Come on Time

Construction of identity was formed not only in face-to-face interactions but in the

writing space. Writing functions as an interactive space to re-create experiences, to

reflect, and to provide a dialogic journey for the writer or reader in words of the writing

experience itself (Wells, 1999). When the focus is correct language use rather than

expression, however, learning becomes literal rather than figurative, with students

worrying about how their words are placed on the page (Street, 1984).

Writing should function as a tool for thinking and negotiating what goes on around us.

One morning, the writing prompt opened a space for such expression. Joan posed the

question: “What is your opinion of the job policemen do?” I was struck by the symbolic

violence (Bourdieu, 1991) students revealed in their writing. Ana wrote, “We need to be

realy inform what is the job for the officers. What the policeman can do at school In what

cases they attend to places what information they give us.” Why was Ana so distrustful of

the police? I read on. Flor replied,

A little kids look at policemen and are afraid because they see them big and tall

they think they’re strong knowledgeable but when they get older, they’re feel

rebellion because they have bad negative experience they grow up thinking they

against the not protect them.

A scenario from written expressions was beginning to emerge. Norma wrote,

My opinion about police is some times they don’t come on time when something

is happening. I hear about they classify the case depending of what happened.
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One day I was doing volunteer time in my daughter’s school and somebody took

my car in front of my eyes. When I called the policae they said that is not

important because here in Cameron every five minutes somebody robb a car

without violence so this case is not very important. For them, but for the person

who lost something it is.

Students expressed serious social issues they faced every day in the community.

“Othering” attitudes seemed to reveal a pattern in both oral and written narratives. In

May, on the last day of school, Irma’s vehicle was stolen from the school parking lot.

Rosa’s car was stolen at the supermarket. The police didn’t help either woman. Irma’s

vehicle was found within a mile of the school one month after it was stolen. Her Blazer

was totaled. Rosa finally got her car back. She had to pay over $500 for repairs.

These spaces for communicating are significant. Spaces overlap functioning more than

simply a place to practice writing English. Semiotic expressions or representations of

occurrences and messages embedded in events access students’ history. Channels, which

in this case were writing and later talking about the events, provided the mediational

means through which students negotiated identities discursively as they acknowledged

the past but thought about the future.

Sequencing of messages around public communication was one way to not only face

insensitivity, fear, and caution, but to reflect upon what changes needed to be made. This

semiotic landscape, this flowing of small acts and events of social and cultural

positioning, represented the ways in which complex social structures are realized as
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students used the opportunity to reflect upon, examine, and discuss what Foucault (1990)

described as matrices of power or “the multiplicity of force relations” (p. 92).

When students have the opportunity to collectively examine matrices of power and

historical relations in wielding such power, then students come to learn, as Foucault

(1990) explained, that such relationships are produced “from one moment to the next, at

every point, or rather in every relation from one point to another” (p. 93). Each woman’s

testimony, oral or written, detailed a point in the larger narrative. Combined, students’

acts drew an image of historical events in which power was insidiously linked to social

structures that gave rise to ideologies (Van Dijk, 1996). Individual acts often opaque

become transparent in the collected narrative.

The reported speech described how particular social conditions determined properties

of discourse (Fairclough, 2001). The relationship between police and the public, more

specifically the Latina/o public, positioned women passively when the conventions of

authority, the police, refused to acknowledge the severity of the immediate situation. The

officers’ resistance showed how attitudes became organized into social cognitions

exercised in overt ways and imposed a sense of control over the everyday lives of

particular groups (Van Dijk, 1996). The attitudes are schematically organized so that

particular occurrences are placed into little boxes which fit nicely in the discourse

described as typical or occurring “every five minutes.”

The only cause for concern authorities expressed was if an act of violence occurred. I

suppose this meant a physical assault on an individual or personal property. In other

words, if a car is stolen without guns or physical coercion, the police would not take
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action. The legitimizing system becomes not only colonizing but exploitative through

indifference.

The out-group, which in this case was Latino, was silenced as they were terrorized by

the very people who were responsible for public protection. What was alarming was that

two of the three women had vehicles parked in the local elementary school parking lot

stolen while school was in session. These dynamic scenarios were not exceptions but

appeared to be common events in which public protection was selective depending upon

which in-group or out-group was victimized.

Finally, children and parents should feel safe and protected at their neighborhood

schools. Parents are often involved in local school functions. I wondered how parents

were expected to feel safe and concentrate on educational endeavors when possibilities of

car theft loomed each day. In fact, fear escalated to the point that Valencia Community

Center stepped in and asked the student council to brainstorm solutions. Hiring a security

guard to roam the campus and installing cameras were two suggestions. Funding,

however, was an obstacle, putting a solution to the problem on hold.

I Don’t Like This Games

Valencia Community Center was a stabilizing force. It was the link that brought the

school district and community college or ABE together. It was a trajectory in and of

itself. The interdisciplinary workshops held on Fridays in the common room were a prime

example. Workshops were sponsored in conjunction with the local school district offering

a variety of programs throughout the school year. They typically ran two to three hours
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per session and functioned as an informative link among the school, home, and

community.

One Friday, the workshop theme was framed around changing “Mexican” traditions.

Women at Valencia self-identified as “Mexican.” It was with this distinction of group and

individual identities that Norma’s journal writing reflected the theme of Mexican

traditions the following Monday morning.

It could be said that the writing was an example of what Bakhtin (1986) distinguished

as “real-life dialogue” (p. 75). It is a classic form of speech communication. The position

of speakers changed with the flow of events, thereby determining the boundaries of the

telling. Moreover, Norma articulated her membership in the style of writing, which was

once again the genre of storytelling.

The language use or genre said Hymes (1977) is a reflection of culture. We cannot

separate the storytelling from the cultural form or style Norma used to author events.

Style choice represented a world view evident in the writing design. Drawing from

Volosinov (1973) and Bakhtin (1981), we could then say that the author did not simply

report events but constructed a story with acts of reflection. In this way, the writing is

dialogic.

Speech uttered in one context is repeated in another. However, as I have previously

pointed out, the utterance is an interpretation of an interpretation. Consecutive retellings

are often unknowingly altered as speakers reflect upon past events and change the story.

It is from this perspective I refer to Tannen (1989) to point out that what Bakhtin (1981,
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1986) and Volosinov (1973) called “reported speech” has been described as constructed

dialogue.

Tannen (1989) argued that the contextualization of ideas and statements was a

discourse strategy used to frame communication effectively and create involvement.

Journal writing is created in a similar vein because it involves the reader and elicits a

response. Responses are an integral element in communication. Norma did not simply

report events but constructed a story with acts of reflections, which indexed the

centripetal and centrifugal forces at work. These acts described struggles to balance

opposing forces of Mexican social and individual identities in the United States:

Last Friday I had a very good meeting about our traditions (Mexican). They said

when Mexican people come to U.S. they lose they traditions and they adopt

U.S.A. traditions. And I was thinking about it. That’s because I have to teach my

children about my mom’s traditions. Like make tamales together. I remember

when I was child my sister and I played with our dolls and my mom ovened

donuts for us. Today my children play with the play station at t.v. and I don’t like

this games, so they are in they rooms and I’m on the kitchen. But I know if I start

with them to play my own plays maybe they like them. I will try to teach them my

traditions. I want to do things for them. Like my mom I have a good memories

about her. I want this to me when I be old woman I want to listent my daughter

said that about me.

Norma indexed her group identity as she contextualized the workshop on Mexican

traditions. The referent they referred to speakers at the event who discussed the loss of
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Mexican traditions which were being subsumed in and replaced by American cultural

norms. The speaker then shifted her talk around Mexican and U.S. identities and the

connection to material objects and doings (Mendoza-Denton, 1999a).

The discursive shift described how mothers represented their love of Sonoran

traditions such as baking, making tamales, and girls playing with dolls while mothers

cooked in kitchens. These traditions were fading into the past. Norma described how

Sonoran women spent time together but failed to mention substitute activities in the

United States. No longer were the traditions she knew as a child the same as those she

practiced today. More importantly, she realized her daughters’ traditions were becoming

significantly more American.

Norma oscillated between “my mom’s traditions” and “teach them my traditions,”

signifying ongoing negotiation of old and new practices. A fluent Spanish speaker, who

strongly identified with her Mexican heritage in and out of school, admitted she would

never again live in Mexico. Norma stated that she preferred life in the United States.

However, as she reflected on her children’s activities and the kinds of spaces they shared,

she realized that “tradition” was a fluid process.

Social changes were articulated in mother and daughter relationships. Norma

juxtaposed videogames with isolation. Activities and spaces in the borderlands were now

distinct rather than shared. Nothing in the dialogue described co-participation in

American households; rather, it was left unsaid. What was not said is salient to the

storytelling. Leaving gaps in the story is an involvement strategy speakers use to keep the
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audience or readers attention (Tannen, 1989). In this case, Norma’s omission revealed

challenges she faced as she considered ways to fill the gaps.

Identities oscillated between what was gained and what was lost. It seemed to me that

the ways women spent time together was at issue. Face-to-face interactions were being

replaced with technology. Mothers and daughters did not engage in the kinds of shared

cultural practices women from Sonora were accustomed to. In essence, what Norma

expressed was changing gendered identities in this hybrid culture.

In Mexico, women participated in traditions as they engaged in practices integral to

Sonoran culture. This world view or belief system guided everyday interactions. Making

tamales was part of an apprenticeship to becoming a woman. The apprenticeship was

changing without a foreseeable substitute. Norma revealed the challenges that she and her

daughters faced as they constructed an emergent path one that was somewhat unsure at

the moment.

Events from Norma’s childhood were hermeneutic or an interpretive device used to

connect family life in Mexico with that of the United States. The reflection, “And I was

thinking about it,” indexed cultural blurring between two worlds. In a sense, the hybrid

space called for reinvention, one that invited creativity with change. It is in the hybrid

space of the journal that multiplex relationships were realized.

Language in journal writing was one way of doing membership in several worlds

(Orellana, 1999). The worlds intersected in a space in which women discussed multiple

roles and negotiated identities as they navigated those worlds through writing. The

private space of the journal was a trajectory to build interpersonal relationships between
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teacher and student and public and private life. The journal provided a space to practice

writing which negotiated an identity sometimes different from the oral speaker.

In a way, the very process of the writing is a dialogue with oneself. When a speaker is

engaged in face-to-face interactions, the audience is visible. The speaker often adjusts

what s/he is saying in relation to who s/he is speaking to. In fact, Foucault (1979) made

this very point when he discussed what difference it made who was speaking as it related

to authorship. Situations for writers and readers in journal writing were parallel in this

respect. Salient in ABE was that the message was often for the reader or Joan but

emerged as one for the writer. In the process of students’ writing, the past mediated the

present while considering future possibilities.

Several events during the semester reflected negotiating these public and private

spaces. Next, I explore Maria’s journal reflection on the “Progress” class offered by the

community college which convened at Valencia Community Center. Maria’s writing

symbolized hybrid spaces women occupy in the borderlands. Once removed from

mundane domesticity, Maria realized the community offered women desirable

opportunities. Opportunities to develop new roles were available to women in the

borderlands. Enrolling in ABE and Progress provided one place to begin.

The Progress Class

In a sense, ABE was an attempt to provide direction. The role of the program was to

offer Latina/os the opportunity to acquire a GED, which for many meant communicative

competence. The socialization process does not begin and end with linguistic
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competence, as Hymes (1977) and others (Fishman, 1971, 1972; Gee, 1996; Gumperz &

Cook-Gumperz, 1982; Halliday, 1978; Heath, 1983; Hornberger, 2003; Street, 1984;

Woolard, 1998) pointed out. Rather, it is one of many trajectories in the formation of new

identities.

I mentioned previously that education signified opportunity. Participation began the

process for which the result was membership in the dominant culture. Access to better

paying jobs, communicative competence to mentor children, and empowering women

were included. Valencia and its membership offered such hope. The socialization process

was not easy, but support was strong. Support was not limited to one source but many

sources. Maria’s journal writing reflected the importance of Valencia community

support:

My class name is Progress and I love that class. I’m really exited and give all my

attention.

My teacher’s name is Susanna and she is very good explaining the class. When is

time to live I don’t wanto live! I like this class to much, I don’t want my class to

finish.

So, you can see it was a very busy day But I’m very happy, because I use to be

home all day and just watch TV and sleep! So this is a big change for me. But a

Good a Positive change that makes me feel very happy and positive every

morning when I wake up.

The Progress class derived from the community center’s commitment to support and

encourage women in new roles. The course was offered in both English and Spanish.
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Students received college credit for the course. “Progress” was one of several courses in a

social work certification program. The class focus was building self-esteem. All students

I talked with in ABE had taken the Progress class. Each woman said it was an excellent

educational experience.

Maria completed the requirements for Progress. However, participation in ABE ended

in October. A journal entry described problems with her landlord. Her children, girls two

years old and four years old, kept her busy as well as a husband she cooked and cleaned

for daily. What Progress may have offered her and other women differed significantly

from what ABE required. Women I spoke with in ABE found Progress to be motivating,

yet few conveyed the sentiment toward ABE.

However, Ana and those who remained at Valencia negotiated territories in ways that

contributed to a reinvented self. In part, Joan, too, began to negotiate her role which

altered class dynamics in ABE. This became evident during a class discussion in

November, the day before Thanksgiving. Salient was that Joan stated early in the

semester that “conversation kinds of lessons” would no longer consume class time. Yet

now she encouraged students to express their ideas and feelings discursively. Over time,

Joan began to negotiate her methods of teaching to the test:

Joan: Just like we talked about yesterday um, Randi, Ana was sharing that she

used to be a a parent who was kind of quiet. Who maybe was angry,

frustrated or upset but really didn’t say anything. And now she’s she speaks

up and she encourages other people to to talk and to put things together.

Ana: Um huh.
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Joan: And a lot of that came from the the leadership

Ana: Class.

Joan: training and Progress.

Ana: Is one of the things that I that I learned. And I told ah Joan yesterday I

was one of the parents that never talked. Oh, she can talk with for me and now

I know I I understand. It was a process for me. And I know I’m not a good

speaker but I I know what I want now. I know what I want. If I its something

that not ah, something that is not ah comfortable, I talk and I can say, you

know what, I not feel comfortable with that and this is my right and an I serve

ah like ah an advocacy ah with the moms at Sunshine.

Ana advocated for Latinas at local public elementary schools who had not found their

voice. Many of the women were young mothers not savvy in school policy. They often

sought Ana’s support.

Randi: I just have really one question. Why do you think you didn’t speak-up

before? Have you thought about that?

Ana: One of the things I I know was ah to speak in in another language, and then

other country, and then um, too many ah fa ah factors that that affect, and

then ah I think I have no idea if my opinion was ah correct or something.

Now, they can ah hear my opinion. Okay, if no I get my opinion have the right

to tell me ah you know what, you you your talk too much. Or you’re your not

speaking cor, ah talk correctly. I don’t care! [She laughed]. 
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Ana authored a self across events. The situation presented a space for Ana to

express the processes of change. I could not help but wonder why the ABE class couldn’t

have the same impact on students. I wondered what program changes could be made in

that direction. But then I had to remind myself that Ana actively participated in a variety

of communities of practice. Her statement was the product of construction and

reconstruction of identities over time, space, and events evidenced in this situation. Talk

merely reflected confidence, achievement, and transformation realized across contexts.

Identities, as previously mentioned, are fluid because they are enacted in and continue

to emerge within situations. Ana’s stance to voice an opinion, speak for young mothers,

or dismiss concerns of right or wrong, articulated changing identities in practice, moving

from one social identity and space to another (Bucholtz, 1999b; Mendoza-Denton,

1999b). The process of identity construction and reconstruction is ongoing, especially

when opportunities are purposeful and meaningful. The Progress class was one such

example. Before the class, Ana was conscious of the prestige English she did not possess.

Now, she was not concerned with being “correct;” she was concerned with being heard.

We see how agency connects with praxis (Friere, 2000). Praxis is the series of actions

leading toward positive change (Giddens, 1993). It is the transformation process. An

alternative perspective, espoused by Wenger (1998), used theories of subjectivity to

address the concept of agency that arose out of engagement in the world. In some ways,

this perspective explains how individuals produce meanings of their world, often

resulting in resistance to institutional or colonizing powers through local cultural

production.
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The structures students worked with and against only existed as they were reproduced

in practices and performances in situations with definite intentions and interests. Practices

around the GED reified structures of the institution. On the other hand, each and every

novel act contesting power provided a step toward change by altering the structure at the

same time of reproduction. It is similar to the way variation develops in language with

slight changes in acts and utterances over time (Giddens, 1993). It is these small acts of

variation in which resistance derives, emerges, and develops spaces for negotiating

power.

Students’ journal writing early in the semester were the first steps toward these kinds

of changes. Sandra wrote, “This morning I feel positive and want to change something in

my life.” Ana said, “When I started school was the best change that I did.” Norma

recognized, “My life is changing every day. Every day I learn some important thing.”

Identities are then worked up and work to a particular identity (Mills, 2003).

Joan eventually began to realize the importance of dual-language use. She asked

Beatrice during the final workshop, “When you’re working, on the math especially is

what I’m guessing. Um, are you, are you working in Spanish? Are you working in

English?” Beatrice replied, “I’m working on both.” The fact that Joan asked Beatrice

about dual-language use demonstrated interest and awareness that students’ first language

was a resource. Furthermore, dual-language use was recognized as a link to the

production and engagement in literacy development.

The negotiation of identities was shared in the cultural spaces of school, home, and the

community. Denying these relationships by emphasizing the dichotomy of “teaching to
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the test and teaching for your life” was one way public education at Valencia created and

maintained a cultural context that both contested and consented to power. Counter-

hegemonic practices over time reconstructed social and individual identities empowering

students to articulate what did and did not work in practice. Students’ agency provided a

space for teacher reflection. “I need to be a little more careful. I need to slow down just a

little bit. Those things are important for your learning and your knowledge, too.” Through

social group identity and solidarity, Joan, too, reconstructed her professional identity.

What actually changed in practice during literacy events were the relationships that

developed. As students drew from community resources, the role of the teacher was often

secondary. Negotiating the front classroom space during mathematics activities provided

opportunities for teacher and students to shift roles and reconstruct identities. Shared

knowledge became a community resource as students drew from heritage and community

knowledge integrated in literacy events.

The greater community was not separate from but was a necessary trajectory to

sustaining a community of learners at Valencia ABE. Dual-language use, once

legitimized by the teacher, enhanced situated learning. Learning as one right way was

negotiated to include process and multiple perspectives. Worksheets continued to be the

pedagogical focus, but conversation became a necessary trajectory. Discursive practices

were integral to a multiplex of relationships realized in social and individual identities as

meanings were constructed through discourse as a social practice. In these and many

other ways over time, the production of talk, what participants in conversation drew
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upon, and students’ language and social resources were the products of the social

processes in which talk was produced and meanings were realized.

In the final chapter, I draw attention to themes developed in this study as they related

to questions explored or findings. Limitations and discussion of the study frame

descriptive events and analysis. I conclude with suggestions for future research and the

contribution this work will provide to the educational community.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

What was communicated in everyday school and community life framed the

findings of this study. Face-to-face interactions and journal writing represented cross-

cultural experiences in the borderlands. Discourses functioned to mediate spaces in

language uses and meanings in the practice of literacy, teaching, and learning. Practices

in this way meant participation in what Erickson (2006) described as “the performance of

durable routines” (p. 140). In the context of Valencia ABE, durable routines constituted

teaching to the test, a pedagogy faithfully administered throughout the study. However,

the repertoire of ABE changed over time as trajectories formed altering the discourse of

ABE. Through variation in daily events a second theme emerged which framed

negotiating relationships, power, and learning.

Social practices negotiated boundaries as women shared experiences in the

community and at school. Oral and written narratives formed trajectories in which

opportunities to reinvent skills-based structures and practices were realized. Everyday

literacy events provided opportunities to explore what Fairclough (2001) noted

As the whole process of social interaction of which text is just a part. This

process includes in addition to the text the process of production, of which the

text is a product, and the process of interpretation, for which the text is resource.

(p. 20)
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In essence, text as resource was both written text around literacy events and text as talk

in practice.

As I explored the functions of discourse in Adult Basic Education in literacy events,

and I came to realize how closely my research questions were related: how do discursive

practices construct identities in literacy events, and how do these practices contribute to

the engagement in the practice of literacy, teaching, and learning? In the following

discussion, I explore these questions as they relate to each theme chapter. I do, however,

see these questions as mutually constitutive, though I attempt to discuss each separately.

Participants in this study engaged in the discourse of ABE and, in many cases, gradually

reconstructed individual and social identities in the Valencia community of practice. As a

result, questions and answers strongly connected to situated learning (Lave & Wenger,

1991) and communities of practice (Wenger, 1998) frameworks.

With regard to exploring the functions of discourse in ABE in discursive practices in

literacy events, Chapter 3 framed two questions related to the theme of teaching to the

test. Question 1 asked, “How do discursive practices construct identities in literacy

events?” Teaching to the test provided the context in which identity construction was

produced in skills-based practices. Literacy events functioned as a socialization process

delineated through curriculum, pedagogy, and worksheets. These structures organized

experiences in the form of participant structures (Philips, 1993) which limited the flow of

talk as it positioned the teacher as expert. Students were positioned in need of social,

cultural, and linguistic skills necessary to communicate effectively in the greater

community and workforce.
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However, a cooperative effort between teacher and researcher altered the structure in

mathematics literacy events. Joan invited students to share individual problem solving on

the board with the whole group. As students shared knowledge, social and individual

identities shifted as positions changed through active participation. This shift within the

ABE discursive field altered social practices in the form of identity reconstruction. In

essence, the conditions under which learning took place changed as pedagogy shifted to

include students as teachers. Shared knowledge provided a necessary resource for

community engagement. This change occurred first in mathematics which was integral to

an emerging trajectory between researcher and teacher. My conversations with Joan

posed alternative approaches to teaching to the test. Dialogue and shared classroom

spaces altered practices while maintaining course objectives.

This negotiation of spaces and pedagogies was what Gonzalez et al. (2005) called

“zones of mathematical practice” and “Many teachers create such zones in domains such

as literacy and language arts, yet a whole-mathematics classroom similar to whole-

language classroom often remains unchartered terrain” (p. 267). In this study, the new

terrain provided a necessary trajectory for students’ dual-language uses in ways that

contextualized language and mathematical concepts. This was important to creating

zones of proximal development (Vygotsky, 1978) for English language learning and

mathematical problem solving. Dual language uses developed the context for more

knowledgeable peers to scaffold community members through explicit instruction,

modeling strategies during problem solving at the board, and explaining concepts in both

Spanish and English.
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In these ways, learning opportunities provided a trajectory to mathematics as social

practice. Salient was that both teacher and student identities shifted in the social practice

of mathematics. Cultural cognitive structures or schema became sites of converging and

conflicting discourses that are integral to learning in practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991).

Mediating these discourses in social practice created alternative participant structures

necessary to the production of mathematical conceptual understanding and growth. This

did not happen in one event but over time as practices were more than momentary

responses. Joan learned ways to navigate and therefore negotiate classroom spaces as

students demonstrated competence in content-area knowledge and skills.

In fact, students became so engaged in the practice of mathematics that activities were

framed primarily on mathematics, often for an entire week at a time. Success in these

literacy events developed ongoing practices in school and at home. Students took time to

do homework and came to class the following day eager to share mathematical

discoveries. In this way, mathematics became a shared repertoire providing opportunities

for new learning trajectories through emerging selves. In fact, Wenger (1998) said that

“A sense of trajectory gives us ways for sorting out what matters and what does not, what

contributes to our identity and what remains marginal” (p. 155).

For Joan, this meant giving up the front classroom space. For students, this meant

active participation in individual and group mathematical practices. Identities shifted as

functions of discourse negotiated power in the practice of teaching and learning

mathematics. Students realized this trajectory was important for their learning. Individual

mastery of mathematical concepts extended beyond the individual to the community.
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Students’ written journals responses reflected this shift in practice and identity

construction. Students asked to “work in groups” as the medium through which optimal

knowledge construction and therefore understanding was realized. Social practices

produced positive educational outcomes for most students as new trajectories for learning

reconstructed social and individual identities. Situated practices engaged students as

mathematical problem solvers while acquiring and learning English language uses.

What this meant was that peer scaffolding provided access to social and cultural

knowledge through peer relationships that essentially shifted within daily acts and events

(Gonzalez et al., 2005). The expert one day or during one event often drew from a more

knowledgeable peer at another time. Beatrice articulated how this process was integral to

her reconstructed identity on the last day of the study:

Beatrice: Yeah. And a now I remember fractions, percent, ah all the all ah we

have, all the things we have seen now I can remember and before I was

blank!

Joan: Good!

Beatrice: My mind was all blank!

Joan: You said you need to

Beatrice: And now I can tell that my improvement is very good.

What was not stated was disjuncture in functional uses of school and community

literacies. In conversation, Beatrice realized mathematics uses differed out of school from

mathematics for test preparation. Even though Beatrice used mathematics in her everyday

life, for example, at the store, exchanging money, paying bills, helping children with
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homework, etc., these practices were normalized in everyday events. Beatrice perceived

her mind as “blank” failing to recognize ways to transform what she knew with what was

expected in school. Funds of knowledge appeared disconnected with school or scientific

concepts (Vygotsky, 1978; Gonzalez et al., 2005). In this way, Beatrice’s resources

appeared dysfunctional or “blank.”

Regarding Research Question 2 asked: “How do these practices contribute to the

engagement in the practice of literacy, teaching, and learning? Literacy practices in

teaching to the test in language arts meant mastery of skills related to correct grammar

use and answering worksheet exercises in the form of true and false, multiple choice, and

choose the best answer. Practices in mathematics meant one correct way to problem

solve. There was little social construction of knowledge because learning was

autonomous or individual and cognitive in nature. The teacher’s role was what Freire

(2000) described as inputting information to passive recipients. In essence, practice in

language arts literacy learning meant learning skimming strategies to find correct answers

within worksheet passages in a timely manor. Literacy practices were framed on

efficiency not gains in content knowledge or English language use. Engagement meant

figuring out what was being asked in worksheet exercises to find the one correct answer.

The practice of teaching was a socialization process as well. Joan practiced literacy as

practical application of content-based skills. Teacher as expert remained constant for the

most part. What altered was talk around text. Language arts and mathematics activities

were primarily framed around worksheets. What changed was collaboration. Students

working together looked different from whole group practices taught by the teacher.
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However, practices during literacy events remained the same as worksheets continued to

be the primary teaching tool.

Collaborative work among students, meaning both talk and the actual doing or

performance, negotiated a context for engagement through emotional support, cultural

schemas, and dual-language uses. Meanings were mediated in conversation as they were

contextualized in joint participation. Joint effort often meant consensus, which was

important in social identity, social solidarity, and comprehension as pair or group

engagement negotiated the teaching curriculum (Lave & Wenger, 1991). In these ways,

identity construction was integral to what was being contextualized in literacy events,

sometimes in spite of worksheet structures (Wortham, 2006).

Women’s initial purposes for enrolling at Valencia ABE were integral to their role as

cultural brokers. Engagement in worksheet literacy events related to acquiring English

communicative competence. These Latinas’ quest for success in ABE connected private

and public venues of social practice at Valencia (Holland et al., 1998). Learning was not

limited to the test. Rather, learning English and earning a GED related strongly to

women’s s roles as students, mothers, tutors, and cultural mediators in the borderlands.

During the final workshop, students described attempts to bridge gaps by doing

homework. Extending school practice at home was an effort to mediate school literacy

learning. However, Irma said that although efforts in mathematics were often successful,

attempts to read often ended in frustration. Beatrice explained that she worked on

homework when she felt challenged. These attempts are examples of emotional responses

to learning. Emotional involvement was integral to students’ learning, engagement,
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motivation, and identities. However, cultural differences in worksheet genre often failed

to engage students in the practice of literacy learning as they became frustrated in school

and at home.

Ongoing struggles related to teaching to the test altered the repertoire of ABE at

Valencia as discussed in Chapter 4. What emerged was the study’s second theme which

framed negotiating relationships, power, and learning through examining the functions of

discourse in Valencia literacy events. To answer Question 1, How do discursive practices

construct identities in literacy events, I explored oral and written narratives that both

constrained talk and challenged convention. Conversation in face-to-face interactions

negotiated identities and strengthened relationships that developed in community and

school. Journal writing often supported or expanded upon conversational topics

articulating what was of central importance to women. This is the process of negotiation.

In the process of integrating students’ funds of knowledge (Gonzalez & Moll, 1995;

Gonzalez et al., 2005; Velez-Ibanez & Greenberg, 1992) or authentic practices and texts,

power relationships were negotiated in structure and discourse. Conversation often

integrated storytelling with content-based practices. A third space (Moje et al, 2004) was

sustained as background knowledge, culturally relevant topics, and power issues were

confronted.

Points of power (Foucault, 1990) went beyond relationships within the ABE

community. They extended into varieties of everyday life relevant to borderlands life.

Discursive practices invited all community members to participate. In this way, not one

but many trajectories developed through exchanges of information and overlapping roles
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between and among multiple communities of practice. These included, but were not

limited to, the community center, the local school district, and the community college

providing a support system for students and their families unique in ABE settings.

Key to the Latinas’ reinvented social and individual identities in this study was

participation in connected communities of practice (Wenger, 1998). Participation in

cross-institutional events was often discursively revisited in the ABE setting. Crossing

borders meant students’ educational endeavors were not isolated instances but rather

fluidity of acts and events in the home, school, and community. This trajectory provided

authentic opportunities for expression and a way to reinvent otherwise prevalent skills-

based practices found in most ABE settings.

As social and individual relationships strengthened, the mutual constitutive nature of

multiple communities of practice was reified in Valencia membership. Talk situated the

ways in which Latinas’ counter-cultural practices found public and private spaces to

maintain a world view. The sociocultural context of the classroom changed during these

events. The organization of classroom interaction designed to socialize Latinas into

Anglo educational and work force communities was altered in storytelling events. In this

way, structure adapted to students’ cultural norms in which talk functioned to provide

educational, individual, and social growth.

Joan attempted to dismantle the effectiveness of more equitable power distribution by

curtailing “conversation kinds of lessons,” believing they did not prepare students for the

test. Joan’s failure to understand the effectiveness of conversation and the relationship to

engagement in practice as a condition for the effectiveness of learning (Lave & Wenger,
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1991) met with resistance from students. Students maintained individual and social

identities by resisting silence. Furthermore, students realized the value of conversation to

learning. Joan, on the other hand, was concerned with professional identity and

accountability. She believed drill exercises were directly linked to students’ success.

Conversation and skills-based practices did not appear to be related to Joan until the end

of the study.

The organization of experience through multiplex relationships explored in literacy

events were the matrices through which teaching, learning, and power were realized.

What this meant was that first involvement and then engagement in ongoing practices

instituted a space in which negotiations were possible. This space was necessary for

participants to realize praxis. Praxis has been described as active participation in the

possibility to employ positive change in one’s life or particular situation. In fact, Wenger

(1998) pointed out that “Identities are defined with respect to interaction of multiple

convergent and divergent trajectories” (p. 154).

The Latina participants sought to hold onto one world view while accommodating

another. Intent for students was not to replace or assimilate Sonoran Mexican culture

with American norms. Rather, a balance between the centripetal and centrifugal forces or

change and maintenance was the objective. Essentially, this is the work of hybridity. It is

an ongoing process, constructed in multiplex social situations, communities of practices,

and day-to-day experiences.
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Question 2 asked how these practices contributed to engagement in the practice of

literacy, teaching, and learning? Through engagement in practice, relationships develop

within participation as Wenger (1998) noted:

Identity in practice is defined socially not merely because it is reified in a social

discourse of the self and of the social categories, but also because it is produced as

lived experience of participation in specific communities. What narratives,

categories, roles, and position come to mean as an experience of participation is

something that must be worked out in practice. (p. 151)

Engagement in practices in literacy events in this chapter framed public and private

spaces. What was communicated in lived experiences in school was that conversation

was necessary for students to improve English competence in the process of content- area

learning. What was absent in out-of-school contexts was access to conversation in the

ways that ABE made possible. What must be considered is the sociolinguistic perspective

of the necessity of using a language to learn that language (Hymes, 1977). In the

classroom, this meant engagement in the practice of speaking through sharing stories,

reading authentic text, journal writing on relevant topics, and, most importantly,

conversations that effectively contributed to the social construction of knowledge. In

these ways, the conditions for literacy learning provided situations for effective pedagogy

and literacy development and growth.

Engagement in these practices became intrinsic. What was communicated in literacy

events went beyond worksheet texts. Women were interested in the context for talk and

attentive to similarities that they shared across contexts in Mexico, the United States,
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American schools, gender, race, socioeconomics, employment, families, languages, and

communicative competence. Discursive practices provided a functional trajectory for

communication, a shared history brought into the present, inviting engagement through

listenership and talk (Goffman, 1963b).

In this way, narratives involved the community in the practice of English, a shared

repertoire in and of itself. Conversation around authentic texts introduced ways that

conversation could be used in language arts. What occurred was that these conversations

were not limited to specific situations but slowly became a part of the discourse of ABE.

In other words, uses for language were transferable and transformed learning.

Negotiation of identities, power, and relationships was intertwined in the flow of

conversation.

Joan negotiated her position as expert through participation in these conversations.

Her initial decision to remain on the periphery changed as she became a member of the

community. Mutual engagement meant learning for the teacher as well. Teaching and

learning in these ways and others articulated the dialectical relationship between teaching

and learning. Joan and students negotiated power in the classroom not only in

mathematics activities, authentic literacy events, or classroom spaces but by inviting

outside speakers to talk, student council announcements, and other activities students

wanted to share. Community life became a part of Valencia ABE. Finally, Joan

contributed to storytelling and listening. She negotiated public and private spaces with

her lived experiences. In this way, the creation of connections across boundaries was

possible.
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The discourse of ABE was reinvented in the process of changing social relationships

and conditions under which conventional practices were shaped. Variation became the

mitigating force. It was the place where time and space met, boundaries merged, and

social identities were negotiated in the discourse (Alvarez, 1995; Fairclough, 1992). It

was here that a third space became a functional unit, a legitimate space of the institution.

Women’s roles shifted as talk extended participation in multiple communities of practice

in ABE events. The linkages became clearer as variety of interactions evolved into

significant learning experiences. The trajectory, third space, provided alternatives to sort

priorities, contributing to individual and collective identities through mutual engagement

in participation.

If we understand, as Wenger (1998) pointed out, that “Identity is fundamentally

temporal” (p. 154), then we begin to see the relationship to engagement as temporal.

Identity construction is ongoing because events change every day. Classroom dynamics

change, sometimes opaque in nature, because people participate in multiple communities

of practice bringing various experiences into the educational domain. Learning events

vary in content and form and determine engagement at any moment. In these ways,

engagement is temporal in situated learning.

What this means is that in the process of engaging in acts and events, change takes

place. At the beginning of this study, language arts and mathematics lessons took place

every day. As time moved on, engagement changed the discourse Valencia developed

into a community of practice. Sharing spaces in mathematics provided one trajectory.

Narratives in language arts literacy events provided another. In this way, negotiation went
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beyond the functions of discourse of ABE as local and global issues of power were

confronted. Salient is that some of these conversations emerged in teaching to the test

events. They came about as the perceived dichotomy of in and out of school literacies

was negotiated.

Discussion

Once a third space emerged, it was difficult to close or completely return to traditional

practices. Students continued to talk during classroom activities continually pushing

boundaries. Originally, I thought that students’ whispering or subversive talk was

resistance. Maybe it was initially. But as I reflect on the two year study, my interpretation

is more closely tied to the effective use of funds of knowledge and legitimizing out of

school communities of practice.

I argue that once students recognized the importance of working together and the

value of out-of-school literacies, they could not completely return to traditional classroom

pedagogy or hegemonic practices. This counterbalancing is what Foucault (1970) defined

as negotiation: “It explains how things grow, develop, intermingle, disappear, die, yet

endlessly find themselves again; in short, how there can be space and time” (p. 25). I

believe that balancing Discourses was realized in the process of conversation and

students working in groups. It took Joan time to make the connection of talk,

engagement, and learning to students’ cultural identity. On the last day of this

ethnographic study, Joan did recognize and admitted the importance of group learning;
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“You’re teaching each other; that’s one of the reason it’s sticking. And and your um

interaction is so important.”

Many months later, I returned to my initial assessment of resistance. I thought about

Foucault’s (1990) words “Where there is power, there is resistance,” (p. 95) and yet I

wondered if this was an accurate interpretation of the conditions under which change

took place. Perhaps it was. Foucault talked about points of power which, in this case,

were negotiated over time. Students’ persistence to use subversive talk and work in small

groups or pairs never relented. Furthermore, I believe some of the power structures such

as traditional pedagogy and ABE curriculum were negotiated to some degree.

I say this because five months after my study ended, I returned to Valencia for a visit.

As I settled in and once again assumed my role as participant observer, Joan explained

what was going on. She said that now students were choosing what they wanted to

discuss and to work on in class two of the four days per week. Joan found a way to

negotiate the social structure and allow the third space to continue to grow. A community

of practice in ABE did emerge for a time. I think what becomes salient is time, the

process of an emerging space, time to realize one exists, and time for a third space to

bring about changes in the Discourse.

Limitations

Access to multiple ABE settings over time would have provided a more in-depth

analysis of similarities and differences across contexts. My Spanish competence is weak,

and there were many times I was unable to engage in conversation because I was not a
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fluent Spanish speaker. Other times, I could follow along as an active listener, but there

were still missed opportunities to learn as a monolingual English speaking participant

observer.

Access to varieties of social networks that participants regularly engaged in outside

ABE would have contributed to a more in-depth understanding of the varieties of

relationships across social networks. I believe there is a strong possibility for future

research in adult literacy learning. Given the time constraints and lack of financial

resources, this inquiry was limited to resources available to me as a graduate student

working independently on what I believed to be a necessary educational landscape to

explore.

Implications for Future Research

Data strongly support the need for more research in the area of adult literacy learning

in Adult Basic Education. It seems to me that women’s roles as cultural brokers were

integral to children’s school success. Research has focused more on youth in this

capacity, missing the critical link of women who struggle to mediate two cultural worlds.

Women who drop out of ABE programs affect children in each family and across the

school districts. When I first began this study, I thought about the fact that 15 women

enrolled in the program represented nearly 50 children attending the local public schools.

Fifteen women dropping out meant 50 children did not have the kind literacy support at

home they depended on. What about tomorrow, and the next day, and the next…? What
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happens to the children and their opportunities for success in school when their primary

educational support has been weakened or lost?

Finally, earlier in the paper, I discussed how different school literacy practices often

obtain the same academic results for students. One of the weaknesses in ABE is the lack

of professional development in this field. It became painfully clear that without a sound

theoretical frame from which to develop sound educational initiatives for students’

success in and out of school, workshops, often the medium used to supplement gaps in

professional development, will only continue to provide a band-aid for an institutional

situation that is in much need of serious address. I believe my role as researcher at

Valencia contributed to this gap between theory and practice. It is my strong belief that

the role of the researcher was integral to some of the changes and success that occurred

during this two-year ethnography.

Finally, this study sends an important message to those who engage in future literacy

research. This ethnography provides a model for those who wish to explore

ethnographies in literacy which include cooperative educational initiatives or

participatory action research. This work demonstrated the insights ethnographic

investigations can bring to understanding the functions of discourse in the construction of

identity and the socialization into learning. It is my hope that researchers, teachers, and

students will find ways to apply theory to practice in new cross-cultural educational

settings with the hope of making a difference in future educational endeavors.
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APPENDIX A: FALL 2003

Pilot Study

Phase 1

Adult Basic Education: Literacy Lab

Volunteer Reading and Mathematics Tutoring Schedule: Approximate times and days per

week during the period from September 9, 2003 through December, 2003 that I provided

students with individualized instruction as per teacher request. Total hours include

unscheduled conference time with the teacher and/or students.

September October November December January

Tuesdays
And
Thursdays

8:30 a.m.-

11:00 a.m.

8:30 a.m.-

11:00 a.m.

8:30 a.m. -

11:00 a.m.

8:30 a.m.-

11:00 a.m.

8:30 a.m.-

11:00 a.m.

Hours Approximately
3 hours per
day

Approximately
3 hours per
day

Approximately
3 hours per
day

Approximately
3 hours per
day

Approximately
3 hours per
day

Total 16 hours per
month

24 hours per
month

18 hours per
month

12 hours per
month

10 hours per
month
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APPENDIX B: SPRING 2004

Pilot Study

Phase 2: Valencia

Group Activities: Began literature circles and group reading and writing activities at

Valencia. Activities included reading a variety of genres such as newspapers, poetry,

magazines, children’s books, children’s picture books, adolescent books, and adult books.

Students wrote in journals weekly, reading responses and occasionally writing to support

ABE coursework.

Following are the approximate times and days per week during the period from January

29, 2004 through May 2004 that I volunteered as a reading teacher at Valencia. Total

hours include unscheduled conference time with the teacher and/or students.

January February March April May

Tuesdays
And
Thursdays

First day:
January 29
Introductions

8:30 a.m.-

11:00 a.m.

8:30 a.m.-

11:00 a.m.

8:30 a.m.-

11:00 a.m.

8:30 a.m.-

11:00 a.m.

Hours 2 hours Approximately
3 hours per
day

Approximately
3 hours per
day

Approximately
3 hours per
day

Approximately
3 hours per
day

Total 2 hours 20 hours per
month

20 hours per
month

16 hours per
month

14 hours per
month
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APPENDIX C: FALL 2004 –SPRING 2005

Pilot Study

Phase 2: Valencia

Group Activities continued with literature circles and various reading and writing

activities. Times included occasional participation in ABE class occurred before or after

reading group activities.

Following are the approximate times and days per week during the period from

September 2004 through May 2005 that I volunteered as a reading teacher at Valencia.

Total hours include unscheduled conference time with teacher and/or students.

Fall 2004

September October November December

Monday
or

Wednesday

8:30 a.m.-

11:00 a.m.

8:30 a.m.-

11:00 a.m.

8:30 a.m.-

11:00 a.m.

8:30 a.m.-

11:00 a.m.

Hours per
month

8 hours per
month

6 hours per
month

10 hours per
month

8 hours per
month

Spring 2005

January February March April May

Tuesday
or

Wednesday

8:30 a.m.-

11:00 a.m.

8:30 a.m.-

11:00 a.m.

8:30 a.m.-

11:00 a.m.

8:30 a.m.-

11:00 a.m.

8:30 a.m.-

11:00 a.m.

Hours per
month

8 hours per
month

8 hours per
month

10 hours per
month

8 hours per
month

10 hours per
month
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APPENDIX D: FALL 2005

Study

Final Phase

During this final part of the study, I observed language arts and mathematics lessons and

activities. My role during these observations was to audiotape and videotape classroom

interactions. I advised rather than have direct involvement in everyday activities during

this time. The schedule was fluid. Content focus and activities were often determined by

students’ interest.

Following are the approximate times and days per week during the period from August

29, 2005 through December 15, 2005 that I observed classroom interactions. Total hours

include unscheduled conference time with the teacher and/or students and additional

activities.

August September October November December

Monday
and
Wednesday

August 29
Orientation:
New students
only

9:00 a.m.-

12:00 p.m.

9:00 a.m.-

12:00 p.m.

9:00 a.m.-

12:00 p.m.

9:00 a.m.-

12:00 p.m.

Hours Approximately
2 hours

Approximately
3 hours per
day

Approximately
3 hours per
day

Approximately
3 hours per
day

Approximately
3 hours per
day

Total 2 hours per
month

23 hours per
month

30 hours per
month

25 hours per
month

22 hours per
month
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